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The 4th National Integrity Survey Report 2019 and other surveys suggest not only bribery but
also other forms of corruption such as absenteeism and ghost workers seriously impact the
education services in Uganda. Corruption in education provision negatively affects both the
quality and accessibility of education services which later reduces the opportunities of children
from disadvantaged backgrounds and reinforces poverty and social inequality in the society.
Despite being a clear challenge, comprehensive upto date estimates of the extent and
cost of corruption in the Education sector are lacking. By failing to measure the cost
of corruption in the health sector and establishing the magnitude of the problem to
Ugandans, adequate and appropriate anti-corruption measures cannot be developed.
The Inspectorate of Government (IG) in 2021, commissioned the research on the cost and
extent of corruption in the Education Sector in Uganda with support from the German
Government, through the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) GmBH.The research was conducted by the Governance Transparency Institute
(Hungary) which is an international and non-partisan think tank in good governance.
With the combined effort of all the laws and institutions in place the war against corruption
has mainly centered on whistleblowers, tracking suspects, investigating, prosecution,
conviction, incarcerate and recovery of the loot. But the fact is that only a very small
percentage of corruption gets detected or even gets to the level of being investigated at all.
There is therefore need to rebrand the war from
Parliament, Judiciary, IG, NGOs and Anti-Corruption
citizens of Uganda being mere frustrated spectators,

being an Executive,
Agencies’ war with
to a Citizens’ War.

As we release the report of extent and cost of Corruption in the Education Sector
Uganda, it is my hope that relevant authorities and institutions in the sector will take
Ɏǝƺ ǔǣȇƳǣȇǕɀɀƺȸǣȒɖɀǼɵ وǝƏɮƺ ǔɖȸɎǝƺȸ ƳƺǼǣƫƺȸƏɎǣȒȇɀ ɎȒ ǣȅȵȸȒɮƺ Ȓȇ Ɏǝƺ ǣȅȵǼƺȅƺȇɎƏɎǣȒȇof
strategies for the elimination of corruption in the Education Sector in Uganda.
I have the honour to present the report on the extent and cost of Corruption in
Ɏǝƺ 0ƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ³ƺƬɎȒȸ ɎȒ Ɏǝƺ ȵƺȒȵǼƺ Ȓǔ ÈǕƏȇƳƏ ƏȇƳ ƏǼǼ ɀɎƏǸƺǝȒǼƳƺȸɀ ǣȇ Ɏǝƺ ǔǣǕǝɎ ɎȒ
eliminate corruption. I implore all stakeholders to read this report and set targets
that will help deter, prevent and eliminate corruption in all public institutions.

Beti Kamya Turwomwe
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In 2021, the Inspectorate of Government, initiated the research on the cost of corruption in
Uganda with support from the German Government, through the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmBH. The Government Transparency Institute GTI)
a non-partisan think tank researching and advocating good governance was contracted to
conduct the study. Born from the research and Civil Society activism of its founder Mihály
Fazekas, the Institute was founded in Budapest, Hungary in 2015 to provide an independent,
research-driven voice to the causes of transparency, anti-corruption, and good governance in
0ɖȸȒȵƺƏȇƳƫƺɵȒȇƳهXɎǣɀˣȇƏȇƬƺƳƫɵȵȸǣɮƏɎƺƳȒȇƏɎǣȒȇɀو0ɖȸȒȵƺƏȇȸƺɀƺƏȸƬǝǔɖȇƳɀوƏȇƳǕȒɮƺȸȇment contract work, and works independently of political parties or special interest groups.
The aim of the Institute is to better understand the causes, characteristics, and consequences of low-quality governance with interdisciplinary analysis, drawing on political science, economics, law, and data science.
The Institute help citizens and companies hold their governments accountable through
the publication of novel datasets and robust analyses. The unique research approach uses
Big Data, econometrics, and qualitative methods to understand micro-behaviour, macrooutcomes, and the links between the two. The main themes include corruption, collusion,
ɀȵƺȇƳǣȇǕƺǔˣƬǣƺȇƬɵوƏƳȅǣȇǣɀɎȸƏɎǣɮƺȷɖƏǼǣɎɵوȵɖƫǼǣƬȵȸȒƬɖȸƺȅƺȇɎوƏȇƳǼƺǕǣɀǼƏɎǣɮƺȵȸȒƬƺɀɀƺɀه
We believe that the combination of a thorough qualitative understanding and precise
quantitative measurement of the state is the foundation of good governance.
The main authors of the report on cost of corruption were; Mihály Fazekas and Olena
Nikulina (Government Transparency Institute)

w

ihály Fazekas is an Assistant Professor at the
Central European University, Department of Public
Policy, with a focus on using Big Data methods to
understand the quality of government globally. He is
ƏǼɀȒ Ɏǝƺ ³ƬǣƺȇɎǣˣƬ (ǣȸƺƬɎȒȸ Ȓǔ Əȇ ǣȇȇȒɮƏɎǣɮƺ ɎǝǣȇǸ٨ɎƏȇǸو
the Government Transparency Institute. He has a PhD
from the University of Cambridge where he pioneered
Big Data Methods to measure and understand highlevel corruption in Central- and Eastern Europe. His
research and policy interests revolve around corruption,
favouritism, private sector collusion, and government
ɀȵƺȇƳǣȇǕ ƺǔˣƬǣƺȇƬɵ هxƺɎǝȒƳȒǼȒǕǣƬƏǼǼɵ وǝƺ ǝƏɀ ƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺ
in both quantitative and qualitative methods in diverse
ˣƺǼƳɀ ɀɖƬǝ Əɀ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ȵȒǼǣƬɵ وƺƬȒȇȒȅǣƬɀ وƏȇƳ ȵȒǼǣɎǣƬƏǼ ɀƬǣƺȇƬƺهRƺ ɯȒȸǸƺƳ ƏɎ Ɏǝƺ ÈȇǣɮƺȸɀǣɎɵ
Ȓǔ!ƏȅƫȸǣƳǕƺƏɀɎǝƺɀƬǣƺȇɎǣˣƬƬȒȒȸƳǣȇƏɎȒȸȒǔɎǝƺRȒȸǣɿȒȇבבǔɖȇƳƺƳȵȸȒǴƺƬɎ(XJXáRX³Á
which used a Big Data approach to measuring corruption risks, administrative
capacity, and transparency in public procurement in 33 European countries. While at
University College London, he served as a co-Principal Investigator on the FCDO-funded
ȸƺɀƺƏȸƬǝ ȵȸȒǴƺƬɎ ǼȒȒǸǣȇǕ ƏɎ ƏȇɎǣ٨ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ǣȇ ƳƺɮƺǼȒȵȅƺȇɎ ƏǣƳ ǔɖȇƳƺƳ ȵȸȒƬɖȸƺȅƺȇɎه
He regularly consults the European Commission, Council of Europe, EBRD,
OECD, World Bank, and a range of national governments and NGOs across the
globe. He led a team of FCDO UK, GTI, and IMF which won the 1st prize at the
IMF Anti-Corruption Challenge for measuring corruption and its costs globally.
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lena Nikulina is a Data Scientist at GTI.
She holds a MA degree in Sociology (KyivMohyla Academy) and Public Policy (Central
0ɖȸȒȵƺƏȇ ÈȇǣɮƺȸɀǣɎɵٝ¨ ڙهȸƺɮǣȒɖɀǼɵ وɀǝƺ ɯȒȸǸƺƳ Əɀ
Ə ƳƏɎƏ ǴȒɖȸȇƏǼǣɀɎ ƏȇƳ Əȇ ƏȇƏǼɵɀɎ ǣȇ zJ ɀ ǣȇ ÈǸȸƏǣȇƺه
Along with that, she consulted governmental
agencies in Ukraine on data collection and analysis.
She is interested in working with open data and large
governmental data for studying political corruption. GTI also
received advice from the expert pool: Dina Balabanova
(London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine), Elizabeth Dávid-Barrett (University of
Sussex), Eleanor Hutchinson (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine) Monica
Kirya (CMI-U4), and Caryn Peiffer (University of Bristol) while compiling the report.
GTI also worked with Dr. Daniel Kibuuka Musoke, International Research Consortium and
(ȸ(هƏȇkƏǕǕɯƏ³ɀƺȇǴȒɮɖوXȇǔƺƬɎǣȒɖɀ(ǣɀƺƏɀƺXȇɀɎǣɎɖɎƺxƏǸƺȸƺȸƺÈȇǣɮƺȸɀǣɎɵɯǝȒƬȒȇƳɖƬɎƺƳ
the National Survey on the extent and Cost of Corruption in the Education Sector and
Frederick Golooba-Mutebi, a Political Scientist with special interest in Political Economy
together with Agather Atuhaire undertook the qualitative research interviews and Focus
Group Discussions on the extent and cost of corruption in the Education Sector in
Uganda.
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The Inspectorate of Government in 2021, initiated the study on the cost and extent
of Corruption in the Education Sector in Uganda with support from the German
Government, through the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
GmBH. The study was conducted by the Governance Transparency Institute (Hungary)
an international and non-partisan think tank Organization in good governance. The
study was undertaken using available data and included few interviews with experts,
ȵȸƏƬɎǣɎǣȒȇƺȸɀ ƏȇƳ ȸƺǼƺɮƏȇɎ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ȒǔˣƬǣƏǼɀ ǔȸȒȅ ÈǕƏȇƳƏ ƏȇƳ ƫƺɵȒȇƳ هÁǝƺ XȇɎƺȸȇƏɎǣȒȇƏǼ
Research Consortium Ltd, headed by Dr Daniel Kibuuka Musoke undertook a national
survey and a team led by Frederick Golooba-Mutebi conducted the qualitative information.
Áǝƺ ȒɮƺȸƏǼǼ ȒƫǴƺƬɎǣɮƺ Ȓǔ Ɏǝƺ ɀɎɖƳɵ ɯƏɀ ɎȒ ǕƺȇƺȸƏɎƺ ƺȅȵǣȸǣƬƏǼ ƳƏɎƏ Ȓȇ Ɏǝƺ ƬȒɀɎ ƏȇƳ ƺɴɎƺȇɎ
of corruption in the Education Sector Uganda that can be used for dialogue with
stakeholders to inform anti-corruption policy formulation, strategies, and programs in
the sector. The baseline study shall provide a basis to understand and measure if an
enhanced focus to curb corruption in the Education sector will have a positive impact
over an extended period. The study will help to identify why citizens pay bribes to
get services, but also why the workers and staff in the Education sector asks for bribes.
This report provides a detailed overview of the extent and costs of corruption in the education
sector in Uganda. The study covers costs occurring due the various types of corruption in
the sector, such as bribery, absenteeism, corruption in public procurement. Along with that,
the study offers estimates of corruption costs for different groups of cost bearers – users of
education services (families with children of school age), public budget, and society at large.
The cost of corruption estimates are based on a variety of methods and data sources: a household survey and qualitative data gathered through in-depth interviews with experts and practitioners in the sector, as well government administrative data, secondary survey data, and the topical literature. Overall, our estimates
should be considered as a lower bound estimate of the true cost of corruption given that some costs are in-kind while others are non-measurable due to lack of data.


§ƊɯǿƵȁɈȌǏ ȲǞƦƵȺ بFirst, costs occur due to users (students and their families) having to
bribe Əȇ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ȵȸȒɮǣƳƺȸ ٜɎƺƏƬǝƺȸ وɀƬǝȒȒǼ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀ وƺɴƏȅǣȇƺȸ ƺɎƬهٝ ǔȒȸ Ɏǝƺ ƳƺǼǣɮƺȸɵ Ȓǔ Ə
ɀƺȸɮǣƬƺ ɎǝƏɎ ɀǝȒɖǼƳ ƫƺ ƳƺǼǣɮƺȸƺƳ ǔȸƺƺ Ȓǔ ƬǝƏȸǕƺ Ȓȸ ǔȒȸ Əȇ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ ǔƺƺ هÁǝǣɀ ƬȒɀɎ ƺɀȵƺƬǣƏǼǼɵ
ɎǝȸƺƏɎƺȇɀǼȒɯǣȇƬȒȅƺhouseholds and may serve as a barrier to access to education. Using
bribery prevalence and average bribe size estimates from our household survey, we estimate
the cost of UGX 39.1 billion.
ƦȺƵȁɈƵƵǞȺǿ بThe next two costs are related to teacher absenteeism. Firstly, undue
absence of teachers from work is costly for the public budget in terms of “wasted”
salaries. The estimated annual cost for the public budget amounts to UGX 180.5 billion in
2019. Accordingly, teacher’s absenteeism decreases both quantity and quality of learning
for students. While the available data does not allow us to develop a comprehensive
estimate for loss of learning due to absenteeism, we found that the cost of education
hours was about UGX 1.5 trillion.
0ǿƦƵɹɹǶƵǿƵȁɈȌǏǏɐȁƮȺ بɀ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀ ɀɎƺƏǼ Ȓȸ ƳǣɮƺȸɎ ǔɖȇƳɀ Ȓȸ ɀɖȵȵǼǣƺɀ ǣȇɎƺȇƳƺƳ ǔȒȸ
ȵɖƫǼǣƬ education, the school and therewith the students ultimately receive less. We
quantify the annual loss of public education funds of UGX 244.6 billion.
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ƮƮǞɈǞȌȁƊǶǶɯةɈǘǞȺ ǏȌȲǿ ȌǏ ƧȌȲȲɐȯɈǞȌȁ ƦƵƊȲȺ ȁȌȁٌǿƵƊȺɐȲƊƦǶƵ ǞȁٌǲǞȁƮ ƧȌȺɈȺ ǏȌȲ ȺɈɐƮƵȁɈȺ Ǟȁ
ɈƵȲǿȺȌǏǶȌȺȺȌǏƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁȱɐƊǶǞɈɯخ
This report also discussed several costs that we were not able to precisely estimate due
to lack of the relevant data and literature. These are:
1) costs to physical and mental wellbeing of students due to abuse and sextortion,
2) costs of corruption in procurement of school infrastructure and inputs,
3) loss of education quality for students due to corruption,
4) loss of income/earning potential due to lower quality and attainment,
5) lost productivity and economic growth due to low quality of corruption,
6) costs of positive attitudes towards corruption among students gained through
observing corruption in the school system.
XȲȲƵǐɐǶƊȲ ƵǿȯǶȌɯǿƵȁɈ ȌǏ ɐȁȱɐƊǶǞǏǞƵƮɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȺ بBased on the data from qualitative
estimates, the study discusses corruption in teachers’ employment that results in
both lower quality of education, and costs for the public budget in terms of wages
paid to ɖȇȷɖƏǼǣǔǣƺƳ ɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ هÁǝƺ ǔȒȸȅɀ Ȓǔ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ǣȇ ƺȅȵǼȒɵȅƺȇɎ ǣȇƬǼɖƳƺ ǔȒȸǕƺȸɵ Ȓǔ
ƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎɀ ƏƫȒɖɎ ȷɖƏǼǣǔǣƬƏɎǣȒȇɀ وƫȸǣƫƺȸɵ ǣȇ ǝǣȸǣȇǕ ƏȇƳ ƏǼǼȒƬƏɎǣȒȇ Ȓǔ ɎȸƏȇɀǔƺȸɀ وǔƏɮȒɖȸǣɎǣɀȅ
ƏȇƳȇƺȵȒɎǣɀȅه
Finally, the study found a number of other forms of corruption based on the
qualitative study: bribery in monitoring of schools, and activities of School
Management !ȒȅȅǣɎɎƺƺɀوƏɀɯƺǼǼƏɀɎǝƺȵȸƏƬɎǣƬƺȒǔɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀɖɀǣȇǕɀƬǝȒȒǼȸƺɀȒɖȸƬƺɀǔȒȸ
ȵȸǣɮƏɎƺƫƺȇƺǔǣɎه
The report suggests that the elimination of corruption in the education
sec-tor of Uganda could result in substantial annual savings of nearly UGX 1.8
trillion. This is equal to 51% of annual government spending on the sector in 2019.
The larg-est
measurable
corruption
costs
are
attributed
to
teachers’
absenteeism leading to the loss of instructional time for students. Along with
that, substantial savings up to UGX 39.1 billion can be achieved through
elimination of bribery in the sector.
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There is broad consensus that Uganda faces considerable challenges related to corruption.
According to the Fourth National Integrity Survey Report1 not only bribery but also other
forms of corruption such as absenteeism and ghost workers seriously impact public service
delivery. This constrains citizens’ access to vital services such as education, affecting individual
life chances and social development. Corruption erodes trust in the education system
among citizens - one third of citizens think that malpractices and dishonesty are common
in public schools2. Worse still, corruption in schools ‘normalizes’ unethical behaviour and
makes it socially acceptable at an early age.3
Every year for several decades, 180 countries participate in what is known as the World
Corruption Perception Index in which countries are scored and ranked against each other
depending on the perceived prevalence of corruption in the country. The score and ranking
of Uganda in the recent years has been poor. The score in 2019 was 28 out of 100 while in
2020 it was 27 out of 100 and the ranking was 137 out of 180 in 2019 and 142 out of 180 in 2020.
Despite being a clear challenge to the Uganda’s sustainable development, comprehensive
estimates of the extent and cost of corruption in the Education Sector are lacking. With
support from the German Government, through the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmBH, the IG commissioned a study to the estimate the cost of
corruption in the education sector in Uganda.



   

Despite being a clear challenge to the country’s sustainable development, comprehensive
estimates of the extent and cost of corruption in the education sector are lacking. This
research informs the debate and provides an evidence base to underpin advocacy for the
reforms to policies and institutions that are needed to reduce corruption in the education
sector. The research also provides more detailed and precise evidence about the conditions
driving corruption, such as the reasons why bribes are paid and requested, and as such
can enhance stakeholder dialogue and government accountability to citizens, as well as
helping institutions to assess the impact of targeted anti-corruption measures and think
ƏƫȒɖɎ ǝȒɯ ɎȒ ƏƳƏȵɎ Ɏǝƺȅ ɎȒ ǣȅȵȸȒɮƺ ƺǔˣƬƏƬɵ هÁȒ Ɏǝǣɀ ƺȇƳ وɎǝƺ ȸƺȵȒȸɎ Ȓǔǔƺȸɀ Əȇ ƺɀɎǣȅƏɎƺ
of the prevalence and costs of corruption in education provision in Uganda, as well as a
discussion of the drivers and mechanisms behind corruption in the sector.

1
2
3

IGG National Integrity Survey 2020
Ibid., p. 81
Transparency International, 2013. Global Corruption Report: Education, https://images.transparencycdn.org/
images/2013_GCR_Education_EN.pdf , p.xx
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Education service delivery is mostly undertaken by local governments in line with the
Decentralization Policy. Local governments provide frontline services in the implementation
of education policies and programs. Education service providers include the Government
(public) schools as well as private schools. The latter include community-founded schools,
schools owned by entrepreneurs,
faith-based schools and schools owned by NGOs. 64% of primary schools are governmentowned, while36% are privately owned. 38% of secondary schools are government owned,
while 62% are private4. The extent of liberalization in the sector has several implications for
corruption and anti-corruption as it means that a substantial part of service delivery is not
controlled by the government and therefore needs adequate regulation. This would in turn
ȸƺȷɖǣȸƺǣȇƬȸƺƏɀƺƳȸƺɀȒɖȸƬƺƏǼǼȒƬƏɎǣȒȇوɯǝǣƬǝǣɀƳǣǔˣƬɖǼɎǣȇƏǼȒɯ٨ǣȇƬȒȅƺƬȒɖȇɎȸɵǼǣǸƺÈǕƏȇƳƏه
Between 2012/13 and 2016/17, budget allocations to the sector have decreased as a proportion
of the National Budget, from 14.7% to 11.08 %. However, in relative terms, the absolute
amount allocated to the sector increased by an annual average of UGX 243 billion, which
amounts to an increase of 86% over that period. The biggest share of the budget – about
62.5% - goes to wages5. Yet, Uganda’s high population growth rate (3%), with a corresponding
ǣȇƬȸƺƏɀƺȒǔۑזגǣȇɎǝƺȇɖȅƫƺȸȒǔƬǝǣǼƳȸƺȇȸƺƏƬǝǣȇǕɀƬǝȒȒǼ٨ǕȒǣȇǕƏǕƺȅƏǸƺɀǣɎƳǣǔˣƬɖǼɎǔȒȸ
the government to keep up with demand. This makes it all the more important to safeguard
resources from theft and leakage through corrupt practices.

4
Uganda Ministry of Education and Sports, Education and Sports Sector Sector Strategic Plan 2017/2018 –
2019/2020, https://www.globalpartnership.org/sites/default/files/document/file/2020-7-Uganda-ESP.pdf, pp. 2-3

5

Ibid, p.4
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ȇƺ Ȓǔ Ɏǝƺ ȅȒɀɎ ƬȒȅȅȒȇǼɵ ɖɀƺƳ ƳƺˣȇǣɎǣȒȇɀ Ȓǔ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ǣɀٵ ىɎǝƺ ȅǣɀɖɀƺ Ȓǔ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ȒǔˣƬƺ
for private gain” (Rose-Ackerman, 1978) or the “abuse of entrusted power for private gain”.
Leading international anti-corruption institutions such as Transparency International
ƺȅȵǼȒɵ Ɏǝǣɀ ƳƺˣȇǣɎǣȒȇ6 هÁǝǣɀ ƳƺˣȇǣɎǣȒȇ ǼȒȒǸɀ ƏɎ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ɯǣɎǝǣȇ Ə ƫɖȸƺƏɖƬȸƏɎǣƬ ƬȒȇɎƺɴɎ
ɯǝƺȸƺɎǝƺȸȒǼƺɀƏȇƳȸƺɀȵȒȇɀǣƫǣǼǣɎǣƺɀȒǔȵɖƫǼǣƬȒǔˣƬǣƏǼɀƏȸƺɀƺɎȒɖɎوɀɖƬǝɎǝƏɎǣɎǣɀȵȒɀɀǣƫǼƺɎȒ
ǣƳƺȇɎǣǔɵɯǝƏɎƬȒȇɀɎǣɎɖɎƺɀȅǣɀɖɀƺȒȸƏƫɖɀƺȒǔȵɖƫǼǣƬȒǔˣƬƺه
Corruption can occur at different levels. Ordinary people are most likely to confront ‘lowǼƺɮƺǼٸƫȸǣƫƺȸɵȒǔǔƏǣȸǼɵǴɖȇǣȒȸȵɖƫǼǣƬȒǔˣƬǣƏǼɀɯǝȒȵƺȸǔȒȸȅǔƏǣȸǼɵȸȒɖɎǣȇƺɎƏɀǸɀɎȒǣɀɀɖƺǼǣƬƺȇƬƺɀ
or permits, for example - in other words, petty corruption. Such service-level or grassroots
corruption often refers to street-level bureaucrats employing corrupt practices as they deliver
essential public services. This may typically involve citizens making informal payments or
ǕǣɮǣȇǕɀȅƏǼǼǔƏɮȒȸɀȒȸǕǣǔɎɀɎȒȵɖƫǼǣƬȒǔˣƬǣƏǼɀوɯǣɎǝƫȸǣƫƺȸɵƫƺǣȇǕɎǝƺȅȒɀɎƬȒȅȅȒȇǔȒȸȅȒǔ
corruption (Bardhan, 2006; Charoensukmongkol and Moqbel, 2014).
At the other end of the scale, high-level, grand corruption usually involves abuses of senior
ȸȒǼƺɀɯǣɎǝǣȇǕȒɮƺȸȇȅƺȇɎǣȇɀɎǣɎɖɎǣȒȇɀɎȒƫƺȇƺˣɎɎǝƺǔƺɯƏɎɎǝƺƺɴȵƺȇɀƺȒǔɎǝƺȅƏȇɵوƏȇƳȅƏɵ
cause serious, widespread and long-term harm to individuals and society7. Grand corruption
is perpetrated by corrupt leaders who typically abuse their control of state institutions to
ƺɴȵȸȒȵȸǣƏɎƺɎǝƺɀɎƏɎƺٸɀɯƺƏǼɎǝɯǣɎǝǣȅȵɖȇǣɎɵهJȸƏȇƳƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇǣɀǣȇǝƺȸƺȇɎǼɵƳǣǔˣƬɖǼɎɎȒˣǕǝɎ
since its perpetrators design and control the system in which they operate.
ÁǝƺÈǕƏȇƳƏȇɎǣ٨!ȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇƬɎȒǔטבƳƺˣȇƺɀȇǣȇƺƳǣǔǔƺȸƺȇɎɎɵȵƺɀȒǔƬȒȸȸɖȵɎƏƬɎɀɎǝƏɎƬƏȇ
ƫƺƬȒȅȅǣɎɎƺƳƫɵȵɖƫǼǣƬȒǔˣƬǣƏǼɀوǣȇƬǼɖƳǣȇǕىɎǝƺƳǣȸƺƬɎȒȸǣȇƳǣȸƺƬɎɀȒǼǣƬǣɎƏɎǣȒȇȒȸƏƬƬƺȵɎƏȇƬƺ
Əɀ ɯƺǼǼ Əɀ Ɏǝƺ ȒǔǔƺȸǣȇǕ Ȓȸ ǕȸƏȇɎǣȇǕ Ȓǔ Əȇɵ ȅȒȇƺɎƏȸɵ ǕȒȒƳɀ وƫƺȇƺˣɎɀ وȒȸ Əȇɵ ȒɎǝƺȸ ǔȒȸȅ Ȓǔ
ǕȸƏɎǣˣƬƏɎǣȒȇǔȒȸǝǣȅɀƺǼǔȒȸƏȇȒɎǝƺȸȵƺȸɀȒȇȒȸƺȇɎǣɎɵوǣȇƺɴƬǝƏȇǕƺǔȒȸƏȇɵƏƬɎȒȸȒȅǣɀɀǣȒȇǣȇ
the performance of his or her public functions; the diversion or private use of any property,
monies or securities belonging to the State; the direct or indirect offering or giving,
promising, solicitation or acceptance of any undue advantage to or by any private sector
representative or promising of any undue advantage to or by any person who asserts or
ƬȒȇˣȸȅɀɎǝƏɎǝƺȒȸɀǝƺǣɀƏƫǼƺɎȒƺɴƺȸɎƏȇɵǣȅȵȸȒȵƺȸǣȇˤɖƺȇƬƺȒɮƺȸɎǝƺƳƺƬǣɀǣȒȇȅƏǸǣȇǕȒǔ
any person performing functions in the public or private sector; the fraudulent acquisition,
use or concealment of property derived from any of the acts referred to in this section; the
participation of any kind and manner to commit any of the acts referred to above; any act
ȒȸȒȅǣɀɀǣȒȇǣȇɎǝƺƳǣɀƬǝƏȸǕƺȒǔǝǣɀȒȸǝƺȸƳɖɎǣƺɀƫɵƏȵɖƫǼǣƬȒǔˣƬǣƏǼǔȒȸɎǝƺȵɖȸȵȒɀƺȒǔǣǼǼǣƬǣɎǼɵ
ȒƫɎƏǣȇǣȇǕƫƺȇƺˣɎɀǔȒȸǝǣȅɀƺǼǔȒȸǝƺȸɀƺǼǔȒȸǔȒȸƏɎǝǣȸƳȵƏȸɎɵيȒȸȇƺǕǼƺƬɎȒǔƳɖɎɵٜÈǕƏȇƳƏȇɎǣ٨
Corruption Act, 2009 - shortened version of Article 2)8. All of these corruption forms appear
in the education sector.
ɀ ƫȒɎǝ Ɏǝƺ ǣȇɎƺȸȇƏɎǣȒȇƏǼ Əɀ ɯƺǼǼ Əɀ Ɏǝƺ ÈǕƏȇƳƏȇ ƳƺˣȇǣɎǣȒȇ ɀǝȒɯ وɎǝƺ ƏƬɎ Ȓǔ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ
is commonly understood as an interaction between different actors where a transaction
involving the exchange
6
https://www.transparency.org/en/what-is-corruption
7
https://www.unodc.org/documents/NGO/Grand_Corruption_definition_with_explanation_19_August
_2016_002_1.pdf and https://www.transparency.org/en/corruptionary/grand-corruption
8
https://www.ulrc.go.ug/system/files_force/ulrc_resources/anti-corruption-act-2009.pdf?download=1
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of funds and/or favours takes place. However, there can also be non-transactional
misconduct carried out by individuals which represents an abuse of entrusted power
and results in private gain, such as “shirking” (Gates, Scott & John Brehm, 1997), sabotage,
embezzlement, fraud, absenteeism
(“neglect of duty”), and payment of “ghost workers”. We include these types of misconduct
to provide a comprehensive picture of the ways that entrusted power is abused for private
gain in the education sector.





In many countries, corruption is pervasive at all levels of the education system, from primary
schools through to secondary and tertiary institutions. Corruption in education can occur
at any stage and among any group of actors, from policy makers at the ministerial level
to providers at the school level such as teachers. It may also involve contractors as well as
ƫƺȇƺˣƬǣƏȸǣƺɀȒǔƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇɀɖƬǝƏɀɀɎɖƳƺȇɎɀƏȇƳȵƏȸƺȇɎɀهÁǝƺɀƺǕȸȒɖȵɀƬƏȇƫƺǣȇɮȒǼɮƺƳǣȇ
corruption in several ways, as shown in Table 2 below.
An additional harmful corrupt practice that is prevalent in Uganda is so-called “sextortion”
or “sex for grades” – sexual harassment and extortion carried out by teachers in exchange
for educational favours such good grades or passing a test. According to UNICEF9, sexual
ƏƫɖɀƺǣɀƏɀǣǕȇǣˣƬƏȇɎȵȸȒƫǼƺȅǣȇɀƬǝȒȒǼɀǣȇÈǕƏȇƳƏ!هȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇƏǼɀȒǝǣȇƳƺȸɀɎǝƺȵȸȒƬƺɀɀȒǔ
ȸƺȵȒȸɎǣȇǕ وǣȇɮƺɀɎǣǕƏɎǣȇǕ وƏȇƳ ȵɖȇǣɀǝȅƺȇɎ Ȓǔ Əƫɖɀƺɀ Ȓǔ ȵȒɯƺȸ ǣȇ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ٜxǣƺɀɿƬɿƏȈɀǸǣو
2018).

7DEOHVXPVXSWKHYDULHW\RIFRUUXSWSUDFWLFHVLQSXEOLFHGXFDWLRQ
ÀƊƦǶƵׂخCorrupt practices in public education

•

Policy-making (e.g. misallocation of budgets, capture of school grants)

•

Procurement (e.g. building contracts)

•

Teachers (e.g. recruitment)

•

Finance and control (e.g. leakage of budgets)

•

Examination boards (e.g. selling of exam papers)

•

At schools (e.g. bribes and illegal fees for admission and examination, teacher
absenteeism, sexual extortion of students)

   
There are many ways of explaining why corruption occurs, which we outline below. Note
that these also imply different approaches for tackling corruption.

9https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5614036de4b0014b6b21ce4f/t/57473aae40261de8e3aea696/1464285877619/
Child+Protection%2C+Safety+%26+Security+in+Uganda+Schools.pdf
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In this framework, corruption is conceptualized as a principal-agent problem, wherein
ƬǣɎǣɿƺȇɀ Əȸƺ ɀƺƺȇ Əɀ ٵȵȸǣȇƬǣȵƏǼɀ وٶƏȇƳ ɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ ƏȇƳ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀ Əȸƺ ƬƏɀɎ Əɀ ٵƏǕƺȇɎɀهٶ
ÁƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ ƏȇƳ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀ Əȸƺ ȸƺƬȒǕȇǣɀƺƳ Əɀ ȵȒɀɀƺɀɀǣȇǕ ƳǣɀƬȸƺɎǣȒȇ Ȓȇ Ɏǝƺ ƳǣɀɎȸǣƫɖɎǣȒȇ Ȓǔ
education-based resources, and citizens are unable to perfectly monitor their decisions
and related actions. This dynamic potentially allows room for corruption. Consequently,
ɀɎȸƏɎƺǕǣƺɀ ɎȒ ǔǣǕǝɎƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ƬȒȅȅȒȇǼɵ ǔȒƬɖɀ Ȓȇ ƳƺƬȸƺƏɀǣȇǕ Ɏǝƺ ƳǣɀƬȸƺɎǣȒȇƏȸɵ ȵȒɯƺȸ Ȓǔ
ƏǕƺȇɎɀٜɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀƏȇƳȵɖƫǼǣƬȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀɯȒȸǸǣȇǕǣȇɎǝƺɀƺƬɎȒȸٝƏȇƳƺɀɎƏƫǼǣɀǝǣȇǕƫƺɎɎƺȸȒɮƺȸɀǣǕǝɎ
and accountability mechanisms (Klitgaard, 1988).
The underlying driver of corruption in the sector is that education credentials embody
the hopes of families and students for a better future. Thus, education is a high stakes
endeavour, especially in developing economies where scarcity of education services adds
to the problem. This scarcity and importance of education create strong incentives for
corruption in the sector for both sides of principals and agents10.

         
Corruption is also conceptualised as a collective action problem, and this conceptualization
captures the fact that many different groups of actors in government, civil society and
the private sector can fail to coordinate an effective anti-corruption response. An effective
ƏȇɎǣƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇȸƺɀȵȒȇɀƺȅƏɵȇȒɎƫƺǣȇɎǝƺƫƺɀɎǣȇɎƺȸƺɀɎȒǔɎǝȒɀƺƏƬɎȒȸɀɎǝƏɎǝƏɮƺǣȇǔǼɖƺȇƬƺ
over the sector. In addition, the costs of effectively coordinating an effective response to
corruption may be too high (Persson, Rothstein & Teorell, 2013). Seen this way, the collective
action problem of controlling corruption facilitates systemic corruption (Marquette & Peiffer,
2018).
In the education sector, corruption can be driven by the failure of different actors to coordinate
and control the complexity and spread of corrupt practices through the country education
institutions. Furthermore, private providers offer a substantial part of education services
in Uganda. Low government investment into public schools make private education more
and more popular among families who can afford it; however, the growing private sector
in the education system is not complemented by regulations and monitoring for private
schools11, creating incentives for corruption. Moreover, momentum for improving education
ȷɖƏǼǣɎɵ ǣɀ ǼȒɀɎ ƫƺƬƏɖɀƺ ȅƏȇɵ ȵƏȸƺȇɎɀ ɯǣɎǝ Ɏǝƺ ǸȇȒɯǼƺƳǕƺ وǣȇǔǼɖƺȇƬƺ ƏȇƳ ȅƺƏȇɀ ɎȒ ƬȸƺƏɎƺ
pressure for change have opted for private schools and are not concerned with improving
the public education system12.

Many societies are characterized by particularism, meaning that people’s treatment by the state
depends on their position in society. Therefore, corruption in particularistic societies
essentially reproduces the existing structures of inequality and uneven distribution of
ȵȒɯƺȸ ٜxɖȇǕǣɖ٨¨ǣȵȵǣƳǣוב وٝ ه³ɎȸƏɎƺǕǣƺɀ ɎȒ ǔǣǕǝɎ Ɏǝǣɀ Ɏɵȵƺ Ȓǔ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ Əȸƺ ɎǝȒɖǕǝɎ ɎȒ
require a more comprehensive approach that focuses on fostering anti-corruption norms
and building coalitions against corruption – for example, by educating people or creating
tools fostering collective action and coordination.

10 OECD (2018), Integrity of Education Systems: A Methodology for Sector Assessment, https://
www.oecd.
org/corruption/acn/OECD-ACN-Integrity-of-Education-Systems-ENG.pdf
11https://www.iser-uganda.org/images/downloads/privatisation_discrimination_and_right_to_education.pdf, p. 20-21

12 Kjær and Nansozi, Inclusion as political mobilisation: The political economy of quality education initiatives in Uganda, ESID Working paper no. 65, at https://www.effective-states.org/wp-content/uploads/working_papers/final-pdfs/esid_wp_65_kjaer_muwanga.pdf
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!ȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇƬƏȇƫƺɖȇƳƺȸɀɎȒȒƳɎǝȸȒɖǕǝɎǝƺǔɖȇƬɎǣȒȇɀǣɎǔɖǼˣǼɀوǣȇȒɎǝƺȸɯȒȸƳɀٵɎǝƺɯƏɵɀǣȇ
which corruption provides solutions to the everyday problems people face, particularly in
resource-scarce environments, problems that often have deep social, structural, economic
and political roots” (Marquette & Peiffer, 2021, 2018). This understanding of corruption relates
ɎȒɎǝƺǣƳƺƏɎǝƏɎƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇǣɀƏȇƺƬƺɀɀǣɎɵǔȒȸȅƏȇɵȵƺȒȵǼƺɎȒˣɴƳƏǣǼɵȵȸȒƫǼƺȅɀهIȒȸǣȇɀɎƏȇƬƺو
underpaid teachers might be absent from their workplaces to get additional earnings13.
There can also be system failures that lead to corrupt practices - for example, one interviewee
ȅƺȇɎǣȒȇƺƳɎǝƏɎɖȇƳƺȸɀɎƏǔˣȇǕǔȒȸƬƺɀɀȒȅƺɀƬǝȒȒǼɀɎȒǝǣȸƺɀɎƏǔǔǣǼǼƺǕƏǼǼɵɎȒˣǼǼǕƏȵɀƏȇƳƫƺ
able to continue to provide services (Interview 3, Head of an anti-corruption organisation).
With that, it is important to acknowledge that, for individuals or groups, using corruption
for solving problems requires strong informal networks. When informal networks are weak,
corruption cannot provide solutions. Accordingly, problem solving functionality of corruption
is not accessible for individuals and groups with weak informal networks or outside of such
networks (e.g., marginalized groups).
The corruption functionality approach helps to explain why corruption persists. It argues that
people believe they must rely on corruption (be it small-scale bribery or grand corruption)
ɎȒɀȒǼɮƺɎǝƺɀȒƬǣƏǼوƺƬȒȇȒȅǣƬȒȸȵȒǼǣɎǣƬƏǼȵȸȒƫǼƺȅɀɎǝƺɵǔƏƬƺه³ɎȸƏɎƺǕǣƺɀɎȒˣǕǝɎƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ
ǔȒǼǼȒɯǣȇǕ Ɏǝǣɀ ƏȵȵȸȒƏƬǝ ǔȒƬɖɀ Ȓȇ ƫƺɎɎƺȸ ɖȇƳƺȸɀɎƏȇƳǣȇǕ ɯǝǣƬǝ ǔɖȇƬɎǣȒȇɀ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ǔɖǼˣǼɀ
so as to craft appropriate anti-corruption efforts. Through this lens, corruption is seen as a
logical mechanism which arises to solve problems that are associated with the brokenness
of the system– a symptom of weak governance, rather than a cause of it.
This approach also highlights that tackling corruption can have unintended consequences
ȒȸٵƬȒɀɎɀٶɎǝƏɎȅƏɵǼƺƏɮƺȵƺȒȵǼƺƺɮƺȇȅȒȸƺɮɖǼȇƺȸƏƫǼƺ«هƺƳɖƬǣȇǕƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇوɯǣɎǝȒɖɎˣɴǣȇǕ
the broken system, can potentially result in more harm than good, because it could take
away a mechanism people relied upon to navigate the broken system and solve immediate
problems they face (Peiffer, Armytage, Marquette & Gumisiriza, 2020). To reduce corruption,
from the functionality perspective, it is necessary to address the underlying problems that
corruption solves (such as improving access to scarce resources or navigating a security
issue) rather than addressing corruption directly.

 
Corruption in the public education sector can impose costs in numerous ways. In order to
cover the various forms of cost impacts that corruption can take, we differentiate between
direct costs and indirect costs which may be monetizable or non-monetizable. The costs
are separated according to the actors bearing the costs, namely 1) public budgets including
the Ugandan government but also international donors, 2) public service users and citizens,
and 3) the society at large.Direct costs include all those costs that can be directly attributed
to corrupt acts. This can be either a direct cost to the public budget (hence in our case to
the Ugandan government or donor governments providing aid to the Ugandan budget);
or a direct cost to the citizens who are required to pay a bribe to get a public service. In the
ǼƏɎɎƺȸƬƏɀƺوɎǝƺƬȒɀɎǣȇɮȒǼɮƺɀƏɎȸƏȇɀǔƺȸȒǔȅȒȇƺɵǔȸȒȅƬǣɎǣɿƺȇɀɎȒȵɖƫǼǣƬȒǔˣƬǣƏǼɀوɎǝɖɀɎǝƺƬȒɀɎ
to the former constitutes an (approximately) equal income to the latter which would make
the net cost to society zero. While it is important to keep in mind that there are incomes
from corruption in case of transfers such as bribes, in this case, we measure the total direct
cost of corruption to the service user or citizen.Indirect costs include all those that are only
indirectly attributable to the corrupt act and harder to express in exact monetary terms.
XȇƳǣȸƺƬɎƬȒɀɎɀƬȒȇɀɎǣɎɖɎƺƏƳƺƏƳ٨ɯƺǣǕǝɎǼȒɀɀɎȒɀȒƬǣƺɎɵوǣȇȒɎǝƺȸɯȒȸƳɀɎǝƺɵƳȒȇȒɎƫƺȇƺˣɎ
anyone but create a deviation from the optimal resource allocation of the public budget and
more broadly impact the whole economy. Hence, they represent the net social cost.In sum,
we have three types of costs incurred by different groups:Cost to the public budget (direct
13

http://ti-health.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/IgnoredPandemic-WEB-v3.pdf, p. 5-6
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cost)Cost to citizens (direct cost)Net social cost due to dead-weight loss (indirect cost)
ÀƊƦǶƵ׃. Overview of types of corruption in public education
Type of corruption

Cost category

Level

Cost type

Nature

Cost
Cost description bearing Estimation methods
actor

Cost form

Low-level

Transactional

Direct

Financial

Low-level

Non-transactional
(absenteeism)
Direct

Financial

Low-level

Non-transactional
(absenteeism)
Direct

In-kind

Low-level

Non-transactional
(embezzlement)
Direct

Financial

High-level

Non-transactional
(embezzlement)
Direct

Financial

Low-level

Non-transactional Indirect

In-kind

Low-level

Non-transactional
(embezzlement)
Direct

In-kind

literatureand policy
Cost of
document review,
bribing teacher/
government statistics,
examiner
survey, interviews
Citizen
literature
and policy
Loss to the public
document review,
budget due to absenteeism in pub- P u b l i c governmentbudgetdata,
survey, interviews
lic schools
budget
Loss of education
policy
literatureand
hours to student
document review,
due to absenteesurvey
ism
Citizen
literature
and policy
Loss of public edreview,
document
ucation
funds
through embezzle- P u b l i c government budget data,
ment
budget
interviews
Loss to the public
literature
andpolicy
budget due
document review,
to education
procurement
P u b l i c government
procurement
corruption
budget
data, interviews
Cost to physical
literature and policy
and mental welldocument review, survey,
being of students Citizen
interviews
literature
and
policy
document review, survey,
Loss of education
interviews
quality for users
Citizen

Financial

Potential loss of
income due to
lost education/low
quality education Citizen

In-kind

Lost productivity
literatureand policy
and GDP due to
low quality of edu- Society at document review,
government statistics
cation
large

High-level

High-level
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Non-transactional Indirect

Non-transactional Indirect

literature
and
policy
document review,
government statistics



  

 

Corruption in the provision of public services, in particular in education provision, can impose
costs in numerous ways. This report focuses on the types of corruption in public education and
ƬǼƏɀɀǣˣƺɀɎǝƺȅƏƬƬȒȸƳǣȇǕɎȒɎǝƺǔȒǼǼȒɯǣȇǕƬǝƏȸƏƬɎƺȸǣɀɎǣƬɀى
•

Level at which ƧȌȲȲɐȯɈǞȌȁȌƧƧɐȲȺىǼȒɯƺȸȒȸǝǣǕǝƺȸȒǔˣƬƺه

ا

yƊɈɐȲƵȌǏƧȌȲȲɐȯɈǞȌȁ: transactional or non-transactional.

ا

ÀɯȯƵȌǏƧȌȺɈ: direct or indirect.

ا

IȌȲǿȌǏƧȌȺɈىˣȇƏȇƬǣƏǼȒȸǣȇ٨ǸǣȇƳه

ا

XȁƮǞɨǞƮɐƊǶȌȲǐȲȌɐȯƦƵƊȲǞȁǐɈǘƵƧȌȺɈȺ بcitizens, public budget, society at large.

The forms of corruption are distinguished as presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Low-level vs. high-level corruption
Low-level corruption

•

transactional: bribery (including extortion)

•

non-transactional corruption by individuals or organisations: embezzlement,
fraud, absenteeism, ghost workers

High-level corruption

grand / institutional corruption (usually
transactional, but can also involve embezzlement)

This report utilizes a mixed-methods approach to achieve comprehensive as possible the
measurement of low- and high-level incidences of corruption, given data constraints.
The scope of the study covered available data in 2019 and also included interviews with
ƺɴȵƺȸɎɀ وȵȸƏƬɎǣɎǣȒȇƺȸɀ ƏȇƳ ȸƺǼƺɮƏȇɎ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀ ǔȸȒȅ ÈǕƏȇƳƏ ƏȇƳ ƫƺɵȒȇƳ  هȇƏɎǣȒȇƏǼsurvey
on the extent and cost of corruption in Education Sector in Uganda and the qualitative information
was conducted from February to December 2021 using research interviews and focus group
discussions.
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Building on the records of the IG and access to government documents, the study combined
primary datasets with government administrative data wherever possible. This allowed the
ƏɖɎǝȒȸɀɎȒȸƺˣȇƺƏȇƳɮƏǼǣƳƏɎƺɎǝƺƺɀɎǣȅƏɎƺɀȒǔɎɵȵƺɀȒǔƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇƏȇƳƬȒɀɎɀɀȵƺƬǣˣƬɎȒɎǝƺ
machinery of the Ugandan government, e.g., in the case of absenteeism in the education
sector.

    

 

The dataset was compiled using national spending which includes sectoral procurement
ƳƏɎƏȒȇƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇƏȇƳǣƳƺȇɎǣˣƬƏɎǣȒȇȒǔƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇȸǣɀǸɀƏȇƳƺɀɎǣȅƏɎƺȒǔɎǝƺƬȒɀɎɀȒǔɎǝƺɀƺ
risks. The dataset contains 50,000 contracts covering the years 2015-2020; it was obtained
from the government’s open data portal14 in prior research and updated for this analysis.
Corruption proxies measurable in procurement data were used to analyse the public
spending structure, the prices paid for procurement, and the quality of delivery (in terms of
ƬȒɀɎȒɮƺȸȸɖȇƏǔɎƺȸƬȒȇɎȸƏƬɎƏɯƏȸƳٝهÁǝƺƳƺɎƏǣǼɀȒǔɎǝƺȸƺƳˤƏǕȅƺɎǝȒƳȒǼȒǕɵƏȸƺƺɴȵǼƏǣȇƺƳǣȇ
Annex A. The estimation of the costs of corruption risks in procurement builds on
and extends our award-winning Corruption Risk Tracker methodology15 (winner of the IMF
Anti-Corruption Challenge in 2020) and covers almost all procurement spending, which
amounts to about 10% of annual Ugandan GDP16.

   
The study used systematised and reviewed the existing literature, corruption analyses and
previously collected data. This guided the research design and supported the data collection
ƏȇƳƏȇƏǼɵɀǣɀƫɖɎƏǼɀȒˣǼǼƺƳǣȇƬȸɖƬǣƏǼǕƏȵɀهIȒȸƺɴƏȅȵǼƺوɎǝƺȸƺǣɀƏǼƏȸǕƺƫȒƳɵȒǔǼǣɎƺȸƏɎɖȸƺ
discussing drivers of absenteeism among teachers in Uganda (see, for example, Okurut,
2012; Komakech & Osuu, 2014; Ocak et al, 2017).

$GGLWLRQDOO\ WKH VXUYH\ XVHG VHFRQGDU\ GDWD FROOHFWHG IURP H[LVWLQJ VXUYH\V LQFOXGLQJ
$IUREDURPHWHU  (DVW$IULFD%ULEHU\,QGH[  1DWLRQDO,QWHJULW\6XUYH\  
DQG&RUUXSWLRQ7UHQGV5HSRUWXVLQJWKH'DWD7UDFNLQJ0HFKDQLVP


The research team conducted 37 in-depth semi-structured interviews with the sectoral
ƺɴȵƺȸɎɀ وȵȸƏƬɎǣɎǣȒȇƺȸɀ وȸƺǼƺɮƏȇɎ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ȒǔˣƬǣƏǼɀ وƏȇƳ ȵƏȸƺȇɎɀ هÁǝƺ ǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯɀ ɯƺȸƺ ɖɀƺƳ ɎȒ
collect evidence about the mechanisms through which different types of corruption occur,
to guide our quantitative analysis of the extent of corruption and its costs, and to help
ƬȒȇɎƺɴɎɖƏǼǣɀƺ ƏȇƳ ǣȇɎƺȸȵȸƺɎ Ȓɖȸ ˣȇƳǣȇǕɀ هªɖƏǼǣɎƏɎǣɮƺ ȸƺɀƺƏȸƬǝ ǣƳƺȇɎǣˣƺƳ ƳǣǔǔƺȸƺȇɎ ǔȒȸȅɀ Ȓǔ
corruption and their costs where a direct quantitative measurement is not feasible.
ªɖƏǼǣɎƏɎǣɮƺȸƺɀƺƏȸƬǝǣɀǣȇɎƺȇƳƺƳȇȒɎɎȒȵȸȒɮǣƳƺƺɮǣƳƺȇƬƺƏƫȒɖɎɎǝƺȵȸƺɮƏǼƺȇƬƺȒǔƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ
but rather to reveal the range of corrupt practices occurring and to discern how individuals
14

https://gpp.ppda.go.ug/#/public/open-data/
15
http://www.govtransparency.eu/index.php/2020/10/08/the-imf-anti-corruption-challenge/
16
https://ti-health.org/content/modelling-reform-strategies-for-open-contracting-in-low-and-middle-inco
me-countries/
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relate corruption to various potential drivers. The interviews were designed as in-depth semistructured conversations of at least 60 minutes using a question guide with open-ended
questions that allow for follow-up and deviation depending on the interviewees’ expertise
while ensuring that the same key topics are covered in all interviews. Interviews were analysed
ǣȇȵǝƏɀƺɀوˣȸɀɎƫɵǣƳƺȇɎǣǔɵǣȇǕǸƺɵɎɵȵƺɀȒǔƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇƏȇƳƏɀɀȒƬǣƏɎƺƳȇƏȸȸƏɎǣɮƺɀوƏȇƳɎǝƺȇǣȇƏ
second phase by coding for the different explanatory approaches outlined above.


To estimate the prevalence and cost of corruption at the point of service delivery, we
designed and conducted a nationally representative face-to-face, household level survey.
The sample for the survey consisted of 1600 respondents. We used the Uganda Population
and Housing Census 2014 as the sampling frame. A more detailed description of the survey
methodology is provided in Annex C.
To identify the respondents considered as users of education services, the study team used
a screening question at the beginning of each interview - whether there is at least one child
of school age in a household. If a respondent’s answer was “yes” – they were asked about
their experiences of corruption in the education sector. The sub-sample of households with
children of school age included 68% of the total sample.
In cases where a household included a child of school age who does not attend school,
ɎǝƺɀɖȸɮƺɵɀȒɖǕǝɎɎȒˣȇƳȒɖɎɯǝɵɎǝǣɀɯƏɀɎǝƺƬƏɀƺٜƺهǕهȇȒɎƫƺǣȇǕƏƫǼƺɎȒƏǔǔȒȸƳɎȒȅƏǸƺ
a payment). Furthermore, if a household preferred a private school, the survey asked for
reasons for not attending a public school. The inclusion of respondents that did not use
education services or avoided public institutions was crucial to accurately estimate the
costs of non-provision of services due to corruption.
Given the school closures in Uganda due to COVID-19 in 2019-2020, the respondents were
asked about experiences of corruption in schools that had happened within 12 months before
the COVID-19 lockdown17.

17
This aspect posed certain challenges for the survey and validity of responses. Asking about experiences of
corruption in schools that had happened 12 months before the COVID-19 lockdown could lead to recall bias in the
responses. This happens when respondents cannot remember past events accurately. However, this has been offset by the
fact that data has been triangulated through literature review and interviews.
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According to the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
Ɏǝƺ ǔɖǼǔǣǼȅƺȇɎȒǔ Ɏǝƺ ǝɖȅƏȇ ȸǣǕǝɎ ǔȒȸ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ȸƺǼǣƺɀ Ȓȇ Ɏǝƺ ǔȒɖȸ ǣȇɎƺȸȸƺǼƏɎƺƳ ǔƺƏɎɖȸƺɀ Ȓǔ
education systems: availability, accessibility, acceptability and adaptability. The feature of
ƏɮƏǣǼƏƫǣǼǣɎɵ ȅƺƏȇɀ ɎǝƏɎ Ɏǝƺ ȇɖȅƫƺȸ Ȓǔ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ǣȇɀɎǣɎɖɎǣȒȇɀ ǣȇ Ɏǝƺ ƬȒɖȇɎȸɵ ǣɀ ɀɖǔǔǣƬǣƺȇɎ
to meet a demand for education. Accessibility anticipates that everyone can participate
in education regardless of his or her socio-economic or other background. Acceptability
stands for the expectation that content and teaching are acceptable for students in terms
of cultural appropriateness, quality, and other dimensions. Finally, adaptability means that
it stays relevant for students with respect to changing social and cultural circumstances.
Corruption in education undermines each of these features, thus, restricting people from
ǔɖǼǔǣǼǼǣȇǕɎǝƺǣȸȸǣǕǝɎǔȒȸƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇهXȇɎǝǣɀɀƺƬɎǣȒȇوɯƺɯǣǼǼƺɴȵǼȒȸƺɎǝƺƬȒɀɎɀɎǝƏɎƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇǣȇ
the education sector imposes for the state, society at large, and citizens in detail.

                      

ÁǝƺǔǣȸɀɎƳǣȸƺƬɎوɎȸƏȇɀƏƬɎǣȒȇƏǼɎɵȵƺƬȒɀɎǔȒȸƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇɖɀƺȸɀٜȵɖȵǣǼɀٔɀɎɖƳƺȇɎɀٔȵƏȸƺȇɎɀٝȸƺǼƏɎƺɀ
to bribing an education provider (teacher, examiner etc.) for the delivery of a service that
ɀǝȒɖǼƳ ƫƺ ƳƺǼǣɮƺȸƺƳ ǔȸƺƺ Ȓǔ ƬǝƏȸǕƺ Ȓȸ ǔȒȸ Ə ǔǣɴƺƳ ǼȒɯƺȸ ǔƺƺ وȒȸ ɎȒ ȸƺƬƺǣɮƺ ٜƫƺɎɎƺȸٝ ȸƺɀɖǼɎɀ هXȇ
many cultures, there is no clear distinction between a bribe and a gift, including in Uganda
(Gaal and McKee, 2005). The National Integrity Survey Report 2020 shows that at public
education institutions, 72% of survey respondents paid for services, but most of this covered
ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ ǔƺƺɀ هȇǼɵ  ۑהهדȒǔ ɎǝȒɀƺ ɀɖȸɮƺɵƺƳ ȵƏǣƳ Əȇ ƺɴɎȸƏ ƏȅȒɖȇɎ ƳƺȅƏȇƳƺƳ ƏȇƳ ȒȇǼɵ  ۑחȒǔ
ɎǝȒɀƺ ƏƳƳǣɎǣȒȇƏǼ ȵƏɵȅƺȇɎɀ ɯƺȸƺ ٵɖȇȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ ٶǔƺƺɀ هÁǝƺ ƬȒɀɎ Ȓǔ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ǝƺȸƺ ƺȷɖƏǼɀ Ɏǝƺ
ƏȅȒɖȇɎȒǔɎǝƺƫȸǣƫƺȵƏǣƳƏȇƳǣɀƏƬȒɀɎǣȇǔǼǣƬɎƺƳȒȇɎǝƺǣȇƳǣɮǣƳɖƏǼƬǣɎǣɿƺȇه

  
7% of all respondents in the household survey reported that, within the 12 months prior to
COVID-19 lockdown, they or someone from their household had been asked to pay a bribe,
Ǖǣɮƺ Ə ǕǣǔɎ وȵƏɵ ƺɴɎȸƏ ȅȒȇƺɵ ٜƫɖɎ ȇȒɎ Əȇ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ ǔƺƺٝ Ȓȸ ƳȒ Ə ǔƏɮȒɖȸ ǔȒȸ Ə ɎƺƏƬǝƺȸ Ȓȸ ɀƬǝȒȒǼ
ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ ɎȒ ƏƬƬƺɀɀ ɀȒȅƺ Ɏɵȵƺ Ȓǔ ɀƺȸɮǣƬƺ ǔȒȸ Ɏǝƺ ǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳٸɀ Ɏǝƺ ȒǼƳƺɀɎ ƬǝǣǼƳ هXȇ Ȓɖȸ ɀƏȅȵǼƺو
bribery appears to be more prevalent at the primary level - 5% of households with the oldest
child in primary school had been asked to pay a bribe, give a gift or a service. In addition,
ȺɐȲɨƵɯǏǞȁƮǞȁǐȺȺɐǐǐƵȺɈƊȺǶǞǐǘɈǶɯǘǞǐǘƵȲƦȲǞƦƵȲɯȲƊɈƵǞȁȲɐȲƊǶƊȲƵƊȺٌׄڭƧȌǿȯƊȲƵƮɈȌɐȲƦƊȁ
ƊȲƵƊȺٌخڭ׃
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Our bribery rate estimate is compatible with the existing survey evidence. In particular,
the East Africa Bribery Index (2017) estimates the prevalence of bribery in public
education in Uganda to be around 6%. Naturally, for those households sampled that
reported having a child of school age, a higher percentage – 9% - report being asked to
pay a bribe. Among ɎǝȒɀƺɯǝȒǝƏƳȵƏǣƳƫȸǣƫƺɀۑדוوǝƏƳȅƏƳƺɎǝƺȵƏɵȅƺȇɎɎȒƏɎƺƏƬǝƺȸو
ۑגɎȒƏɀƬǝȒȒǼȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼand 6% to someone else in the sector.
91% of the sample of those approached to pay a bribe say they gave money, while
9% gave food or drink. Meanwhile, 14% of households that paid a bribe reported that it
was an “appreciation payment”. Excluding the respondents who regarded their
payment as appreciation results in a bribery rate of 6%.
The median size of the bribe reported by the respondents was UGX 21,000.
Extrapolating Ɏǝƺɀƺ ƫȸǣƫƺȸɵ ȸƏɎƺɀ ƏȇƳ ƏȅȒɖȇɎɀ ƺɀɎǣȅƏɎƺɀ ɎȒ Ɏǝƺ ɯǝȒǼƺ ȵȒȵɖǼƏɎǣȒȇ Ȓǔ
ÈǕƏȇƳƏƏȇƳƏƳǴɖɀɎǣȇǕit to the 2019
value of the UGX, this results in a total estimated cost for citizens of bribery in
education amounting to UGX 39.1 billion or EUR 9.1 million.

  
Survey evidence allows us to break down the motivations for bribe-paying in
public education (Figure 1). 30% of respondents who report paying a bribe in respect of
their eldest child’s education during the 12 months before COVID lockdown, did so in
order to ensure good grades for their children, and 26% to secure a place for their child in
a school. 10% paid a bribe to ensure that they passed a test or an exam, while 14% said
that they had paid a bribe as an “appreciation payment”.

Note: Respondents could choose more than one motivation.
The median value of bribes paid differed somewhat by expressed motivation for bribery, as
well. Among households that paid bribes in the last 6 months, UGX 20,000 was the median
value of a bribe for those who sought to secure a place for their child and for those that
sought to ensure good grades for their child. UGX 15,000, in contrast, was the median value
of a bribe for those that sought to ensure their child passed a test or exam, and for those
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seeking to express their appreciation through payment.

     



The study further investigated respondents’ expectations about the consequences of
not ȵƏɵǣȇǕ Ə ƫȸǣƫƺ ٜIǣǕɖȸƺ בٝ هȇǼɵ Ȓȇƺ٨ǔǣǔɎǝ Ȓǔ ɎǝȒɀƺ ɯǝȒ ƏȇɀɯƺȸƺƳ Ə ȷɖƺɀɎǣȒȇ Ȓȇ
ƺɴȵƺƬɎƺƳconsequences thought there would be no consequences.
By contrast, around 28% believed that not paying a bribe would lead to their child being
refused a place in a school or being sent away from school. 21% of respondents said that
they thought their child would receive ƏɯȒȸɀƺȅƏȸǸƏȇƳƏǔɖȸɎǝƺȸȒȇƺ٨ǔǣǔɎǝɎǝȒɖǕǝɎɎǝƏɎ
ɎǝƺǣȸƬǝǣǼƳɯȒɖǼƳǔƏǣǼƏɎƺɀɎƫƺƬƏɖɀƺȒǔȇȒɎpaying the bribe.

Note: Respondents could choose more than one expected consequence.



       

 

Áǝƺ ǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳ ɀɖȸɮƺɵ ƏǼɀȒ ǣȇɮƺɀɎǣǕƏɎƺƳ Ɏǝƺ ǔǣȇƏȇƬǣƏǼ ɀɎȸƏǣȇ Ȓȇ ǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɀ ƏȸǣɀǣȇǕ
ǔȸȒȅɎǝƺ ȇƺƺƳ ɎȒ ȵƏɵ ƫȸǣƫƺɀ وǔǣȇƳǣȇǕɎǝƏɎ ƫȸǣƫƺɀ ɯƺȸƺ ƫɵ ƏȇƳ ǼƏȸǕƺ ɀƺƺȇ Əɀ ƏǔǔȒȸƳƏƫǼƺه
 ۑהȒǔhouseholds with children of school-going age report having to cut other expenses
in order to pay a bribe for education related services, while 4% of households with children
of school-going age report that they had to borrow money to afford an educationrelated bribe. 3% of households with children of school-going age reported that they were
unable or refused to pay a bribe for education for their oldest child during the 12 months
before the COVID lockdown.

      

 

ÈɀǣȇǕƏǼȒǕǣɀɎǣƬȸƺǕȸƺɀɀǣȒȇƫƏɀƺƳȒȇɀɖȸɮƺɵǔǣȇƳǣȇǕɀوɎǝƺɀɎɖƳɵƺɴƏȅǣȇƺƳɯǝƏɎǔƏƬɎȒȸɀƏȸƺ
ȅȒɀɎɀǣǕȇǣǔǣƬƏȇɎǼɵƏɀɀȒƬǣƏɎƺƳɯǣɎǝƫƺǣȇǕƏȵƏȸɎȒǔƏǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɎǝƏɎǝƏɀȸƺƬƺǣɮƺƳƏȸƺȷɖƺɀɎ
for an education-related bribe in the 12 months prior to the COVID-19 ǶȌƧǲٌƮȌɩȁ. This
analysis therefore points to patterns of disproportionate vulnerability amongst the
population for ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇȸƺǼƏɎƺƳƫȸǣƫƺȸɵه
IǣǕɖȸƺ  גٜƫƺǼȒɯٝ ȺɐǿǿƊȲǞɹƵȺ Ȓɖȸ ǔǣȇƳǣȇǕɀ ٜǔɖǼǼ ǼȒǕǣɀɎǣƬ ȸƺǕȸƺɀɀǣȒȇ ǔǣȇƳǣȇǕɀ Əȸƺ ǔȒɖȇƳ ǣȇ
ȇȇƺɴ ٝه
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yȌɈƵ كªƵȺɐǶɈȺ ƊȲƵ ƮƵȲǞɨƵƮ ǏȲȌǿ Ɗ ǶȌǐǞȺɈǞƧ ȲƵǐȲƵȺȺǞȌȁ ƊȁƮ ȲƵǶƊɈƵƮ ȯȌȺɈ ƊȁƊǶɯȺƵȺ ى²ǘǞǏɈȺ
Ǟȁ ȯȲƵƮǞƧɈƵƮ ȯȲȌƦƊƦǞǶǞɈɯ ƊȲƵ ƮǞȺȯǶƊɯƵƮ ǏȌȲ ɈǘȌȺƵ ɨƊȲǞƊƦǶƵȺ ɈǘƊɈ ɩƵȲƵ ǏȌɐȁƮ ɈȌ ƦƵ
ȺɈƊɈǞȺɈǞƧƊǶǶɯ ȺǞǐȁǞǏǞƧƊȁɈ ٛȯ٧ɨƊǶɐƵ נכىכڷٜ ƊȺȺȌƧǞƊɈǞȌȁ ɩǞɈǘ ȲƵȱɐƵȺɈȺ ǏȌȲ ƦȲǞƦƵȲɯى
ɈǘƵȲ ɨƊȲǞƊƦǶƵȺ ǞȁƧǶɐƮƵƮ Ǟȁ ɈǘƵ ƊȁƊǶɯȺƵȺ كƊǐƵ لǐƵȁƮƵȲ لƊȁƮ !ƵȁɈȲƊǶ ȲƵǐǞȌȁƊǶ ȲƵȺǞƮƵȁƧɯَ
yȌȲɈǘƵȲȁȲƵǐǞȌȁƊǶȲƵȺǞƮƵȁƧɯɩƊȺɈȲƵƊɈƵƮƊȺɈǘƵƦƊȺƵǶǞȁƵǏȌȲɈǘƵƊȁƊǶɯȺƵȺى
Poverty is estimated to have a strong association with requests for education-related
bribes. Compared to households that have not gone without food, income, cash, or
electricity in the last year, Figure 3 shows that being a part of a household which has gone
without these necessities frequently is associated with a sizable 12 percentage point
greater probability of ƫƺǣȇǕƏȵȵȸȒƏƬǝƺƳǔȒȸƏȇƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ٨ȸƺǼƏɎƺƳƫȸǣƫƺهÁǝǣɀɯȒȸȸɵǣȇǕ
ǔǣȇƳǣȇǕǣɀ ƬȒȇɀǣɀɎƺȇɎ ɯǣɎǝacademic literature that consistently shows that the poor in
Africa are disproportionately vulnerable to health and education sector bribery (e.g.
Peiffer & Rose, 2018; Justesen & ǴȒȸȇɀǸȒɮيדאבوבאבوkƏȇǸƺɖƏȇƳàƺȇɎƺǼȒɖואבوٝه
Intuitively, the analysis also shows that large households – which are more likely to
have school aged children – are more vulnerable to requests for education related
bribes. Households containing more than 10 people are estimated to have a 10
percentage point greater probability of being approached for an education related bribe
than those containing ȒȇǼɵهבǕƺȇƳƺȸوǣȇƬȒȇɎȸƏɀɎوɯƺȸƺȇȒɎɀǣǕȇǣǔǣƬƏȇɎǼɵƏɀɀȒƬǣƏɎƺƳɯǣɎǝ
ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇƫȸǣƫƺȸɵrequests. In the case of gender, this is somewhat surprising, given that
many women take ȒȇƬƏȸƺ٨ɎƏǸǣȇǕȸȒǼƺɀƏȇƳɎǝƏɎƫƺǣȇǕƏɯȒȅƏȇǝƏɀƫƺƺȇǔȒɖȇƳƫɵȒɎǝƺȸɀɎȒƫƺ
ɀǣǕȇǣǔǣƬƏȇɎǼɵassociated with bribery patterns in the education sector (Peiffer & Rose, 2018).
Finally, location seems to also matter. Urbanites have a 2 percentage point less
estimated probability of being approached to pay an education-related bribe than
rural residents. Residents in the Eastern region were estimated to have a 12
percentage point greater probability, compared to residents of the Northern Region,
of being approached for an education related bribe.
Residents in the Western Region were estimated to have a 6 percentage point
greater probability, compared to residents of the Northern Region of being approached
for an education-related bribe. In contrast, ȸƺɀǣƳƺȇɎɀȒǔɎǝƺ!ƺȇɎȸƏǼ«ƺǕǣȒȇɯƺȸƺȇȒɎ
ɀǣǕȇǣǔǣƬƏȇɎǼɵƳǣǔǔƺȸƺȇɎǔȸȒȅzȒȸɎǝƺȸȇ«ƺǕǣȒȇresidents in their vulnerability to educationrelated bribery requests.
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Absenteeism in the education sector in Uganda is among the highest in Africa. A World
Bank report “The Global Corruption Report: Education”18 suggests that the rate of teacher
absenteeism is around 27%. The 2014 and 2012 Corruption Trends using the Data Tracking
Mechanism Report found that for every 100 teachers only 39 were actually in class teaching
during their assigned lessons. This absenteeism represents a cost to the public budget in
terms of wages paid to absent teachers.
Topical studies19 and our qualitative research suggests that high rates of teacher absenteeism are
driven by lack of monitoring and oversight of teachers, but also by the unsatisfactory
ɯȒȸǸǣȇǕ ƬȒȇƳǣɎǣȒȇɀ هXȇɀɖǔǔǣƬǣƺȇɎ ƏȇƳ ƳƺǼƏɵƺƳ ɀƏǼƏȸǣƺɀ Ȓǔ ɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ ǣȇ ƫȒɎǝ ȵȸǣɮƏɎƺ ƏȇƳ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ
schools compound the problem further. To support a basic livelihood, educators often have to
search for work opportunities outside their school. Furthermore, multiple respondents
mentioned that due to low earnings, teachers often take loans that further worsen their
economic situation. As one interviewee told us:
ٲٙ²ȌǿƵɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȺٚǘƊɨƵȯƵȲȺȌȁƊǶȯȲȌƦǶƵǿȺǶǞǲƵǿɐǶɈǞȯǶƵǶȌƊȁȺƦƵƧƊɐȺƵɈǘƵɯƊȲƵ
ƵƊȲȁǞȁǐ ɨƵȲɯ ǶǞɈɈǶƵ ى²Ȍ ɈǘƵɯ ȲƵȺȌȲɈ ɈȌ ǐȌǞȁǐ ǞȁɈȌ ȌɈǘƵȲ ƊƧɈǞɨǞɈǞƵȺ ǶǞǲƵ ȌȯƵȲƊɈǞȁǐ ƦȌƮƊƦȌƮƊ
ٛǿȌɈȌȲƧɯƧǶƵ ɈƊɮǞȺٜ ɈȌ ǿƊǲƵ ȺȌǿƵ ƵɮɈȲƊ ǞȁƧȌǿƵ ىɈǘƵȲȺ ɩȌȲǲ Ǟȁ ȯƵȌȯǶƵٵȺ ǐƊȲƮƵȁȺ ǏȌȲ Ɗ ƮƊǞǶɯ
ɩƊǐƵ( ٳىInterview 53, Headteacher of a primary school).
(ȸƏɯǣȇǕ  Ȓȇ Ɏǝƺ ǔǣȇƳǣȇǕɀ ǔȸȒȅ Ɏǝƺ ǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳ ɀɖȸɮƺɵ ۑדב وȒǔ ǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɀ ɯǣɎǝ ɀƬǝȒȒǼ٨ƏǕƺƳ
children report that a child from their household missed a lesson in the 12 months prior to
COVID lockdown, because their teacher was absent. It is important to acknowledge that this
estimate could be an underestimation, as it does not account for cases of organized
absenteeism - teachers covering undue absence of their colleagues. Figure 4 shows that
over one-quarter of these households reported that they had experienced this at least once or
twice per week (with 7% reporting experiencing it more than twice per week). Just over half
reported that they had experienced this at least once or twice per month (with 30%
reporting experiencing it more than twice per month). 10% experienced it several times per year
and 9% experienced it once or twice per year.
Applying the World Bank’s estimate of the absenteeism rate in Uganda (27%) to the budget
expenditure data (teaching staff salaries take around 60% of local governments expenditure on
public education20), the estimated cost of absenteeism in public education was UGX 180.5
billion or EUR 42.24 million in 2019 alone. However, the cost to children in terms of the
ƳǣɀȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ɎȒ Ɏǝƺǣȸ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ وɯǝǣǼƺ ƳǣǔǔǣƬɖǼɎ ɎȒ ƺɀɎǣȅƏɎƺ وǣɀ ǼǣǸƺǼɵ ɎȒ ƫƺ ƬȒȇɀǣƳƺȸƏƫǼƺ وƺɀȵƺƬǣƏǼǼɵ
ƬȒȇɀǣƳƺȸǣȇǕ ɎǝƏɎ Ȓɮƺȸ Ə ǔǣǔɎǝ ٜۑבבٝ Ȓǔ ǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɀ ɯǣɎǝ ƬǝǣǼƳȸƺȇ ǣȇ Ɏǝƺ ɀɖȸɮƺɵ ɀƏȅȵǼƺ ȸƺȵȒȸɎ
missed lessons because of absenteeism at least several times per year.

   

  

ÈɀǣȇǕƏǼȒǕǣɀɎǣƬȸƺǕȸƺɀɀǣȒȇƫƏɀƺƳȒȇɀɖȸɮƺɵǔǣȇƳǣȇǕɀوɎǝƺɀɎɖƳɵƺɴƏȅǣȇƺƳɯǝƏɎǔƏƬɎȒȸɀƏȸƺȅȒɀɎ
ɀǣǕȇǣǔǣƬƏȇɎǼɵ ƏɀɀȒƬǣƏɎƺƳ ɯǣɎǝ ƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬǣȇǕ Ə ǼȒɀɀ Ȓǔ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ Ƴɖƺ ɎȒ ƏƫɀƺȇɎƺƺǣɀȅ ǣȇ Ɏǝƺ 12
months prior to a COVID-19 lockdown. This analysis points to patterns of disproportionate
vulnerability amongst the population for losing out on lessons due to absent teachers. Figure ה
ɀɖȅȅƏȸǣɀƺɀ Ɏǝƺ ȅƏǣȇ ǔǣȇƳǣȇǕɀ ǔȸȒȅ ɎǝƏɎ ƏȇƏǼɵɀǣɀ ƫɵ ƳǣɀȵǼƏɵǣȇǕ Ɏǝƺ ƺɀɎǣȅƏɎƺƳ ƬǝƏȇǕƺ ǣȇ
probability of having a child that has missed a lesson due to absenteeism, associated with

18
https://issuu.com/transparencyinternational/docs/global_corruption_report_-_educatio
19
See, for example: 2014 and 2012 IG report on Tracking Corruption, UNICEF Report “Time
to Teach”.
20
Based on the public funding expenditure data, 2013-2014. http://uis.unesco.org/sites/default/files/uganda_nea_

report-2016-en.pdf, pp. 84-88.
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ƏƬǝƏȇǕƺǣȇɮƏǼɖƺȒǔɎǝƺɮƏȸǣƏƫǼƺɀɎǝƏɎɯƺȸƺǔȒɖȇƳɎȒƫƺɀǣǕȇǣˣƬƏȇɎǼɵƏɀɀȒƬǣƏɎƺƳɯǣɎǝɎǝƏɎ
ƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺٜǔɖǼǼǼȒǕǣɀɎǣƬȸƺǕȸƺɀɀǣȒȇˣȇƳǣȇǕɀƏȸƺǔȒɖȇƳǣȇȇȇƺɴ ٝه

yȌɈƵ كªƵȺɐǶɈȺ ƊȲƵ ƮƵȲǞɨƵƮ ǏȲȌǿ Ɗ ǶȌǐǞȺɈǞƧ ȲƵǐȲƵȺȺǞȌȁ ƊȁƮ ȲƵǶƊɈƵƮ ȯȌȺɈ ƊȁƊǶɯȺƵȺ ى²ǘǞǏɈȺ
Ǟȁ ȯȲƵƮǞƧɈƵƮ ȯȲȌƦƊƦǞǶǞɈɯ ƊȲƵ ƮǞȺȯǶƊɯƵƮ ǏȌȲ ɈǘȌȺƵ ɨƊȲǞƊƦǶƵȺ ɈǘƊɈ ɩƵȲƵ ǏȌɐȁƮ ɈȌ ƦƵ
ȺɈƊɈǞȺɈǞƧƊǶǶɯ ȺǞǐȁǞǏǞƧƊȁɈٛȯ٧ɨƊǶɐƵ נכىכڷٜ ƊȺȺȌƧǞƊɈǞȌȁ ɩǞɈǘ ƵɮȯƵȲǞƵȁƧǞȁǐ ƊƦȺƵȁɈƵƵǞȺǿ ى²ǘǞǏɈ
ƧƊǶƧɐǶƊɈƵƮ ǏȌȲƧǘǞǶƮȲƵȁǞȁƊǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǞȺǏȲȌǿǘƊɨǞȁǐלƧǘǞǶƮɈȌǘƊɨǞȁǐىףɈǘƵȲɨƊȲǞƊƦǶƵȺ
ǞȁƧǶɐƮƵƮ Ǟȁ ɈǘƵ ƊȁƊǶɯȺƵȺ كǐƵȁƮƵȲ لƊǐƵ لɐȲƦƊȁǞȺƊɈǞȌȁَ yȌȲɈǘƵȲȁ ȲƵǐǞȌȁƊǶ ȲƵȺǞƮƵȁƧɯ ɩƊȺ
ɈȲƵƊɈƵƮƊȺɈǘƵƦƊȺƵǶǞȁƵǏȌȲɈǘƵƊȁƊǶɯȺƵȺى
Poverty is once again estimated to have a strong association with experienced absenteeism.
Compared to households that have not gone without food, income, cash, or electricity in the
last year, Figure 5 shows that being a part of a household which has gone without these
necessities frequently is associated with a sizable 14 percentage point greater probability
Ȓǔ ƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬǣȇǕ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ٨ȸƺǼƏɎƺƳ ƏƫɀƺȇɎƺƺǣɀȅ هÁƏǸƺȇ ɎȒǕƺɎǝƺȸ ɯǣɎǝ Ɏǝƺ ˣȇƳǣȇǕɀɀǝȒɯȇ
in Figure 3, this suggests that poorer families are not only more likely to be asked to pay a
bribe for education, but their children are also more likely to miss out on education because
of absenteeism amongst teachers.
Having more children in the household increases the odds of experiencing education-related
absenteeism. Households containing 8 children are estimated to have a 26 percentage
point greater probability of experiencing education related absenteeism, compared to
those households that have only 1 child. Age and gender of the respondent, in contrast, are
ȇȒɎɀǣǕȇǣˣƬƏȇɎǼɵƏɀɀȒƬǣƏɎƺƳɯǣɎǝƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺƳƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇȸƺǼƏɎƺƳƏƫɀƺȇɎƺƺǣɀȅه
Finally, while rural dwellers are not found to be more vulnerable to experiencing educationrelated absenteeism, large regional differences were uncovered. Residents in the Northern
Region were estimated to be far more likely to experience education related absenteeism.
Residents in the Eastern Region were estimated to have a 9 percentage point lesser probability,
compared to residents of the Northern Region, and residents in the Western Region were
estimated to have a 13 percentage point lesser probability, compared to residents of the
Northern Region, of experiencing education-related absenteeism. In contrast, residents
of the Central Region have a sizable 20 percentage point lesser probability, compared to
Northern Region residents, of experiencing education-related absenteeism.
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Along with the costs for the public budget, teachers absenteeism results in the loss of
learning. Large bodyof evidence21 shows that the loss of instructional time leads to multiple
negative consequences for students, such as academic outcomes and socialization. While
the study was not able to identify available research that precisely measures the impact of
absenteeism on students’ academic performance in Uganda, studies from other contexts
suggest that even short-term teachers’ absence can lead to losses of 3.3% of standard
deviation in math achievement (Miller at al., 2008). Organized absenteeism, when teachers
coordinate absence and cover up for missing colleagues, is also harmful for students’
achievements. Herrmann and Rockoff (2012) found that substitute teachers perform worse
in facilitating learning compared to regular teachers.
The learning process also suffers from presenteeism - a situation when a teacher is present
in the classroom but she or he does not perform teaching activities as they should. As one
interviewee mentioned:
ٲ0ɨƵȁɩǘƵȁɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȺȲƵȯȌȲɈǏȌȲɩȌȲǲلɈǘƵɯƮȌȁȌɈƊǶɩƊɯȺɈƵƊƧǘىyȌȲƮȌɈǘƵɯȯȲƵȯƊȲƵ
ǶƵȺȺȌȁȯǶƊȁȺȌȲȺƧǘƵǿƵȺȌǏɩȌȲǲ( ٳىInterview 61, Chairman LC5)
Moreover, teachers’ absence and low engagement in their duties contributes to students’
absenteeism in Uganda, further hindering learning outcomes22. The average truancy rate
in Ugandan public schools is nearly 20% according to estimates by Komakech and Osuu
(2014), and USAID (2019).
While there are no available estimates of learning loss due to absenteeism, the study
measured this cost by calculating the lost funding on one learning hour for one student in
Uganda. From the expected average teaching time of 7 hours per day, 1.9 hours of classroom
time is lost due to absenteeism each day - equal to around 478 hours per year for one student.
xɖǼɎǣȵǼɵǣȇǕɎǝǣɀǔǣǕɖȸƺƫɵɎǝƺȇɖȅƫƺȸȒǔɀɎɖƳƺȇɎɀǣȇɀƺƬȒȇƳƏȸɵƏȇƳȵȸǣȅƏȸɵɀƬǝȒȒǼɀوƏȇƳƫɵ
average cost of a teaching hour per student results in annual costs equal to nearly UGX 1.5
trillion or EUR 342.8 million.

      

 

Another cost to the public budget arises from embezzlement of funds meant for public
education. Additionally, this type of corruption also imposes in-kind costs on the users in
Ɏƺȸȅɀ Ȓǔ ǼȒɀɀ Ȓǔ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ȷɖƏǼǣɎɵ هáǝƺȇ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀ ɀɎƺƏǼ Ȓȸ ƳǣɮƺȸɎ ǔɖȇƳɀ Ȓȸ ɀɖȵȵǼǣƺɀ
intended for public education, the school and therewith the students ultimately receive
less. In 1996, a World Bank survey of 250 randomly selected schools in 19 districts around the
ƬȒɖȇɎȸɵ ƺɴƏȅǣȇƺƳ ɀƬǝȒȒǼ ȸƺƬȒȸƳɀ ǔȒȸ Ɏǝƺ ȵȸƺɮǣȒɖɀ ǔǣɮƺ ɵƺƏȸɀ ƏȇƳ ǔȒɖȇƳ ɎǝƏɎ ǔȒȸ Ɏǝƺ ɵƺƏȸɀ
אטטא٨1995, only 12.6% of the centrally allocated funds actually reached the schools. However,
the share reaching schools had increased within that period, with the average amount
reaching ɀƬǝȒȒǼɀ ƫƺǣȇǕ  ۑבבƫɵ  هהטטאÁǝƺ áȒȸǼƳ ƏȇǸ Ɏǝƺȇ ǼƏɖȇƬǝƺƳ Ə ȅƏǴȒȸ ɎȸƏȇɀȵƏȸƺȇƬɵ
ƬƏȅȵƏǣǕȇwhich increased awareness of the funding provided by the central government,
which was for a long time regarded as instrumental in reducing leakage. In 1999, the
Ugandan Ministry of Education and Sports commissioned a review which found that the
median school by then received 90% of the central capitation entitlement.
Reinikka and Svensson undertook a public expenditure tracking survey in Uganda which
ǔȒɖȇƳ ɎǝƏɎ ɀƬǝȒȒǼɀ ǝƏƳ ǝǣɀɎȒȸǣƬƏǼǼɵ ƫƺƺȇ ɀǣǕȇǣǔǣƬƏȇɎǼɵ ɖȇƳƺȸǔɖȇƳƺƳ ƫƺƬƏɖɀƺ ǕȸƏȇɎɀ ٜȒȸ
ɀǣǕȇǣǔǣƬƏȇɎ ȵȒȸɎǣȒȇɀ ɎǝƺȸƺȒǔٝ ɯƺȸƺ ƬƏȵɎɖȸƺƳ ƫɵ ǼȒƬƏǼ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀ Ȓȸ ȵȒǼǣɎǣƬǣƏȇɀ ٜ«ƺǣȇǣǸǸƏ ۯ
Svensson, 2004). In 2001, on average, schools received only 82% of the governmental funds
to which they were entitled, with 18% siphoned off at the local level.

21
For example: https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/7569, http://lst-iiep.iiep-unesco.org/cgi-bin/
wwwi32.exe/[in=epidoc1.in]/?t2000=028720/(100)
22
https://www.unicef.org/esa/sites/unicef.org.esa/files/2019-05/UNICEF-Uganda-2016-Absenteeism-Key-Driver-Poor-Performance-Primary-Education.pdf
26

IȌȲǿƊȁɯȺƧǘȌȌǶȺةespecially in the poorer areas, the share of captured funds was still as high
as 25% or more, ƫɖɎ ȅɖƬǝ ǣȅȵȸȒɮƺƳ Ȓȇ Ɏǝƺ ƺƏȸǼɵ טטאɀ ǔǣȇƳǣȇǕɀ هRȒɯƺɮƺȸ وRɖƫƫƏȸƳ ٜזבٝ
ǝƏɀ ɀǣȇƬƺ ȵȒǣȇɎƺƳ out that, rather than being solely the consequence of increased
transparency, the system ǔȒȸƬƺȇɎȸƏǼǔɖȇƳǣȇǕȒǔɀƬǝȒȒǼɀɖȇƳƺȸɯƺȇɎȅƏǴȒȸȸƺǔȒȸȅǣȇɎǝƺǼƏɎƺ
טטאɀوɯǝǣƬǝǣȅȵȸȒɮƺƳconditionality and monitoring of funding considerably.
yƵɨƵȲɈǘƵǶƵȺȺ ةɈǘƵ ǞȁɈƵȲɨǞƵɩȺ ȺɐǐǐƵȺɈƵƮ ɈǘƊɈ ǶƵƊǲƊǐƵ ȌǏ ƧƵȁɈȲƊǶ ǐȌɨƵȲȁǿƵȁɈ ǏɐȁƮǞȁǐ ǞȺ
ȺɈǞǶǶƊȺǞǐȁǞǏǞƧƊȁɈȯȲȌƦǶƵǿخȁƵƵɮȯƵȲɈƮƵȺƧȲǞƦƵƮɈǘƵȺǞɈɐƊɈǞȌȁɈǘɐȺة
         ³ KHDG WHDFKHUV GR QRW DOZD\V XVH WKH PRQH\ >VFKRRO FDSLWDWLRQ JUDQWV@ IRU WKHLQWHQGHG
SXUSRVHV 7KH\ UHGLUHFW LW WR RWKHU QHHGV 7KH\ WKHQ µFRRN¶ WKH ILJXUHV %RDUGV RIJRYHUQRUV GR QRW
DOZD\V DFW WR SUHYHQW WKLV EHFDXVH WKH\ DUH EHQHILFLDULHV RI WKH GLYHUVLRQ 7KLV LV SDUWO\
ZKHUH WKHLU VLWWLQJ  DOORZDQFHV FRPH IURP( ”ىInterview 3, Head of an anti-corruption
organisation)
“Let me tell you about what happens with regard to private schools like ours. There is a
ˣȇƏȇƬǣƏǼȵȸȒɮǣɀǣȒȇȅƏƳƺǔȒȸƺƏƬǝƺǼǣǕǣƫǼƺƬǝǣǼƳɖȇƳƺȸɎǝƺÈȇǣɮƺȸɀƏǼ¨ȸǣȅƏȸɵ0ƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇٜÈ¨0ٝ
and Universal Secondary Education (USE) policies. It is about UGX 47,000 per term. There is
ƏɮƺȸǣˣƬƏɎǣȒȇȵȸȒƬƺɀɀƏɎƳǣɀɎȸǣƬɎǼƺɮƺǼهXɎǣȇƬǼɖƳƺɀƏƬƬȒɖȇɎƏƫǣǼǣɎɵƏȇƳƺɮƺȇǣȇɎƺǼǼǣǕƺȇƬƺƏǕƺȇɎɀو
plus representatives of the Ministry of Education. They do physical head counts at the
concerned private schools to establish the correct number of children. However, in practice
ɎǝƺɀƺɀƏȅƺȵƺȒȵǼƺƏɀǸǔȒȸȅȒȇƺɵɎȒƏǼǼȒɯǝƺƏƳɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀƏȇƳɀƬǝȒȒǼȒɯȇƺȸɀɎȒǣȇˤƏɎƺɎǝƺ
numbers so that they get more money than they are supposed to get. If there are 200 pupils
ǣȇƏɀƬǝȒȒǼوɎǝƺɵƬƏȇǣȇˤƏɎƺɎǝƏɎɎȒهגÁǝƺɵɀƏɵٷɯƺƏȸƺǕȒǣȇǕɎȒɯȸǣɎƺגƏȇƳɎǝƺȇɀƺƺ
how we can manage’. When the money comes, the fellows appear and take their cut. The
bosses have agents at local level. You never see them collecting the money.” (Interview 9,
Management consultant)
ÁǝǣɀɀɖǕǕƺɀɎɀɎǝƏɎɯƺƏǸȇƺɀɀƺɀǣȇǕȒɮƺȸȇƏȇƬƺƏȇƳƏƬƬȒɖȇɎƏƫǣǼǣɎɵƬȒȇɎǣȇɖƺوƏǼɎǝȒɖǕǝǣɎǣɀƳǣǔˣƬɖǼɎɎȒƫƺɀɖȸƺȒǔɎǝƺǣȸȅƏǕȇǣɎɖƳƺهXǔɯƺƏɀɀɖȅƺɎǝƏɎɎǝƺɀƬƏǼƺȒǔǼȒɀɀƺɀǣƳƺȇɎǣˣƺƳǣȇɎǝƺאב
research is similar today, then the average estimate of 18% loss in grants due to embezzlement
translated into 2019 data on public education funds would suggest costs of UGX 244 billion or
EUR 57.24 million.
Embezzlement of public education funds negatively affects students’ outcomes through the
reduction of school inputs and infrastructure (Ferraz, Finan & Moreira, 2012). In particular, students from corrupt municipalities score lower on tests, have higher dropout and failure rates
and receive less teaching supplies. The losses to their learning opportunities may translate
into decreased productivity and lifetime earnings of students. For instance, Bedi and Edwards
ٜבבٝˣȇƳƏɀǣǕȇǣˣƬƏȇɎȵȒɀǣɎǣɮƺƺǔǔƺƬɎȒǔɀƬǝȒȒǼȷɖƏǼǣɎɵٜȅƺƏɀɖȸƺƳɎǝȸȒɖǕǝɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɎȸƏǣȇǣȇǕو
school infrastructure and school crowding) on students’ future incomes. However, it is hard to
develop a numeric estimate for this “in-kind” type of corruption costs.
Such problems might be mitigated if the inspection system were more adequate, enabling
the state to identify schools that were performing poorly or where resources seemed to be
going astray. However, the inspection system is massively under-resourced, meaning that it
ǣɀƳǣǔˣƬɖǼɎǔȒȸǣȇɀȵƺƬɎȒȸɀɎȒƬƏȸȸɵȒɖɎɎǝƺǣȸȸȒǼƺهÈȇƳƺȸǔɖȇƳǣȇǕƏǼɀȒȅƏǸƺɀɎǝƺȅɮɖǼȇƺȸƏƫǼƺɎȒ
corruption, as one interviewee explained:
³6RPH RI WKHVH LQVSHFWRUV VD\ WKDW WKH\ FDQQRW GR WKHLU ZRUN EHFDXVH WKHUH DUH QR WUDYHO
DOORZDQFHV $QG ZKHQ KH FRPHV WR \RXU VFKRRO KH FDQQRW JR HPSW\KDQGHG $V WKH
KHDGPDVWHU \RX KDYH WR WKLQN RI KRZ WR GHDO ZLWK WKDW <RX FDQ WHOO WKH 37$ SHRSOH WKDWµWKHUH LV D
YLVLWRU KHUH ZKR ZDQWV OXQFK¶ ,QVSHFWRUV FRPH WR ORRN DW KRZ VWXGHQWV DUH VWXG\LQJ
LQIUDVWUXFWXUHDQGJHQHUDOVDQLWDWLRQDQGDQ\SUREOHPVWKHUHPD\EHLQDVFKRRO6RPHFRPHDQGWDNH
PRQH\ DQG ZULWH UHSRUWV 7KH\ GRQ¶W ORRN DURXQG 7KH\ DVN \RX DERXW WKLV DQG WKDW DQG ZULWH ,I \RX
GRQ¶W JLYH WKHP DQ HQYHORSH WKH\ ZLOO UHFRPPHQG WKDW \RXEH WUDQVIHUUHG WR D VFKRRO ZKHUH \RX ZLOO
VXIIHU$VDKHDGPDVWHU\RXOLYHLQFRQVWDQWIHDU´(Interview 23, Retired headmaster)
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A special type of transactional cost to students is so-called “sextortion” - i.e., sexual harassment
and extortion by teachers in exchange for favours, which includes “sex for grades”. Sextortion is
a type of corruption where sex rather than cash is the currency of the bribery exchange.
According to a 2013 UNICEF survey23, some 78% of surveyed primary school children and
82% of secondary school students in Uganda reported having experienced sexual abuse ƏɎ
ɀƬǝȒȒǼهXɎǣɀǣȅȵȒȸɎƏȇɎɎȒƏƬǸȇȒɯǼƺƳǕƺɎǝƏɎɎǝǣɀɀɎɖƳɵɖɀƺɀƏƫȸȒƏƳƳƺǔǣȇǣɎǣȒȇȒǔɀƺɴɖƏǼ
abuse24, as well as the fact that not all of the reported cases might have taken place in
exchange for grades or other teacher favours. In the household survey, 10% of respondents
ȸƺȵȒȸɎƺƳɎǝƏɎوǣȇɎǝƺǼƏɀɎהɵƺƏȸɀوƏɎǼƺƏɀɎȒȇƬƺǣɎǝƏȵȵƺȇƺƳɎǝƏɎƏɎƺƏƬǝƺȸȒȸɀƬǝȒȒǼȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ
proposed to a child from her/his household or a child he/she knows that they could grant
ƫƺȇƺǔǣɎɀوɀɖƬǝƏɀǕȒȒƳǕȸƏƳƺɀȒȸȵƏɀɀǣȇǕƏɎƺɀɎوǣȇƺɴƬǝƏȇǕƺǔȒȸɀƺɴɖƏǼǔƏɮȒɖȸɀه
Besides sextortion, nearly 14% of respondents25 reported that their oldest child had
ƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺƳȅǣɀƫƺǝƏɮǣȒɖȸǔȸȒȅƏɎƺƏƬǝƺȸȒȸɀƬǝȒȒǼȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼهXȇȵƏȸɎǣƬɖǼƏȸوɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀƏȇƳ
ɀƬǝȒȒǼ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀ ƫƺǝƏɮƺƳ ƏǕǕȸƺɀɀǣɮƺǼɵ ɎȒɯƏȸƳɀ ɀɎɖƳƺȇɎɀ وǔȒȸ ƺɴƏȅȵǼƺ وƫƺƏɎǣȇǕ ƏȇƳ ǣȇɀɖǼɎǣȇǕ
them for arriving late, giving wrong answers, or refusing to buy a particular textbook that
was required by the school. Some respondents reported that their motivation for paying
extra to teachers was to secure good behaviour from teachers towards their children.
The in-kind cost of this type of corruption is the physical and mental wellbeing of students as
a result of the abuse. In the long run, it can lead to poor learning outcomes, unwanted
pregnancies and sexually transmitted infections. It also contributes to higher drop-out rates
hence affecting the overall education attainment, especially of girls and young women.

      

 

   

Corruption in education procurement occurs in the different phases of the procurement
cycle, as well as in the various types of contracts such as provision of school supplies,
textbooks, and meals, as well as construction of classrooms and school buildings.
¨ȸȒƬɖȸƺȅƺȇɎƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇǣȇɎǝƺɀƺƬɎȒȸƬȒɀɎɀɀǣǕȇǣǔǣƬƏȇɎƏȅȒɖȇɎɀȒǔȅȒȇƺɵǔȒȸɎǝƺȵɖƫǼǣƬ
budget, negatively affects the learning environment and undermines quality of education
and students’ learning outcomes.
³0RQH\JRHVRXW RIWKHPLQLVWU\ DQGPRQH\FRPHVEDFN DVNLFNEDFNV 7KDWLVWKHRUGHURI
WKLQJV ,W LVHQJLQHHUHG E\ ELJ SHRSOH LQ WKH 0LQLVWU\ 7KH SRLQWV RI KDHPRUUKDJH DUH DW WKHPLQLVWU\ DQG
ZLWK ORFDO JRYHUQPHQWV :KDW LV OHIW WR JHW WKLQJV GRQH LV QRW WKDW VLJQLILFDQW 7KDW DIIHFWV WKH
TXDOLW\ RIHYHU\WKLQJ´ ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ  وח³ƺȇǣȒȸ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ Ȓǔ Əȇ ƏȇɎǣ٨ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇagency)
Low-level transactional corruption in the procurement process, such as bribery, can lead to a
loss of value-for-money if a public contract is awarded to a company that does not submit the
best bid but is rather the highest-paying or best-connected. Where these corruption
mechanisms happen on a larger scale and become institutionalised into a high-level type Ȓǔ
ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇوɎǝƺƬȒɀɎɀɎȒɎǝƺȵɖƫǼǣƬƫɖƳǕƺɎƏȇƳɀȒƬǣƺɎɵƏɎǼƏȸǕƺƏȸƺǼǣǸƺǼɵɎȒƫƺɀǣǕȇǣǔǣƬƏȇɎه
First, systemic transactional corruption in public procurement is likely to affect the public
budget by increasing procurement prices and providing poor value for money. Multiple
interviewees reported that in construction of education facilities, contractors are often
23
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5614036de4b0014b6b21ce4f/t/57473aae40261de8e3aea696/1464285877619/Child+Protection%2C+Safety+%26+Security+in+Uganda+Schools.pdf
24
“Sexual abuse in this study is defined as sexual contact with a child such as sexual touching and fondling,
kissing, and penetrative sex or defilement; as well as engaging a child in other sexual behavior that she or he does not
comprehend or give consent to, such as indecent exposure of sexual objects, engaging in sex in front of a child, encouraging children to engage in prostitution, or sharing pornography with a child.”, Ibid., p. 2
25
Sample of households with a child of school age that responded to a question “In the 12 months before
COVID-19 lockdown started, has a child from your household experienced misbehaviour, such as aggressive behaviour,
from a teacher or school official?” (N=844)
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selected based on bribes or/and political connections.
³<RX ELG DQG FRPSHWH ZLWK RWKHUV %XW WKHUH DUH SUHIHUUHG FRPSDQLHV 7KH\ JHW LQVLGH LQIRUPDWLRQ
EHFDXVH WKH\ XQGHUVWDQG ZKDW WKH RIILFHUV ZDQW 7KRVH ZKR PDQDJH WKH ELGGLQJ SURFHVVHV FDQ
HYHQ SXOO RXW VRPH RI \RXU SDSHUV WR PDNH VXUH \RXU ELG GRHV QRW PHDVXUH XS WR WKH
UHTXLUHPHQWV´ (Interview 9, Management consultant)

$V D FRQVHTXHQFH RI ZHDN VXSHUYLVLRQ DQG HQIRUFHPHQW RI WKH LQLWLDO FRQWUDFWV WKH FRVW RI
VXFKSURMHFWVLVLQIODWHGW\SLFDOO\LQLQFUHDVHGZDJHVRUPDWHULDOFRVWVLQWKHDZDUGHGFRQWUDFWRU
LQUHQHJRWLDWHGFRVWVGXULQJFRQWUDFWLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
³+HDGWHDFKHUV FRQQLYLQJ ZLWK FRQWUDFWRUV RU GLVWULFW HQJLQHHUV WR FUHDP RII PRQH\
IURPUHVRXUFHV PHDQW IRU EXLOGLQJ LQIUDVWUXFWXUH FODVVURRPV ODERUDWRULHV DQG
GRUPLWRULHV´ ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ وזǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀȒǔƏȇƏȇɎǣ٨ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇƏǕƺȇƬɵٝ
³>@E\WKHWLPHWKHZRUNVWDUWVDORWRIWKHFRQWUDFWPRQH\ZRXOGKDYHJRQHLQWRJUHDVLQJWKH SDOPV
RI RIILFLDOV DXGLWRUV HQJLQHHUV &KLHI $GPLQLVWUDWLYH 2IILFHUV &KLHI )LQDQFH 2IILFHUV HWF LQ VRPH
FDVHFRQWUDFWRUVSD\SHUFHQWDWHYHU\VWDJH´ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ وזǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀof an anti-corruption agency)
Second, favouritism in the allocation of contracts typically leads to outcomes such as lower
quality goods, works or services, delays in the provision of essential medicines, infrastructure
and services, and the provision of the wrong types of goods, works or services, which do not
meet actual needs. This constitutes a deadweight loss and thus an indirect cost to society.
While in the Ugandan context, there is no reliable data on contract implementation and
Ɏǝƺ ȷɖƏǼǣɎɵ Ȓǔ ȵȸȒƬɖȸƺƳ ǕȒȒƳɀ ƏȇƳ ɀƺȸɮǣƬƺɀ ƏɮƏǣǼƏƫǼƺ وǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ ƺɮǣƳƺȇƬƺ ƬȒȇǔǣȸȅɀ Ɏǝǣɀ ƺǔǔƺƬɎه
The interviewees reported multiple cases where contractors delivered works or goods of low
quality or did not deliver at all. Furthermore, low quality of construction works puts students
and teachers in danger. There have been multiple cases of schools collapsing in Uganda
leading to the deaths of students, teachers, and construction workers26.Unfortunately,
available education procurement data does not allow us to derive a comprehensive estimate
for the cost of procurement corruption in the sector.
XȇȵƏȸɎǣƬɖǼƏȸوɎǝƺȸƺǣɀȇȒƺɴɎƺȇɀǣɮƺǼǣɀɎȒǔȵȸȒƬɖȸǣȇǕƺȇɎǣɎǣƺɀǣȇɎǝƺƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇɀƺƬɎȒȸɎȒǔǣǼɎƺȸfor
relevant tenders. Another approach for identifying relevant procurement contracts ǔǣǼɎƺȸǣȇǕ ǔȒȸ Ə ȸƺǼƺɮƏȇɎ !¨à27 division28 (80 - “Education and training services”) and keywords
(e.g., “school”) in the contract titles - would lead to underestimating the cost.

       
Corruption negatively affects the quality of education in multiple ways29. Firstly, bribery
and diversion of resources from schools through embezzlement raises the cost of
education for students and constrains access to education. This situation is especially
harmful for less ƏǔǔǼɖƺȇɎ ɀȒƬǣƏǼ ǕȸȒɖȵɀ هXȇ Ȓɖȸ ɀɖȸɮƺɵ ۑה وȒǔ ǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɀ ɯǣɎǝ ɀƬǝȒȒǼ ƏǕƺ
ƬǝǣǼƳȸƺȇ ȸƺȵȒȸɎ ɎǝƏɎ at least one child did not attend school (and not because they are
too young). The most ƬȒȅȅȒȇ ȸƺƏɀȒȇ ƬǣɎƺƳ ɯƏɀ ɎǝƏɎ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ ǔƺƺɀ ɯƺȸƺ ɎȒȒ ƺɴȵƺȇɀǣɮƺه
²ƵƧȌȁƮةǿǞȺƊȯȯȲȌȯȲǞƊɈǞȌȁȌǏȺƧǘȌȌǶǏɐȁƮȺةƊȺɩƵǶǶƊȺƧȌȲȲɐȯɈǞȌȁǞȁȯȲȌƧɐȲƵǿƵȁɈȌǏȺƧǘȌȌǶ

26

For example, a school collapse in Mpigi in 2019 took the lives of several construction work-

ers; see https://ugandaradionetwork.net/story/workers-survive-death-as-three-storied-building-collapses . In the same
year, an incident in the Lohana high school in Kampala led to death of six children; see https://observer.ug/news/headlines/61126-collapsed-lohana-high-school-wall-kills-six-children .
27
CPV codes are a system of classification for public procurement which uses standardised vocabulary to help
procurement personnel classify their contract notices consistently and to make it easier for suppliers and contracting
authorities to find notices. The first two digits of CPV code identify the division (XX000000-Y).
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https://www.u4.no/publications/education-sector-corruption-how-to-assess-it-and-ways-to-address-it.pdf
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supplies and infrastructure, negatively affects the learning environment and working
conditions of teachers. Konte (2017) analysed data from a sample of African countries and
ǔȒɖȇƳ Ə ɀǣǕȇǣˣƬƏȇɎȸƺǼƏɎǣȒȇɀǝǣȵ ƫƺɎɯƺƺȇ Ɏǝƺ ǣȇɎƺǕȸǣɎɵ Ȓǔ Ɏǝƺ ǼȒƬƏǼ ǕȒɮƺȸȇȅƺȇɎɀ ƏȇƳ Ɏǝƺ
quality of the learning inputs (e.g., textbooks), as well as the teaching in public schools.
ÁǝǣȸƳǼɵ وƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ǣȇ ɎƺƏƬǝƺȸ ƺȅȵǼȒɵȅƺȇɎ ٜƫȸǣƫƺȸɵ وȇƺȵȒɎǣɀȅ وǔƏɮȒɖȸǣɎǣɀȅ وƏȇƳ
ǔȒȸǕƺȸɵ Ȓǔ ƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎɀǼȒɯƺȸɀ Ɏǝƺ ȷɖƏǼǣɎɵ Ȓǔ ɎƺƏƬǝǣȇǕ Əɀ ɮƏƬƏȇɎ ȵȒɀǣɎǣȒȇɀ ƬƏȇ
ƫƺ ɎƏǸƺȇ ƫɵ ɖȇȷɖƏǼǣˣƺƳƬƏȇƳǣƳƏɎƺɀ هǼȒȇǕ ɯǣɎǝ ƏƫɀƺȇɎƺƺǣɀȅ وɎǝǣɀ ǝǣȇƳƺȸɀ
Ɏǝƺ ȷɖƏǼǣɎɵ Ȓǔ ɎƺƏƬǝǣȇǕ ƏȇƳ ƬȸƺƏɎƺɀ ƳǣɀȸɖȵɎǣȒȇɀ ǣȇ Ɏǝƺ ǼƺƏȸȇǣȇǕ ȵȸȒƬƺɀɀه
Finally, corruption generally undermines the attitude towards education in society which
is harmful not only for the quality of education but also for the work ethic. A study by the
African Development Bank group30 suggests that, in a corrupt education system, the
aggregate effort level of students is lower since more individuals may choose the strategy
ȒǔȒƫɎƏǣȇǣȇǕƬȸƺƳƺȇɎǣƏǼɀɯǣɎǝȒɖɎɎǝƺȇƺƺƳɎȒƺɴƺȸɎƺǔǔȒȸɎهÁǝǣɀɯƏɀƬȒȇˣȸȅƺƳǣȇɎǝǣɀɀɎɖƳɵو
as multiple interviewees mentioned that due to the lack of trust in public schools and their
usefulness, parents are not willing to support the learning of their children:
³/RFDOSDUHQWVGRQRWFDUHIRUHGXFDWLRQ7KH\GRQRWFDUHZKHWKHUFKLOGUHQDWWHQGVFKRRORU
QRW´ (Interview 69, Headteacher)
ٲ²ȌǿƵ ȯƊȲƵȁɈȺ ȁȌɩ ȺƊɯ ɈǘƊɈ ɈǘƵǞȲ ƧǘǞǶƮȲƵȁ ƊȲƵ  ٲƊƊȁ ƊƦƊ wɐȺƵɨƵȁǞ ٳٛwɐȺƵɨƵȁǞٵȺ
ƧǘǞǶƮȲƵȁٜىÀǘƵɯ ǞȁȺǞȺɈ ɈǘƊɈ ɈǘƵɯ ƊȲƵ ȁȌɈ ȺɐȯȯȌȺƵƮ ɈȌ ƧȌȁɈȲǞƦɐɈƵ ƊȁɯɈǘǞȁǐ( ٳىInterview
70, Senior Inspector)
However, lack of enough data and additional literature on this phenomenon does not allow
us to develop the numeric estimate for loss of education quality due to corruption.

    
It is well established that there is a positive relationship between academic achievement
and attainment and labour market outcomes (Foster and Rodgers, 1980; Murnane et al, 2001;
World Bank, 2018). Better-educated individuals are more likely to achieve higher earnings
and have less chances of facing unemployment. Therefore, reduction in both quality and
quantity in education as a result of corruption can have negative consequences for the
future wellbeing of students. Furthermore, it is disproportionally costly for future earnings
of students from disadvantaged backgrounds and remote areas who cannot afford private
education.
Studies in different contexts (Barouni and Broecke, 2014) show that additional years of
education at the upper-secondary and tertiary levels give the greatest returns on earnings,
while the effect of more schooling at the primary level is lower. Therefore, corruption that
restricts access to education (for example, bribery and embezzlement of school funds) is
especially costly in terms of individuals’ earnings. It is especially relevant for Uganda since
the country has one of the highest primary education drop-out rates worldwide31.
The World Bank (2018) suggests that an additional year of schooling results in a 9% increase
in hourly earnings. Barouni and Broecke (2014) found that the rate of return for education
in 12 African countries, including Uganda, is more than 7% for primary education, and
more than 25% - for upper secondary and tertiary education levels. Another cross-country
study (Psacharopoulos and Patrinos, 2004) suggests that an additional year of education is
associated with a 10% increase of an individual’s income.

30
https://www.afdb.org/sites/default/files/documents/publications/wps_no_337_effect_of_corruption_on_educational_quantity_and_quality_theory_and_evidence_.pdf
31
https://gcap.global/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/OUT_OF_SCHOOL_CHILDREN_STUDY_REPORT__FINAL_REPORT_2014.pdf
30

            
Studies show that education quality is an important factor of economic growth (for example, see
Barro, 1991; Krueger and Lindahl, 2001; Barro and Lee, 2015), in particular, in Sub-Saharan Africa
(Glewwe et al., 2014). Constrained access and lower quality of education undermines
productivity of the population, and hinders economic development, as well as conserves
inequality and poverty. Accordingly, corruption in education that erodes quality of learning
creates costs not only for users of education services and the public budget but society at
large.
Hanushek and Woessmann (2008) have found that a one standard deviation increase in
quality of schooling leads to a 1.3 - 2.0 percentage point increase in economic growth.
Another study (OECD, 2010) suggests that, for OECD countries, an intervention that increases
PISA (OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment) results by 25 points would
result in 3% higher GDP.
The bulk of literature that estimates the impact of education on economic growth uses
cognitive skills levels (for example, PISA or PIAAC scores) as a measure of education quality
(OECD, 2010). Unfortunately, Uganda does not participate in the international assessments of
students’ skills yet. Therefore, it is not possible to precisely estimate lost economic growth
because of a lack of appropriate data capturing the quality of education, for instance, a
cognitive skills test.



 

  



Corruption in the recruitment of teachers exacerbates low-quality education. Despite high
competition for teachers’ positions in public schools, our qualitative research revealed that Ɏǝƺ
ȅȒɀɎ ȷɖƏǼǣǔǣƺƳƏȇƳ ȅȒɎǣɮƏɎƺƳ ƬƏȇƳǣƳƏɎƺɀ ȒǔɎƺȇ ƬƏȇȇȒɎ ǕƺɎ Ə ǴȒƫ Ƴɖƺ ɎȒ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇin
employment. In particular, bribery is a common practice in the hiring of teachers. For
ƺɴƏȅȵǼƺوȒȇƺ ȸƺɀȵȒȇƳƺȇɎٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ وחדƏɀǣƬ ɀƬǣƺȇƬƺɎƺƏƬǝƺȸٝɀƏǣƳ ɎǝƏɎ ɎȒǕƺɎ Ə ǴȒƫ ǣȇ Ə
grade III school, a candidate has to pay about UGX 3 million.
Bribery in recruitment of teachers is exacerbated by the labour market conditions - when
there are more candidates than available positions. Several interviewees mentioned that
ɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ ȵȸƺǔƺȸ ɎȒ ɯȒȸǸ ƏɎ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ɀƬǝȒȒǼɀ ɀǣȇƬƺ Ɏǝƺɵ ȵȸȒɮǣƳƺ ǴȒƫ ɀƺƬɖȸǣɎɵ وɯǝǣǼƺ ǣȇ ȵȸǣɮƏɎƺ
ɀƬǝȒȒǼɀ وɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ ƬƏȇ ƫƺ ǔǣȸƺƳ Əȇɵ Ɏǣȅƺ هǼɀȒ وɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ ǣȇ ȵȸǣɮƏɎƺ ɀƬǝȒȒǼɀ Əȸƺ ȅȒȸƺ ɮɖǼȇƺȸƏƫǼƺ
ǔǣȇƏȇƬǣƏǼǼɵ ɀǣȇƬƺ Ɏǝƺɵ ȒǔɎƺȇ ƳȒ ȇȒɎ ǕƺɎ ȵƏǣƳ ǣȇ ȵƺȸǣȒƳɀ Ȓǔ ɀƬǝȒȒǼ ƫȸƺƏǸɀ Ȓȸ ɀƬǝȒȒǼ ƬǼȒɀɖȸƺɀdue
to lockdown.
As a result, candidates for teaching positions are sometimes willing to pay ƫȸǣƫƺɀɎȒ ǕƺɎ Ə ǴȒƫ
ǣȇ Ɏǝƺ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ɀƺƬɎȒȸ ƺɮƺȇ ٵHYHQ EHIRUH DQ\RQH DVNV ٶٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ  وחדƫƏɀǣƬ science teacher).
Bribery in the hiring process often facilitates employment of candidates that have forged
ƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎɀ ƏƫȒɖɎ Ɏǝƺǣȸ ȷɖƏǼǣǔǣƬƏɎǣȒȇɀ Ȓȸ ǝƏɮƺ ȇȒ ƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎɀ ƏɎ ƏǼǼ هÁǝǣɀ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ Ɏɵȵƺ
ǼƺƏƳɀɎȒǼȒɀɀ ǣȇ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ȷɖƏǼǣɎɵ هɀɎɖƳɵ ƫɵkƏɀǣȸɵƺٜטבٝɀɖǕǕƺɀɎɀ ɎǝƏɎ ȷɖƏǼǣǔǣƬƏɎǣȒȇɀǣɀɎǝƺ
ȅȒɀɎ ǣȅȵȒȸɎƏȇɎ ƬǝƏȸƏƬɎƺȸǣɀɎǣƬ ɎǝƏɎ ǣȇǔǼɖƺȇƬƺɀ ɀɎɖƳƺȇɎ ȒɖɎƬȒȅƺɀ هÁǝǣɀ ɀɎɖƳɵ ƬȒȇǔǣȸȅƺƳ ɎǝƏɎ
ǔƏǸƺȷɖƏǼǣǔǣƬƏɎǣȒȇɀǣɀƏƬȒȅȅȒȇƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ٨ȸƺǼƏɎƺƳȵȸȒƫǼƺȅǣȇÈǕƏȇƳƏه
ٲ,Q1DPXWXPED'LVWULFWZKHUHWKHLQWHUYLHZHHFRPHVIURPDIHZ\HDUVDJRDQLQYHVWLJDWLRQ
GLVFRYHUHG WKDW  SHUFHQW RI DOO WKH WHDFKHUV KDG IDNH SDSHUV´ (Interview 9, Management
consultant)
ÀȌǐƵɈǘƵȲɩǞɈǘǶȌȺȺȌǏƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁȱɐƊǶǞɈɯǏȌȲɐȺƵȲȺةƧȌȲȲɐȯɈǞȌȁǞȁƵǿȯǶȌɯǿƵȁɈǶƵƊƮȺɈȌƧȌȺɈȺ
ǏȌȲɈǘƵȯɐƦǶǞƧƦɐƮǐƵɈةȺǞȁƧƵɐȁȱɐƊǶǞǏǞƵƮɩȌȲǲƵȲȺȲƵƧƵǞɨƵȺƊǶƊȲǞƵȺǏȲȌǿɈǘƵǐȌɨƵȲȁǿƵȁɈب
   ³(YHU\ \HDU DOPRVW  WHDFKHUV DUH DSSRLQWHG RQ WKH EDVLV RI IRUJHG SDSHUV DQG DUH
HDUQLQJ VDODULHV 7KLV FRVWV WKH JRYHUQPHQW DERXW  ELOOLRQ VKLOOLQJV SHU \HDU´ (Interview 4, Senior
ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼƏɎɎǝƺ0ƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ³ƺȸɮǣƬƺ!ȒȅȅǣɀɀǣȒȇٝه
Fair competition in recruitment is also undermined by favoritism, nepotism, and political
interference. Interviewees shared examples when politicians, especially at the local
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ǕȒɮƺȸȇȅƺȇɎ ǼƺɮƺǼ وǣȇǔǼɖƺȇƬƺƳ ȸƺƬȸɖǣɎȅƺȇɎ ȵȸȒƬƺɀɀƺɀ ǣȇ ɀƬǝȒȒǼɀ هɀ Ȓȇƺ ǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯƺƺ
mentioned: “local leaders submit lists of names of candidates to be accorded preferential
ɎȸƺƏɎȅƺȇɎ ٶٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ ( وטדƺȵɖɎɵ !ǝǣƺǔ ƳȅǣȇǣɀɎȸƏɎǣɮƺ ǔǔǣƬƺȸٝ هáǝǣǼƺ ȅȒɀɎ ȸƺɀȵȒȇƳƺȇɎɀ
ɀƏǣƳ ɎǝƏɎ ȵȒǼǣɎǣƬǣƏȇɀ ɖɀƺƳ Ɏǝƺǣȸ ǣȇǔǼɖƺȇƬƺ ɎȒ ɀƺƬɖȸƺ ǴȒƫɀ ǔȒȸ Ɏǝƺǣȸ ǔȸǣƺȇƳɀ ƏȇƳ ȸƺǼƏɎǣɮƺɀ وȒȇƺ
ǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯƺƺ ɀǝƏȸƺƳ ƬƏɀƺɀ ɯǝƺȇ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀ ƏȇƳ ǝƺƏƳɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ ƬȒǼǼɖƳƺƳ ɎȒ ƺȅȵǼȒɵ
candidates with forged papers to make them apply for salary loans:
   ³$IWHU WHDFKHUV ZLWK IRUJHG GRFXPHQWV DUH UHFUXLWHG WKH\ DUH WKHQ REOLJHG WR DSSO\ IRU
VDODU\ ORDQV 7KHVH DUH WKHQ GUDZQ DQG JLYHQ WR WKHLU FROODERUDWRUV ZLWKLQ WKH GLVWULFW
DGPLQLVWUDWLRQ  ,I VD\  WHDFKHUV DSSO\ IRU ORDQV RI  PLOOLRQ VKLOOLQJV DQG VXFFHHG DQG KDQG LW
WR WKHLU UHFUXLWHUV WKDW LV  PLOOLRQ VKLOOLQJV´ ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ  وד³ƺȇǣȒȸ ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ ƏɎ Ɏǝƺ Education
Service Commission)
Another problem relates to transfers of teachers. Multiple interviewees suggested that
transfers to more preferable places are often secured through bribes to head teachers or/
ƏȇƳƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇȒǔǔǣƬƺȸɀه
On the other hand, transfers are sometimes used as a mechanism of pressure or punishment
ɖɀƺƳ ƫɵ ǝƺƏƳɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ وƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ȒǔǔǣƬƺȸɀ Ȓȸƺɮƺȇ ǣȇǔǼɖƺȇɎǣƏǼǼȒƬƏǼȵȒǼǣɎǣƬǣƏȇɀ ٨ ɎȒ ǕƺɎȸǣƳ Ȓǔ
teachers they do not like.
³7HDFKHUVZRXOGEHSRVWHGWRVFKRROVLQUHPRWHDUHDVDVDIRUPRISXQLVKPHQWRUIURP
UXUDODUHDVWRXUEDQDUHDVLQUHWXUQIRUEULEHV7HDFKHUVSRVWHGWRUXUDOVFKRROVFRXOGEULEHWKHLUZD\
EDFN WR XUEDQ DUHDV DIWHU YHU\ VKRUW SHULRGV RI WLPH SXWWLQJ UXUDO VFKRROV DW D
GLVDGYDQWDJH´ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯوד³ƺȇǣȒȸȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼƏɎɎǝƺ0ƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ³ƺȸɮǣƬƺ!ȒȅȅǣɀɀǣȒȇٝ
However, due to lack of relevant data on the prevalence of these practices, we are not able
to precisely estimate costs of corruption in teachers’ employment.

   
       
Interviews with education sector practitioners revealed that the process of
monitoring schools is prone to corruption. School inspectors can ask bribes from
headteachers in exchange for positive assessments of the school.
³%HIRUHLPSRUWDQWSHRSOHYLVLWWKHVFKRROWKH\FDOODQGWHOOWKHKHDGWHDFKHU³,DPFRPLQJWKHUH
SUHSDUH IRU PH VRPH IXHO´ 2U WKH\ FRXOG VD\ ³\RX KDYH WDNHQ WRR ORQJ WR YLVLW XV´ 7KLV PHDQV WKDW
WKH\ ZDQW ³VRPHWKLQJ´ PRQH\  )RU \RX WR EH PDLQWDLQHG KHUH DV KHDGWHDFKHU \RX KDYH WR JLYH
HQYHORSHV ,I \RX GRQ¶W WKH\ WUDQVIHU \RX DQG EULQJ VRPHERG\ ZKR ZLOO FRPSO\´ ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ وחד
³ƺȇǣȒȸȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼƏɎɎǝƺ0ƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ³ƺȸɮǣƬƺ!ȒȅȅǣɀɀǣȒȇٝ
While this form of corruption is costly for already underfunded schools, it is also harmful
for the education system in general. The lack of strong monitoring facilitates
misappropriation of school funds since inspectors can overlook problems in exchange for
bribes.

      

 

School Management Committees (SMCs) are representative bodies that engage
members of communities to monitor school operations, particularly the spending of
capitation grants. Although SMCs are mandated to provide oversight over school activities
and ensure integrity, our qualitative study revealed cases of extortion among SMCs
members. As one interviewer told us: ³LQ VRPH VFKRROV WKH 60& FKDLUPDQ ZLOO QRW VLJQ RII
DQ\WKLQJZLWKRXWEHLQJSDLG´ (Interview 69, Headteacher).
ȇȒɎǝƺȸ ǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯƺƺ وƏ ǝƺƏƳɎƺƏƬǝƺȸ Ȓǔ Ə ȵȸǣȅƏȸɵ ɀƬǝȒȒǼ وɀǝƏȸƺƳ Ɏǝƺ ɀɎȒȸɵ Ȓǔ ǝƺȸ ƬȒȇǔǼǣƬɎ
ɯǣɎǝ the SMC chairman who refused to sign any approvals for operations with funds
after she
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refused to give him a bribe of about UGX 50,000.
Our interviewees has also revealed cases of collusion between headteachers and SMCs
members for misappropriation of capitation grants.

        
Another type of corruption that appears in the interviews is the use of public school resources for
teachers’ private gain. In particular, teachers can take learning inputs, such as textbooks, to
use them in private schools or for private tutoring.
“2QHRIWHDFKHUVLVWKHGLUHFWRURIDSULYDWHVFKRRO+HDEVHQWVKLPVHOIWRWHDFKDWKLVVFKRRO
+H HYHQ WDNHV WH[WERRNV IURP :DLJD WR KLV VFKRRO >@ +H HYHQ SRDFKHV JRRG SXSLOV IURP :DLJD DQG
UHFUXLWVWKHPIRUKLVVFKRRO´(Interview 69, Headteacher)
This type of corruption diverts learning inputs from students of public schools and
further ǣȇƬȸƺƏɀƺɀƬȒɀɎɀȒǔƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇǔȒȸǼƺɀɀƏǔǔǼɖƺȇɎǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɀه

                       
     
Previous studies suggest that corruption in schools negatively affects socialization of
students and shapes their attitudes in a way that makes young people more tolerant to
corruption32. The East Africa Youth Survey Report (2016)33 shows that up to 58% of respondents in
Uganda believed it did not matter how one made money as long as one did not end up ǣȇ
ǴƏǣǼ وƏȇƳ ɖȵ ɎȒ  ۑהדƫƺǼǣƺɮƺƳ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ɯƏɀ ȵȸȒǔǣɎƏƫǼƺ هIɖȸɎǝƺȸȅȒȸƺ وɖȵ ɎȒ  ۑגזȒǔ ɀɖȸɮƺɵƺƳ
youth answered that they would fear to report and/or resist wrongdoing. Such attitudes to
corruption among young people are likely to sustain and even increase high levels of
corruption in the country.
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https://www.transparency.org/en/publications/global-corruption-report-education
https://ecommons.aku.edu/eastafrica_eai/20/
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This report has outlined several types of corruption occurring in the education sector in
Uganda, and summarized the various direct and indirect costs arising from each type.
First, costs occur due to users (students and their families) having to bribe an education
ȵȸȒɮǣƳƺȸ ٜɎƺƏƬǝƺȸ وɀƬǝȒȒǼ ȒǔˣƬǣƏǼɀ وƺɴƏȅǣȇƺȸ ƺɎƬهٝ ǔȒȸ Ɏǝƺ ƳƺǼǣɮƺȸɵ Ȓǔ Ə ɀƺȸɮǣƬƺ ɎǝƏɎ ɀǝȒɖǼƳ
ƫƺƳƺǼǣɮƺȸƺƳǔȸƺƺȒǔƬǝƏȸǕƺȒȸǔȒȸƏȇȒǔˣƬǣƏǼǔƺƺهÁǝǣɀƬȒɀɎƺɀȵƺƬǣƏǼǼɵɎǝȸƺƏɎƺȇɀǼȒɯǣȇƬȒȅƺ
households and may serve as a barrier to access to education. Using bribery prevalence and
average bribe size estimates from our household survey, we estimate the cost of UGX 39.1
billion.
The next two costs are related to teacher absenteeism. Firstly, undue absence of teachers
from work is costly for the public budget in terms of “wasted” salaries. The estimated annual
cost for the public budget amounts to UGX 180.5 billion in 2019. Accordingly, teachers
absenteeism decreases both quantity and quality of learning for students. While the
available data does not allow us to develop a comprehensive estimate for loss of learning
due to absenteeism, we found that the cost of education hours was about UGX 1.5 trillion.
Next, this report estimates the cost of the embezzlement of public education funds. As
ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ȒǔˣƬǣƏǼɀ ɀɎƺƏǼ Ȓȸ ƳǣɮƺȸɎ ǔɖȇƳɀ Ȓȸ ɀɖȵȵǼǣƺɀ ǣȇɎƺȇƳƺƳ ǔȒȸ ȵɖƫǼǣƬ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ وɎǝƺ ɀƬǝȒȒǼ
and therewith the students ultimately receive less. We quantify the annual loss of public
education funds of UGX 244.6 billion. Additionally, this form of corruption bears nonmeasurable in-kind costs for students in terms of loss of education quality.
This report also discussed several costs that we were not able to precisely estimate due to
lack of the relevant data and literature. These are: 1) costs to physical and mental wellbeing
of students due to abuse and sextortion, 2) costs of corruption in procurement of school
infrastructure and inputs, 3) loss of education quality for students due to corruption, 4) loss
of income/earning potential due to lower quality and attainment, 5) lost productivity and
economic growth due to low quality of corruption, 6) costs of positive attitudes towards
corruption among students gained through observing corruption in the school system.
Based on the data from qualitative estimates, the study discusses corruption in teachers’
employment that results in both lower quality of education, and costs for the public budget
ǣȇ Ɏƺȸȅɀ Ȓǔ ɯƏǕƺɀ ȵƏǣƳ ɎȒ ɖȇȷɖƏǼǣˣƺƳ ɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ هÁǝƺ ǔȒȸȅɀ Ȓǔ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ǣȇ ƺȅȵǼȒɵȅƺȇɎ
ǣȇƬǼɖƳƺ ǔȒȸǕƺȸɵ Ȓǔ ƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎɀ ƏƫȒɖɎ ȷɖƏǼǣˣƬƏɎǣȒȇɀ وƫȸǣƫƺȸɵ ǣȇ ǝǣȸǣȇǕ ƏȇƳ ƏǼǼȒƬƏɎǣȒȇ Ȓǔ
transfers, favouritism and nepotism.
IǞȁƊǶǶɯةɈǘƵȺɈɐƮɯǏȌɐȁƮƊȁɐǿƦƵȲȌǏȌɈǘƵȲǏȌȲǿȺȌǏƧȌȲȲɐȯɈǞȌȁƦƊȺƵƮȌȁɈǘƵȱɐƊǶǞɈƊɈǞɨƵ
ȺɈɐƮɯ بƦȲǞƦƵȲɯ Ǟȁ ǿȌȁǞɈȌȲǞȁǐ ȌǏ ȺƧǘȌȌǶȺ ةƊȁƮ ƊƧɈǞɨǞɈǞƵȺ ȌǏ ²ƧǘȌȌǶ wƊȁƊǐƵǿƵȁɈ
!ȌǿǿǞɈɈƵƵȺ ةƊȺ ɩƵǶǶ ƊȺ ɈǘƵ ȯȲƊƧɈǞƧƵ ȌǏ ɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȺ ɐȺǞȁǐ ȺƧǘȌȌǶ ȲƵȺȌɐȲƧƵȺ ǏȌȲ ȯȲǞɨƊɈƵ
ƦƵȁ敦 楴 خ

  
«ƺɀƺƏȸƬǝǣȇǕƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇƏȇƳǣɎɀƬȒɀɎɀǣɀƳǣǔˣƬɖǼɎɀǣȇƬƺȅȒɀɎƬȒȸȸɖȵɎƏƬɎǣɮǣɎǣƺɀƏȸƺǝǣƳƳƺȇƏȇƳ
those who are involved in them have an interest in concealing evidence. Individuals working
in the system may have an imperfect understanding of the risks and/or may not accurately
report them. Even experts on corruption rely heavily on the limited pool of corruption
incidents that they observe as
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well as an assessment of governance risks that may facilitate corruption. As noted,
any corruption-related costs are likely to be spread over time and thus may be
inadequately captured in a cross-sectional survey. This research therefore has limitations
which should be recognised when designing any policy interventions. However, the study
sought to address Ɏǝƺɀƺ ƳǣǔǔǣƬɖǼɎǣƺɀ ƫɵ ɖɀǣȇǕ Ə ȸƏȇǕƺ Ȓǔ ȅƺɎǝȒƳɀ ɎȒ ƺǼǣƬǣɎ ƳǣǔǔƺȸƺȇɎ ǸǣȇƳɀ
Ȓǔ ǣȇǔȒȸȅƏɎǣȒȇ ǔȸȒȅ different types of stakeholders, seeking to provide an extensive
mapping of the range of risks and costs, while recognising that prevalence and
magnitude can only be estimated.
Therefore, the proposed estimates represent a lower-down estimate of corruption costs
in the education sector in Uganda.
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Following the discussion of drivers of corruption, we provide conclusions and policy
recommendations for each of the drivers - corruption as a principal-agent problem,
corruption as a collective action problem, and corruption as a problem-solving functionality.

 
Our qualitative research suggests that corruption in public education is facilitated by weak
oversight and enforcement. This problem exists in different areas of policy implementation
and service provision in the sector. In particular, our qualitative research suggests that, in
the education procurement, there is a lack of an independent oversight of the procurement
process. Also, some respondents highlighted weak monitoring over quality of procured
goods and works during the implementation stage.
    ³,W LV FRPPRQ IRU FRQWUDFWRUV ZKR GR QRW KDYH D WUDFN UHFRUG RI JRRG SHUIRUPDQFH WR EH
DZDUGHG VHYHUDO FRQWUDFWV DFURVV D QXPEHU RI GLVWULFWV &RQWUDFWV DUH DZDUGHG WR ILUPV WKDW GR QRW
SRVVHVV WKH UHTXLUHG FRPSHWHQFH H[SHULHQFH RU PRQH\ WR H[HFXWH WKH SURMHFWV >@ 2IILFLDOV KLUH
ILUPVWKDWDUHSUHSDUHGWRJLYHWKHPNLFNEDFNV´ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯوא³ƺȇǣȒȸȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼȒǔan anti-corruption
agency)
³7KHFRPPRQRQHVDUHZKHQGLVWULFWHQJLQHHUVZKRDUHVXSSRVHGWRVXSHUYLVHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
ZRUNV WR HQVXUH JRRG TXDOLW\ ZRUN HQG XS QRW VXSHUYLVLQJ XVXDOO\ EHFDXVH WKH FRQWUDFWRUV KDYH
ERXJKWWKHPRII´ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ وזǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀȒǔƏȇƏȇɎǣ٨ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇƏǕƺȇƬɵٝ
Interviews with practitioners in the sector revealed that school inspections fail to
implement their monitoring function. This can be partly explained by the lack of funding
and resources received by inspectors. For example, multiple interviewees told us that
inspectors often do not have a working vehicle to get to a school and need to use
their own means of transportation. As a result, inspections do not cover all schools, and
where they do happen, inspectors cannot conduct a thorough assessment due to lack of
resources.
³7KHGLVWULFWKDVRQO\WZRLQVSHFWRUVIRUDOOWKHVFKRROV7KLVLVDPDMRUFKDOOHQJH7KH\
GRQRWUHDFKVRPHVFKRROV´ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ(وטדƺȵɖɎɵ!ǝǣƺǔƳȅǣȇǣɀɎȸƏɎǣɮƺ ǔǔǣƬƺȸٝ
ɀ ǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯɀ ƬȒȇǔǣȸȅƺƳ وǣȇɀɖǔǔǣƬǣƺȇɎ ǔɖȇƳǣȇǕ ǣȇ ƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ǣȇɀȵƺƬɎȒȸƏɎƺɀ
ǣȇƬƺȇɎǣɮǣɀƺɀ inspectors to extort “compensation” from headteachers. This way, some
schools can hide problems with bribery. However, as interviews suggest, outright bribery
in the monitoring process happens not only due to poor funding of inspectors and
auditors; one headteacher shared in the interview that inspectors can extort bribes by
threatening headteachers with transfers to schools in remote areas.
   ³6RPH RI WKHVH LQVSHFWRUV VD\ WKDW WKH\ FDQQRW GR WKHLU ZRUN EHFDXVH WKHUH DUH QR WUDYHO
DOORZDQFHV $QG ZKHQ KH FRPHV WR \RXU VFKRRO KH FDQQRW JR HPSW\KDQGHG $V WKH
KHDGPDVWHU \RX KDYH WR WKLQN RI KRZ WR GHDO ZLWK WKDW <RX FDQ WHOO WKH 37$ >3DUHQW 7HDFKHUV
$VVRFLDWLRQ@SHRSOHWKDW³WKHUHLVDYLVLWRUKHUHZKRZDQWVOXQFK´ (Interview 22, Headmaster)
Another issue regarding the monitoring of schools is that auditors and inspectors do
not engage in detailed investigations and rely only on documents submitted by
headteachers. Furthermore, interviewees emphasized that inspections often omit
important aspects of school functionality, such as quality of teaching and learning.
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³$XGLWRUVGHSHQGRQZKDWWHDFKHUVVXEPLWDVDFFRXQWDELOLW\7KH\GRQRWJRWRWKHJURXQG” ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ
(وדוǣɀɎȸǣƬɎ0ƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ǔǔǣƬƺȸٝ
     ³7KH\ MXVW SDVV E\ VLJQ ERRNV WDON WR D IHZ WHDFKHUV DQG PRYH RQ´ ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ  وהאɀƺȇǣȒȸ
ƏƳȅǣȇǣɀɎȸƏɎǣɮƺȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼٝ

:KLOHVRPHLQWHUYLHZHHVH[SODLQHGWKHXQVDWLVIDFWRU\SHUIRUPDQFHZLWKODFNRILQWHJULW\DQG
EULEHU\DPRQJDXGLWRUVDQGLQVSHFWRUV
³7KH\>KHDGWHDFKHUV@SUHSDUHHQYHORSHVIRUWKHP>LQVSHFWRUV@7KHQWKHLQVSHFWRUVFRPHXSZLWK
JRRGUHSRUWV $XGLWRUV DUH DFFRUGHG WKH VDPH WUHDWPHQW %URZQ HQYHORSHV KDYH
EUHGSUREOHPV´(Interview 3, Head of an anti-corruption organisation)
Multiple respondents also stressed the lack of staff and basic resources to maintain their
work such as vehicles and gas to get to schools. The 2020 Annual Report34 of the Auditor
JƺȇƺȸƏǼƬȒȇˣȸȅɀɎǝƏɎǼƏƬǸȒǔǔɖȇƳǣȇǕƳɖƺɎȒɎǝƺȵƏȇƳƺȅǣƬȇƺǕƏɎǣɮƺǼɵƏǔǔƺƬɎƺƳɎǝƺɯȒȸǸȒǔ
ɎǝƺȒǔˣƬƺه




Allocate resources to schools inspectors and auditors for traveling and executing
oversight functions effectively and regularly.



Strengthen community monitoring of schools by parents, civil society organisations and
traditional leaders to supplement and triangulate the services of auditors and inspectors.



XȅȵȸȒɮƺƬȒȸȵȒȸƏɎƺƫƺȇƺǔǣƬǣƏǼȒɯȇƺȸɀǝǣȵɎȸƏȇɀȵƏȸƺȇƬɵɀȒɎǝƏɎɎǝƺȒɯȇƺȸɀȒǔǔǣȸȅɀɎǝƏɎ
supply goods and works to public schools can be monitored and sanctioned if needed.



XȅȵȸȒɮƺɎǝƺȸɖǼƺɀ٪ƏȇƳȅȒȇǣɎȒȸǣȇǕȒǔƬȒȅȵǼǣƏȇƬƺ٪ƏȸȒɖȇƳƬȒȇǔǼǣƬɎɀȒǔǣȇɎƺȸƺɀɎǣȇȵɖƫǼǣƬ
procurement, to avoid awarding contracts to politically connected suppliers.



Encourage Ministry of Education and Inspectorate of Government to work together
to mainstream anti-corruption in education sector assessments and plans, so that
corruption is regularly included as a threat to the achievement of sector goals, and
measures to address it are included in sector plans and policies.



Review teacher licensing process and strengthen the enforcement of the Teachers’
Code of Conduct by the Education Service Commission against errant teachers.



   



Similar to other areas of the Ugandan public sector, there is no effective system to eliminate
ƬȒȇˤǣƬɎɀȒǔǣȇɎƺȸƺɀɎǣȇɎǝƺȵȸȒƬɖȸƺȅƺȇɎȵȸȒƬƺɀɀ(هǣǔǔƺȸƺȇɎƏƬɎȒȸɀƏɎƳǣǔǔƺȸƺȇɎɀɎƏǕƺɀȒǔɎǝƺ
procurement process use the lack of oversight to secure contracts for politically connected
ˣȸȅɀوǣȇƬȸƺƏɀƺȵȸǣƬƺǔȒȸƬȒȇɎȸƏƬɎɀوƏȇƳƬȒȅȵȸȒȅǣɀƺȷɖƏǼǣɎɵȒȸƺɮƺȇƳƺǼǣɮƺȸɵٔǣȅȵǼƺȅƺȇɎƏɎǣȒȇ
of procured goods and works.
   ³<RX ELG DQG FRPSHWH ZLWK RWKHUV %XW WKHUH DUH SUHIHUUHG FRPSDQLHV 7KH\ JHW
LQVLGH LQIRUPDWLRQ EHFDXVH WKH\ XQGHUVWDQG ZKDW WKH RIILFHUV ZDQW 7KRVH ZKR PDQDJH WKH
ELGGLQJSURFHVVHVFDQHYHQSXOORXWVRPHRI\RXUSDSHUVWRPDNH\RXUELGGRHVQRWPHDVXUHXSWRWKH
UHTXLUHPHQWV$VDUHVXOWWKHLUSUHIHUUHGFRPSDQLHVZLQWKHFRQWUDFWV´(Interview 9, Management
consultant)
Another notable example of a collective action problem in the education sector is weak
engagement of communities, and especially parents, in oversight over schools. Although
there are organizations to monitor and participate in governance of schools - Parents
Teachers Associations (PTA) and School Management Committees (SMC), our qualitative
investigation suggests that parents are not always able to fully use these opportunities.

34

http://www.oag.go.ug/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/OAG-PERFORMANCE-REPORT-2020-FINAL.pdf
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xɖǼɎǣȵǼƺǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯƺƺɀȅƺȇɎǣȒȇƺƳɎǝƏɎ¨ÁɀǔƏƬƺɀǣǕȇǣˣƬƏȇɎƬǝƏǼǼƺȇǕƺɀɯǣɎǝȅȒƫǣǼǣɀǣȇǕǼȒƬƏǼ
parents and securing additional funding (e.g., for meals for students).
ªɖƏǼǣɎƏɎǣɮƺ ƺɮǣƳƺȇƬƺ ƏǼɀȒ ɀɖǕǕƺɀɎɀ ɎǝƏɎ وɯǝǣǼƺ ƳǣǔˣƬɖǼɎǣƺɀ ɯǣɎǝȵƏȸƺȇɎɀ ٸƺȇǕƏǕƺȅƺȇɎƬƏȇ
occur due to poverty, sometimes this is a more complicated issue. In particular, some
respondents it was because of a lack of understanding of the value of education, and poor
government communication on the matter.
³3ROLWLFLDQVDUHXWWHULQJUHFNOHVVVWDWHPHQWV7KH\DUHWHOOLQJSDUHQWVWKDWWKHFKLOGUHQDUH
IRUWKHJRYHUQPHQWDQGWKH\VD\WKHFKLOGUHQDUH0XVHYHQL¶VDQGZHDUHQRWVXSSRVHGWRFRQWULEXWH
DQ\WKLQJ´(Interview 50, Senior inspector)
xȒȸƺȒɮƺȸوƏɀɀȒȅƺǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯƺƺɀȅƺȇɎǣȒȇƺƳ¨وÁƏȇƳ³x!ȅƺȅƫƺȸɀƺɮƺȇƺɴȵƺƬɎɎȒƫƺȇƺˣɎ
ǔȸȒȅɎǝƺǣȸɀɖȵȵȒɀƺƳǼɵɮȒǼɖȇɎƏȸɵوȇȒȇ٨ȵȸȒˣɎƏƫǼƺȸȒǼƺɀهɀɎǝƺǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯɀȸƺɮƺƏǼƺƳوƫȸǣƫƺȸɵǣɀ
quite common among SMC’s members.
³3HRSOH EHOLHYH ZH KDYH D ORW RI PRQH\ ,I WKH\ >37$ PHPEHUV@ FRPH WR VFKRRO WKH\
H[SHFW WR JHW VRPHWKLQJ ,I WKH\ GRQ¶W WKH\ GURS RXW EHFDXVH WKH\ GRQ¶W EHQHILW DQ\WKLQJ 2XW RI 
PHPEHUVRQO\DUHDFWLYH´ (Interview 15, Headteacher)




Improve public procurement tenders, making them more open and competitive
ƫȸƺƏǸǣȇǕɖȵƬǼȒɀƺƳȇƺɎɯȒȸǸɀȒǔƬȒǼǼɖɀǣɮƺƬȒȅȵƏȇǣƺɀƏȇƳȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɀه



Improve post-award monitoring of procurement contracts, involving school communities
(e.g. teachers, parents) receiving the goods and services procured.



XȇƬȸƺƏɀƺ ƏɯƏȸƺȇƺɀɀ Ȓǔ ȵƏȸƺȇɎɀ ƏƫȒɖɎ ȒȵȵȒȸɎɖȇǣɎǣƺɀ ƏȇƳ ƫƺȇƺǔǣɎɀ Ȓǔ ȵƏȸɎǣƬǣȵƏɎǣȒȇ ǣȇ
oversight and governance of schools, in particular, through Parents Teachers Associations.



Improve whistleblowing mechanisms and provide headteachers and Parents Teachers
Associations with effective and safe ways to report extortion from the School Management
Committee members.



Conduct information and education campaigns to raise awareness of reporting
channels for corruption, including anti-corruption institutions such as the Inspectorate
of Government, or anti-corruption NGOs such as Transparency International and the
Anti-Corruption Coalition of Uganda.

 

 

    

In the education sector, corruption often appears to be a mechanism that individuals and
institutions use to adapt and cope with the weaknesses in the system. Corruption as a
problem-solving functionality is most prevalent in teachers’ employment.
Most interviewees agree that poor working conditions of staff is an important driver of
absenteeism. Lack of housing and low wages often cause undue absence and late
comings.
      “%HFDXVH RI WKHLU PHDJUH HDUQLQJV WHDFKHUV FRQWUDFW ORDQV IURP EDQNV 6RPH HYHQ JR
WR PRQH\ OHDGHUV DQG JHW PRUH ORDQV $W WKH HQG RI WKH PRQWK \RX ILQG ORDQ VKDUNV DW EDQNV ZLWK
PDQ\ $70 FDUGV WR ZLWKGUDZ PRQH\ IURP WKH DFFRXQWV RI WKHVH WHDFKHUV 7KLV OHDYHV WHDFKHUV
ZLWKRXW PRQH\ WR PDNH HQGV PHHW 7KH\ WKHQ PXVW ILQG ZD\V WR GR VR 7KH\ FDQ¶W SULRULWL]H
WHDFKLQJ´ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ!وבוǝǣƺǔƳȅǣȇǣɀɎȸƏɎǣɮƺ ǔǔǣƬƺȸٝ
    “:H FDQ¶W DFFRPPRGDWH HYHQ KDOI RI WKH QXPEHU RI WHDFKHUV LQ VFKRROV 'HFHQW
KRXVLQJ LV YHU\ GLIILFXOW WR ILQG 7KLV LV D FRQWULEXWRU WR DEVHQWHHLVP DQG DEVFRQGPHQW IURP
GXW\´ ٜXȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯ !وבוǝǣƺǔƳȅǣȇǣɀɎȸƏɎǣɮƺ ǔǔǣƬƺȸٝ
RȒɯƺɮƺȸ وɀȒȅƺ ǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯƺƺɀ ǝǣǕǝǼǣǕǝɎƺƳ ɎǝƏɎ ƏƫɀƺȇɎƺƺǣɀȅ ǝƏȵȵƺȇɀ ȇȒɎ ǴɖɀɎ ƫƺƬƏɖɀƺ Ȓǔ
ȵȒȒȸ working conditions, but also because of lack of supervision.
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IȌȲǞȁȺɈƊȁƧƵةȌȁƵȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵȁɈƵǿȯǘƊȺǞɹƵƮɈǘƊɈȺȌǿƵɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȺǘƊɨƵƊƧȱɐǞȲƵƮٗɈǘƵǘƊƦǞɈȌǏ
ƊƦȺƵȁɈƵƵǞȺǿ٘ƊȁƮȺƧǘȌȌǶȺneed to introduce additional supervision in order to eliminate
undue absences (Interview (وדוǣɀɎȸǣƬɎ0ƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇ ǔǔǣƬƺȸٝه
Another example of corruption as a coping mechanism that we have found in the
qualitative ƳƏɎƏ ǣɀ ƺȅȵǼȒɵȅƺȇɎ Ȓǔ ɖȇȷɖƏǼǣǔǣƺƳ ɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀ ǣȇ ȸƺȅȒɎƺ ƏȇƳٔȒȸ ȸɖȸƏǼ ƏȸƺƏɀه
³ǣȇƬƺ ɀƬǝȒȒǼɀ ǣȇ such areas often face shortage of teachers, they are more willing to
accept candidates with forged or no papers.


v Increase funding for accommodation and payments for public school teachers.
v !ȸƺƏɎƺƏƳƳǣɎǣȒȇƏǼǣȇƬƺȇɎǣɮƺɀɀɖƬǝƏɀǝƏȸƳɀǝǣȵƏǼǼȒɯƏȇƬƺɀǔȒȸȷɖƏǼǣǔǣƺƳɎƺƏƬǝƺȸɀɎȒ
ɯȒȸǸǣȇschools in rural/remote areas.

  

  

  

áƺ ƏȵȵǼǣƺƳ Ɏǝƺ ٷȸƺƳ ǔǼƏǕٸȅƺɎǝȒƳȒǼȒǕɵ ɎȒ ƏȇƏǼɵɀƺ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ ȸǣɀǸɀ ƏȇƳ ƏɀɀȒƬǣƏɎƺƳ ƳǣȸƺƬɎ
costs in public spending as represented by public procurement to the dataset on
national spending. The dataset for analysis contains 50,000 public procurement records
covering the period of 2015-2020, including sectoral procurement data on education.
This methodology builds on corruption risk indicators and corruption cost
estimates calculated using well-established methods (see, for example, Fazekas &
Kocsis, 2015). The corruption risk indicators that we developed proxy corruption by
identifying high-risk ɀǣɎɖƏɎǣȒȇɀ ɯǝƺȸƺ Ȓȵƺȇ ƏȇƳ ǔƏǣȸ ƬȒȅȵƺɎǣɎǣȒȇ ǝƏɀ ƫƺƺȇ ƬɖȸɎƏǣǼƺƳ ǣȇ
ȒȸƳƺȸ ɎȒ ƫƺȇƺǔǣɎ Ə ǔƏɮȒɖȸƺƳ ǔǣȸȅ هIȒȸ ƺɴƏȅȵǼƺ وɯǝƺȇ ȒȇǼɵ Ȓȇƺ ǔǣȸȅ ɀɖƫȅǣɎɀ Ə ƫǣƳ Ȓȇ Əȇ
ȒɎǝƺȸɯǣɀƺ ƬȒȅȵƺɎǣɎǣɮƺ ȅƏȸǸƺɎ and the bid advertisement period was only 1 working
day, the chances are higher that tendering decisions were driven by corruption. We
carry out a series of econometric tests identifying the best parameters for our indicators
(e.g. how many days would count as a very short advertisement period in different
contexts) and validating them. All these indicators Əȸƺ ƏǼɀȒ ƬȒȇǔǣȸȅƺƳ ƫɵ ȵȸȒɮƺȇ ƬƏɀƺɀ
ƏȇƳ ƺƬȒȇȒȅǣƬ ɎǝƺȒȸǣƺɀ Ȓǔ Ƭȸǣȅƺ هXȇ ȒȸƳƺȸ ɎȒ ɖɀƺ Ə ȸȒƫɖɀɎ ȸǣɀǸ ǣȇƳǣƬƏɎȒȸ وɯƺ ƏǕǕȸƺǕƏɎƺ
ɀƺɮƺȸƏǼ ȸƺƳ ǔǼƏǕɀ ǣȇɎȒ Ə ƬȒȅȵȒɀǣɎƺ ɀƬȒȸƺ ƫɵ ɀǣȅȵǼɵ ƏɮƺȸƏǕǣȇǕ them (where 0 is lowest
corruption risk and 1 highest); we call this the Corruption Risk Index.
IȒȸÈǕƏȇƳƏوɎǝƺȸƺƳǔǼƏǕɀɎǝƏɎƬƏȇƫƺƬƏǼƬɖǼƏɎƺƳƫƏɀƺƳȒȇɎǝƺƏɮƏǣǼƏƫǼƺƳƏɎƏǣȇƬǼɖƳƺى


Non-open procedure type



Lack of call for tender publication



Short bid submission period



Length of decision period



Single bidder contract



Spending concentration (by organisation, by
year)

Our methodology also links corruption risks to spending based on econometric modelling
which estimates the price sensitivity of awarded contracts to corruption risks. We predict the
ɀǣɿƺȒǔƳǣɀƬȒɖȇɎɀȒǔǔƺȸƺƳƫɵɎǝƺɯǣȇȇǣȇǕˣȸȅƬȒȅȵƏȸƺƳɎȒɎǝƺƏɖƬɎǣȒȇȸƺǔƺȸƺȇƬƺȵȸǣƬƺٜɎǝƏɎ
is typically the maximum budgetary allocation for a given purchase) based on corruption
risks while controlling for year, contract value, main market, buyer location, and buyer type
on the contract level. Finally, these models allow us to bridge our large-scale micro-level
ƳƏɎƏɀƺɎɯǣɎǝȅƏƬȸȒƏǕǕȸƺǕƏɎƺɀɀɖƬǝƏɀƫɖƳǕƺɎƳƺˣƬǣɎƏȇƳɎȒȒǔǔƺȸƳǣǔǔƺȸƺȇɎȅƏƬȸȒɀȵƺȇƳǣȇǕ
estimates based on different risk levels in each country and sector.
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!ȌƵǏخ

§ٌɨƊǶɐƵ

Age

0.11

0.201

Female

-0.03

0.879

Household size

0.69

0.000

Poverty

0.71

0.000

Urban

-0.56

0.007

Western

1.14

0.002

Central

0.70

0.069

Eastern

1.66

0.000

Constant

-7.42

0.000

LR Chi2

121.12

Prob Chi2

0.000

Pseudo R2

0.14

N
1,621
1RWHRQYDULDEOHPHDVXUHPHQW$JH     )HPDOH IHPDOH
+RXVHKROG VL]H   OHVV WKDQ          ! 3RYHUW\ PHDQ UHVSRQVH WR TXHVWLRQV DERXW
IUHTXHQF\RIJRLQJZLWKRXWIRRGWRHDWFOHDQZDWHUFDVKLQFRPHHOHFWULFLW\DQGHVVHQWLDOFORWKLQJLQ
WKHODVW\HDUZLWKSRVVLEOHUHVSRQVHV QHYHU RQFHRUWZLFH WRWLPHV !WLPHV8UEDQ 
8UEDQLWH QRW5HJLRQV UHVLGHQWRIUHJLRQZLWKEDVHOLQHDVWKH1RUWK

         
&RHI

3YDOXH

Age

0.01

0.897

Female

-0.27

0.069

Poverty

0.45

0.000

Urban

-0.09

0.524

N of Children in HH

0.20

0.000

Western

-0.85

0.000

Central

-1.42

0.000

Eastern

-0.62

0.000

Constant

-2.02

0.000

LR Chi2

123.71

Prob Chi2

0.000

Pseudo R2

0.09
ϭ͕ϯϬϯ

1
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1RWH RQ YDULDEOH PHDVXUHPHQW $JH               )HPDOH  
IHPDOH 3RYHUW\ PHDQ UHVSRQVH WR TXHVWLRQV DERXW IUHTXHQF\ RI JRLQJ ZLWKRXW IRRG WR HDW FOHDQ
ZDWHU FDVK LQFRPH HOHFWULFLW\ DQG HVVHQWLDO FORWKLQJ LQ WKH ODVW \HDU ZLWK SRVVLEOH UHVSRQVHV  
QHYHU   RQFH RU WZLFH    WR  WLPHV   ! WLPHV 8UEDQ   8UEDQLWH   QRW 1 RIFKLOGUHQLQ++
QXPEHU5HJLRQV UHVLGHQWRIUHJLRQZLWKEDVHOLQHDVWKH1RUWK

       
6DPSOHGHVLJQ
The sampling relied on the list of enumeration areas (EA) from the Uganda
Population and Housing Census 2014 as a sample frame. There are a total of 79303 EAs
with one area containing more than one hundred households in Uganda. The Census
contains information ƏƫȒɖɎǼȒƬƏɎǣȒȇوɎɵȵƺٜɖȸƫƏȇȒȸȸɖȸƏǼٝƏȇƳȵȒȵɖǼƏɎǣȒȇȒǔ0ɀƏǼǼȒɯǣȇǕǔȒȸ
ɎǝƺɀɎȸƏɎǣǔǣƬƏɎǣȒȇȒǔthe sample.
In order to get reliable survey results at national, regional (Central, Eastern,
Northern, Western regions) and sectoral (healthcare and education) levels, we applied a
two-stage ɀɎȸƏɎǣǔǣƺƳ وƬǼɖɀɎƺȸƺƳ ɀƏȅȵǼǣȇǕ هɎ Ɏǝƺ ǔǣȸɀɎ ɀɎƏǕƺ وɎǝƺ ɀƏȅȵǼƺ ɯƏɀ ɀɎȸƏɎǣǔǣƺƳ
ƏƬƬȒȸƳǣȇǕ ɎȒ  דregions, namely Central, Eastern, Northern and Western. Next, each region
was divided into urban and rural areas. As a result, we got 8 sampling strata. From each
stratum, we selected EAs using probability proportional to population size (PPS)
sampling procedure to ensure that the probability of a cluster being selected is
proportional to its size.
The list of sampled EAs is provided in Annex F.

   
We used a random walk method to identify and select 30 households in each
enumeration ƏȸƺƏهÁǝƺȸƏȇƳȒȅɯƏǼǸȅƺɎǝȒƳɯƏɀƏƳȅǣȇǣɀɎƺȸƺƳƫɵɎǝƺǔǣƺǼƳ ɀɖȵƺȸɮǣɀȒȸɀɯǣɎǝ
ɎǝƺƏɀɀǣɀɎƏȇƬƺof local guides in each enumeration area.
The following steps were followed to select 30 households in each EA:
ׁخ

XƳƺȇɎǣǔɵƏȇƳƬȒȇɎƏƬɎƏɮǣǼǼƏǕƺn!אȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼɎȒɀɖȵȵȒȸɎɎǝƺɎƺƏȅƳɖȸǣȇǕǔǣƺǼƳȅȒɮƺȅƺȇɎɀ
and in identifying selected households and community boundaries.

ׂخ

Determine the EA sampling interval (Nth) by dividing the number of households in the
EA by 30.

خ׃

Identify a central location within the EA like the market, a church, a health facility or the
ǴɖȇƬɎǣȒȇƫƺɎɯƺƺȇɎɯȒȸȒƏƳɀƏȇƳɖɀƺǣɎƏɀƏɀɎƏȸɎǣȇǕȵȒǣȇɎǔȒȸǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɀƺǼƺƬɎǣȒȇ

ׄ خÁǝƺǔǣƺǼƳɀɖȵƺȸɮǣɀȒȸɀɀƺǼƺƬɎɀƏȸƏȇƳȒȅƳǣȸƺƬɎǣȒȇǔȸȒȅɎǝƺƬƺȇɎȸƏǼǼȒƬƏɎǣȒȇƫɵɀȵǣȇȇǣȇǕƏ
ƫȒɎɎǼƺ هÁǝƺȸƺƏǔɎƺȸ وɎǝƺ ǔǣƺǼƳ ɀɖȵƺȸɮǣɀȒȸ ǔȒǼǼȒɯɀ Ə ȸȒƏƳ ȵƏɎǝ ǣȇ Ɏǝƺ ɀƺǼƺƬɎƺƳ ȸƏȇƳȒȅ
direction while selecting and assigning every Nth household to the data collectors.
خׅ

ȇ ȸƺƏƬǝǣȇǕ Ɏǝƺ 0 ƫȒɖȇƳƏȸɵ ٜƏɀ ǕɖǣƳƺƳ ƫɵ Ɏǝƺ ɮǣǼǼƏǕƺ n! ȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼٝ وƏȇȒɎǝƺȸ ȸƏȇƳȒȅ
direction is determined again by spinning the bottle. This process is continued until
ɯǝƺȇגǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɀǝƏɮƺƫƺƺȇǣƳƺȇɎǣǔǣƺƳوɀƺǼƺƬɎƺƳƏȇƳƏɀɀǣǕȇƺƳɎȒƳƏɎƏƬȒǼǼƺƬɎȒȸɀه

( خ׆ɖȸǣȇǕɎǣȅƺɀȒǔɖȇƬƺȸɎƏǣȇǼɵƏƫȒɖɎɯǝǣƬǝǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɀɎȒǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯوɎǝƺǔǣƺǼƳɀɖȵƺȸɮǣɀȒȸ
ɖɀƺɀƏȸƏȇƳȒȅɀƺǼƺƬɎǣȒȇȵȸȒƬƺɀɀɎȒƳƺƬǣƳƺɯǝǣƬǝǝȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳɎȒǣȇɎƺȸɮǣƺɯǴɖɀɎƫɵǔǼǣȵȵǣȇǕa
coin.
 خׇInterviewing stops when the required 30 households have been selected.
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8. Two further attempts are made to interview residents who are not at home when initially
visited.
Within a selected household, the household head aged 18 years and above or any available
responsible adult is interviewed.
XȁƧǶɐȺǞȌȁƧȲǞɈƵȲǞƊٶب
v

Respondent must be resident of the household for at least 12 months.

v

Respondent should be aged 18 years and above.

0ɮƧǶɐȺǞȌȁƧȲǞɈƵȲǞƊب
v

Members of the household that are unable to provide consent.

v Exclude households that haven’t had a household member suffering a serious illness
episode or was pregnant in the last 12 months and that have no children in the age
bracket of 6-18 years.


The decision about sample size was made considering the factors of survey precision,
ȒȵƺȸƏɎǣȒȇƏǼ ƏȇƳ ˣȇƏȇƬǣƏǼ ǼǣȅǣɎƏɎǣȒȇɀ Ȓǔ Ɏǝƺ ȵȸȒǴƺƬɎ هÁȒ ƏǼǼȒɯ ǣȇǔƺȸƺȇƬƺɀ ƏƫȒɖɎ ƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇ
ȵȸƺɮƏǼƺȇƬƺƫȒɎǝƏɎɎǝƺȇƏɎǣȒȇƏǼǼƺɮƺǼƏȇƳƏȅȒȇǕɎǝƺǔȒɖȸȸƺǕǣȒȇɀوɎǝƺɀɖǔˣƬǣƺȇɎɀƏȅȵǼƺɀǣɿƺ
is at least 1600 respondents or 400 respondents per region (with the design effect of 1.1).
The above listed sample sizes are calculated for the estimated values of the key indicator
near 50% to account for the maximum margin of error. An overall sample size of 1760 was
ƺɀɎǣȅƏɎƺƳƏǔɎƺȸǣȇˤƏɎǣȇǕƫɵۑאɎȒƏƬƬȒɖȇɎǔȒȸɎǝƺȇȒȇ٨ȸƺɀȵȒȇɀƺه


XȇȒȸƳƺȸɎȒƺȇɀɖȸƺȷɖƏǼǣɎɵȒǔƬȒǼǼƺƬɎƺƳƳƏɎƏوɎǝƺǔȒǼǼȒɯǣȇǕǔǣƺǼƳƬȒȇɎȸȒǼɀɯƺȸƺǣȅȵǼƺȅƺȇɎƺƳى
Xȇ ȒȸƳƺȸ ɎȒ ɮƺȸǣǔɵ ɎǝƏɎ ǔǣƺǼƳ ɎƺƏȅɀ ɯƺȸƺ ƏƫǼƺ ɎȒ ȸƺƏƬǝ Ɏǝƺ ɀƺǼƺƬɎƺƳ ƺȇɎȸƺȵȸƺȇƺɖȸɀ وɯƺ
ƬȒǼǼƺƬɎƺƳGPS coordinates for every completed site. We have carefully reviewed and
visualized geographical locations of interviews to detect interviews with duplicate
locations or outside of the particular EA.
We randomly selected interviews for control, made call-backs and checked the fact of
the interview, adherence to the survey methodology, and the correspondence of answers
to key questions. Overall, nearly 10% of the sample were randomly included into the
back check sample.

 

  

HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE NATIONAL SURVEY ON THE EXTENT AND COST
OF CORRUPTION IN HEALTH AND EDUCATON SECTORS IN UGANDA (EDUCATION PART)
3UHLQWHUYLHZLQIRUPDWLRQ
Date
District
Sub county
Parish/Ward
Village/cell
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Urban=1

Urban/rural

Rural=2
Peri-urban=3

Interviewer number
Informed consent
JȌȌƮǿȌȲȁǞȁǐشJȌȌƮƊǏɈƵȲȁȌȌȁ

Hello, My name is ___________________________. I am working with the International Research
!ȒȇɀȒȸɎǣɖȅٜX«!ٝ٨ɀǝȒɯɎǝƺǼƺɎɎƺȸǔȸȒȅɎǝƺn!XهX«!ǣɀƏȸƺɀƺƏȸƬǝˣȸȅɯǝǣƬǝɯƏɀƬȒȇɎȸƏƬɎƺƳ
by GIZ to conduct a survey about the extent and cost of corruption in the health and
education sectors in Uganda. The study was approved by the TASO Uganda Ethics Research
Committee and registered by the Uganda National Council of Science and Technology
(UNCST).
The survey will target 1,600 households and your household is among those that were chosen
randomly for the survey. Your views will be taken to represent views of many households
ɯǝȒǝƏɮƺȇȒɎƫƺƺȇɀƺǼƺƬɎƺƳɎȒȵƏȸɎǣƬǣȵƏɎƺڙه
I would like to ask you some questions about your opinions on corruption in health and
education sectors. These questions can take 25-35 minutes to complete. The information
ɵȒɖ Ǖǣɮƺ ɯǣǼǼ ƫƺ ɎȸƺƏɎƺƳ ɯǣɎǝ ɀɎȸǣƬɎ ƬȒȇˣƳƺȇɎǣƏǼǣɎɵ ƏȇƳɵȒɖȸ ȇƏȅƺɯǣǼǼȇȒɎƫƺȵȸǣȇɎƺƳ Ȓȸ
used in any documents. You are free to accept or decline to participate in either study. The
ƏȇɀɯƺȸɀɵȒɖǕǣɮƺɯǣǼǼȇȒɎƫƺɀǝƏȸƺƳɯǣɎǝƏȇɵȒȇƺȒɖɎɀǣƳƺȒǔɎǝƺɀɎɖƳɵɎƺƏȅڙهÁǝƺȸƺǣɀƏɀȅƏǼǼ
chance that someone could learn about what we talked about, however, we will do our best
ȇȒɎɎȒǼƺɎɎǝǣɀǝƏȵȵƺȇڙڙه
There are no questions that will make you feel uncomfortable or embarrassed. If I ask you
ƏȇɵȷɖƺɀɎǣȒȇɎǝƏɎɵȒɖƳȒȇȒɎɯƏȇɎɎȒƏȇɀɯƺȸوǴɖɀɎǼƺɎȅƺǸȇȒɯƏȇƳXɯǣǼǼǕȒȒȇɎȒɎǝƺȇƺɴɎ
question. You can stop the interview at any time.
ÁǝƺȸƺǣɀȇȒƳǣȸƺƬɎƫƺȇƺˣɎɎȒɵȒɖǔȒȸȵƏȸɎǣƬǣȵƏɎǣȇǕǣȇɎǝƺɀɎɖƳɵڙهRȒɯƺɮƺȸوɎǝƺǣȇǔȒȸȅƏɎǣȒȇɯƺ
ƬȒǼǼƺƬɎɯǣǼǼǝƺǼȵȵȒǼǣƬɵȅƏǸƺȸɀɀȒǼɮƺƬȒȸȸɖȵɎǣȒȇƬǝƏǼǼƺȇǕƺɀǣȇǝƺƏǼɎǝƏȇƳƺƳɖƬƏɎǣȒȇɀƺƬɎȒȸɀڙه
³ɎɖƳɵȵƏȸɎǣƬǣȵƏȇɎɀɯǣǼǼǕƺɎǔƺƺƳƫƏƬǸȒȇɎǝƺȵȸȒǕȸƺɀɀƏȇƳˣȇƳǣȇǕɀȒǔɎǝƺɀɎɖƳɵهçȒɖƬƏȇƏǼɀȒ
contact the Survey Team Leader for the study, Dr. Daniel Kibuuka Musoke on Telephone
ȇɖȅƫƺȸ٨דטזחהבזזǔȒȸǣȇǔȒȸȅƏɎǣȒȇȸƺǕƏȸƳǣȇǕɎǝƺȵȸȒǕȸƺɀɀƏȇƳˣȇƳǣȇǕɀȒǔɎǝƺɀɎɖƳɵه
,I\RXKDYHDQ\FRQFHUQVDERXWWKHVWXG\\RXFDQFRQWDFWWKH7$625HVHDUFK(WKLFV&RPPLWWHH
&KDLUSHUVRQ'U$GULDQ-MXXNRRQ7HOHSKRQHQXPEHU±DQGHPDLOMMXXNRD#JPDLOFRP
Do you have any questions about the study or about your participation?
You can ask any questions you have about the study at any time.
Do you agree to participate in the survey?
1$0( ________________ 5(6321'(17$*5(('___________
5(6321'(17','127$*5((___________________________
0\VLJQDWXUH慦 晩 牭 猠 瑨
DW,KDYHUHDGWKHLQIRUPHGFRQVHQWVWDWHPHQWWRWKHUHVSRQGHQWV VDQG,KDYH
DQVZHUHGDQ\TXHVWLRQVDVNHGDERXWWKHVWXG\
INTERVIEWER’S NAME AND CODE: ______________________________ Date:_____________________
________________
67$577,0(

+2856

0,187(
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ٶهאXȁɈǘƵȯƊȺɈ׆ǿȌȁɈǘȺةǘƊɨƵɯȌɐȌȲȺȌǿƵȌȁƵǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǘƊƮƊȺǞǐȁǞǏǞƧƊȁɈ
ǞǶǶȁƵȺȺƵȯǞȺȌƮƵȌȲɩƊȺȯȲƵǐȁƊȁɈٶد
XyÀ0ªßX0à0ª ª0(² (0IXyXÀXy بSerious illness episode is an episode when you
or someone from your household needed medical treatment but not necessarily
visited a health worker.
1=Yes
ڼבzȒ
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
A2. XǏɯƵȺةȯǶƵƊȺƵةȺȯƵƧǞǏɯـخǿɐǶɈǞȯǶƵƧǘȌǞƧƵف
1=Measles
2=Diarrhea
3=Birth related
4=Skin
5=Ulcers
6=Flu & cold
7=Hypertension
8=COVID-19
9=Long-term physical condition (e.g. diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease)
ڼאÁȸƏɖȅƏٔǣȇǴɖȸɵ
11=Surgery (for other than the above listed reasons)
12=Infectious disease with fever
13=Malaria
14=Depression or other emotional/mental problems
15=Other (specify)
9=Don’t know
«ڼטטƺǔɖɀƺƳɎȒƏȇɀɯƺȸڙ
هגàǘƵȁƮǞƮƊȺǞǐȁǞǏǞƧƊȁɈǞǶǶȁƵȺȺƵȯǞȺȌƮƵȌȲȯȲƵǐȁƊȁƧɯǘƊȯȯƵȁٶد
1=Less than a month ago
2=2-3 months ago
3=3-6 months ago
4=More than 6 months ago
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 هדXȁ ɈǘƵ ǿȌȺɈ ȲƵƧƵȁɈ ȺǞǐȁǞǏǞƧƊȁɈ ǞǶǶȁƵȺȺ ƵȯǞȺȌƮƵ ةƮǞƮ ɯȌɐ ȌȲ ȺȌǿƵȌȁƵ ǏȲȌǿ ɯȌɐȲ
ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ ȲƵƧƵǞɨƵ ȌɐɈȯƊɈǞƵȁɈ ɈȲƵƊɈǿƵȁɈ ـƮǞƮ ȁȌɈ ȺɈƊɯ ȌɨƵȲȁǞǐǘɈ Ǟȁ ǘȌȺȯǞɈƊǶ فȌȲ
ǞȁȯƊɈǞƵȁɈ ɈȲƵƊɈǿƵȁɈ ـȺɈƊɯƵƮȌɨƵȲȁǞǐǘɈǞȁǘȌȺȯǞɈƊǶدف
1=Outpatient treatment
2=Inpatient treatment
3=Both
4=Neither of them
9=Don’t know
«ڼטטƺǔɖɀƺƳɎȒƏȇɀɯƺȸڙ
A5. XȺɈǘƵȲƵƊƧǘǞǶƮȌǏȺƧǘȌȌǶƊǐƵفׁٌ׆ـǞȁɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮد
1=Yes
2=No
IF YES, GO TO A6.
A6. RȌɩ ǿƊȁɯ ƧǘǞǶƮȲƵȁ ȌǏ ȺƧǘȌȌǶ ƊǐƵ ƊȲƵ Ǟȁ ɈǘƵ ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ( دINTERVIEWER
RECORDS A NUMERIC RESPONSE)
XIz³á0«Á אz(ڙהX³z و0z(ÁR0XzÁ0«àX0á يÁR0«áX³0وJ Á ÁR0x (Èn0
B.
B.Demographic and social characteristics of the household
RȒɖɀƺǝȒǼƳȸƺɀȵȒȇƳƺȇɎȵȸȒǔǣǼƺ
B1. àǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵȯȌȺǞɈǞȌȁȌǏɈǘƵȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵȁɈǞȁɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮد
1=Head
2=Spouse of the head
3=Child of the head
4=Grand child of the head
5=Parent of the head
6=Sister/brother of the head7=Nephew/niece of the head
8=Non-relative
10=Other (specify)
B2خàǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵȁƊɈǞȌȁƊǶǞɈɯȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵȁɈ د
ׁڙÇǐƊȁƮƊȁ
ׂڙyȌȁٌÇǐƊȁƮƊȁ
خ׃XȺɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵȁɈǿƊǶƵȌȲǏƵǿƊǶƵڙׁدwƊǶƵ
ׂڙIƵǿƊǶƵ
B4. àǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵƊǐƵȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵȁɈد
1=18-24
2=25-34
3=35-44
4=45-54
ׅׅڙׅƊȁƮƊƦȌɨƵ
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B5. àǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵǿƊȲǞɈƊǶȺɈƊɈɐȺȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵȁɈد
1=Single
2=Married/living together
3=Divorced/separated
4=Widowed
5=Never married and never lived together
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
هוàǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵǘǞǐǘƵȺɈǶƵɨƵǶȌǏƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁƧȌǿȯǶƵɈƵƮȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵȁɈڙد
ڼאzȒȇƺƬȒȅȵǼƺɎƺƳڙ
2=Completed Primary
3=Completed Secondary
4=Uncompleted Vocational
5=Completed Vocational
6=Uncompleted Higher Education (University, College)
7=Completed Higher Education (University, College)
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
خׇàǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵǿƊǞȁȌƧƧɐȯƊɈǞȌȁȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵȁɈد
ׁڙIƊȲǿƵȲ
ׂڙÀȲƊƮƵȲ
!ڙ׃ǞɨǞǶȺƵȲɨƊȁɈ
ׄڙ0ǿȯǶȌɯƵƵǞȁɈǘƵȯȲǞɨƊɈƵȺƵƧɈȌȲ
ڙׅɩȁƵȲشƧȌٌȌɩȁƵȲȌǏȯȲǞɨƊɈƵƧȌǿȯƊȁɯ
ڙ׆IȲƵƵٌǶƊȁƧƵɩȌȲǲƵȲ
ڙׇRȌɐȺƵɩǞǏƵشǞȁƧخȌȁǿƊɈƵȲȁǞɈɯǶƵƊɨƵ
ڙɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
خXǏɯȌɐǘƊɨƵƊȺȯȌɐȺƵةɩǘƊɈǞȺǘǞȺشǘƵȲǿƊǞȁȌƧƧɐȯƊɈǞȌȁد
ׁڙIƊȲǿƵȲ
ׂڙÀȲƊƮƵȲ
!ڙ׃ǞɨǞǶȺƵȲɨƊȁɈ
ׄڙ0ǿȯǶȌɯƵƵǞȁɈǘƵȯȲǞɨƊɈƵȺƵƧɈȌȲ
ڙׅɩȁƵȲشƧȌٌȌɩȁƵȲȌǏȯȲǞɨƊɈƵƧȌǿȯƊȁɯ
ڙ׆IȲƵƵٌǶƊȁƧƵɩȌȲǲƵȲ
ڙׇRȌɐȺƵɩǞǏƵشǞȁƧخȌȁǿƊɈƵȲȁǞɈɯǶƵƊɨƵ
ڙɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
خàǘƊɈǏȌȲǿȌǏƧȌǿǿɐȁǞƧƊɈǞȌȁǞȺƵƊȺǞǶɯƊɨƊǞǶƊƦǶƵɈȌɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȲƵȺȯȌȁƮƵȁɈد
ׁڙmƊȁƮǶǞȁƵɈƵǶƵȯǘȌȁƵ
ׂڙ0ǿƊǞǶƊƮƮȲƵȺȺ
ڙ׃wȌƦǞǶƵȯǘȌȁƵ
ׄ§ڙɐƦǶǞƧȯǘȌȁƵ
ڙׅyȌȁƵȌǏɈǘƵƊƦȌɨƵ
RȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǞȁǏȌȲǿƊɈǞȌȁ
ׁخ׀àǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȺǞɹƵƦɯȁɐǿƦƵȲد
XyÀ0ªßX0à0ªª0(²(0IXyXÀXyبRȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮɐȺƊǐȲȌɐȯȌǏȯƵȌȯǶƵɩǘȌȁȌȲǿƊǶǶɯƵƊɈ
ƊȁƮǶǞɨƵɈȌǐƵɈǘƵȲٶخ
ׁڙmƵȺȺɈǘƊȁׂ
ׂׂٌׄڙ
׀ׁٌׅڙ׃
ׄڙwȌȲƵɈǘƊȁׁ׀
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هאאRȌɩǿƊȁɯǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǿƵǿƦƵȲȺǘƊɨƵȲƵǐɐǶƊȲǞȁƧȌǿƵڙد
ׁڙmƵȺȺɈǘƊȁׂ
ׂׂٌׄڙ
׀ׁٌׅڙ׃
ׄڙwȌȲƵɈǘƊȁׁ׀
ׁׂخàǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵȁƊɈɐȲƵȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮƮɩƵǶǶǞȁǐٌƊȯǶƊƧƵɩǘƵȲƵɯȌɐƊȁƮɯȌɐȲ
ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǿƵǿƦƵȲȺɐȺɐƊǶǶɯȺǶƵƵȯد
ׁ§ڙƵȲǿƊȁƵȁɈ
ׂڙ²ƵǿǞٌȯƵȲǿƊȁƵȁɈ
ڙ׃ÀƵǿȯȌȲƊȲɯ
ׄڙɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
ׁخ׃àǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵɈɯȯƵȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮƮɩƵǶǶǞȁǐد
 ـ²0ªßÀXym©Ç0²ÀXyبXyÀ0ªßX0à0ª ²0ªß0²ÀR0(à0mmXyJy(ª0!ª(²
ÀR0y²à0ª ²0(ف
ׁڙÀȲƊƮǞɈǞȌȁƊǶ
ׂڙwȌƮƵȲȁ
ڙ׃ɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
ׁׄخàǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵȌɩȁƵȲȺǘǞȯȌǏǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮƮɩƵǶǶǞȁǐد
ׁڙ²ƵǶǏشȌɩȁ
ׂڙɩȁƵƮƦɯƵɮɈƵȁƮƵƮǏƊǿǞǶɯ
ڙ׃ªƵȁɈƵƮ
ׄ ڙȌȲȲȌɩƵƮ
ڙׅɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
mǞɨǞȁǐƧȌȁƮǞɈǞȌȁȺȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ
ׁخׅXȁǐƵȁƵȲƊǶةǘȌɩɩȌɐǶƮɯȌɐƮƵȺƧȲǞƦƵɈǘƵƵƧȌȁȌǿǞƧȺǞɈɐƊɈǞȌȁȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮɈǘǞȺ
ɯƵƊȲةȌȁɈǘƵȺƧƊǶƵǏȲȌǿׁɈȌبׅ
ڙׅßƵȲɯǐȌȌƮ
ׄڙIƊǞȲǶɯǐȌȌƮ
ڙ׃yƵǞɈǘƵȲǐȌȌƮȁȌȲƦƊƮ
ׂڙIƊǞȲǶɯƦƊƮ
ׁڙßƵȲɯƦƊƮ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
ׁخ׆XȁǐƵȁƵȲƊǶةǘȌɩɩȌɐǶƮɯȌɐƮƵȺƧȲǞƦƵɈǘƵƵƧȌȁȌǿǞƧȺǞɈɐƊɈǞȌȁȌǏɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮɈǘǞȺɯƵƊȲ
ƧȌǿȯƊȲƵƮɈȌȌɈǘƵȲȯƵȌȯǶƵɩǘȌǶǞɨƵǞȁɯȌɐȲƊȲƵƊةȌȁɈǘƵȺƧƊǶƵǏȲȌǿׁɈȌدׅ
ڙׅwɐƧǘƦƵɈɈƵȲ
ׄ ڙƵɈɈƵȲ
ڙ׃²ƊǿƵ
ׂڙàȌȲȺƵ
ׁڙwɐƧǘɩȌȲȺƵ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
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B17. ȁƮ ȁȌɩ ةȯǶƵƊȺƵ ǞǿƊǐǞȁƵ Ɗ ɈƵȁٌȺɈƵȯ ǶƊƮƮƵȲ ǏȌȲ ɯȌɐȲ ƧȌɐȁɈȲɯ ɩǘƵȲƵ Ȍȁ ɈǘƵ
ƦȌɈɈȌǿ ةɈǘƵ ǏǞȲȺɈ ȺɈƵȯ ةȺɈƊȁƮ ɈǘƵ ȯȌȌȲƵȺɈ ȯƵȌȯǶƵ ةƊȁƮ Ȍȁ ɈǘƵ ǘǞǐǘƵȺɈ ȺɈƵȯ ةɈǘƵ ɈƵȁɈǘة
ȺɈƊȁƮɈǘƵȲǞƧǘخȁɩǘǞƧǘȺɈƵȯȌǏɈǘƵɈƵȁȺɈƵȯȺƊȲƵɯȌɐȯƵȲȺȌȁƊǶǶɯȺɈƊȁƮǞȁǐɈȌƮƊɯد










3RRUHVW
SHRSOH











5LFKHVW
SHRSOH





5HIXVHG

'RQ¶WNQRZ

B18.(ȌƵȺɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǘƊɨƵب
1=Electricity
2=Refrigerator
3=Radio
4=TV
5=Mobile telephone
6=Bicycle
7=Computer
8=Motorcycle
!ڼטƏȸ
10=A plot of land which you can use for growing agricultural products
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
B19. àǘƊɈƊȲƵɈǘƵȺȌɐȲƧƵȺȌǏɩƊɈƵȲɐȺƵƮƦɯɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮد
1=Tap water
2=Stand-pipe/Water Kiosk
 ڙ׃ȌȲƵǘȌǶƵ
ׄ§ڙȲȌɈƵƧɈƵƮȺȯȲǞȁǐ
ڙׅÇȁȯȲȌɈƵƧɈƵƮȺȌɐȲƧƵ
ڙ׆ɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
ׂخ׀RȌɩǞȺƵɮƧȲƵɈƵƮǞȺȯȌȺƵƮȌǏƦɯɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮد
ׁڙàƊɈƵȲƧǶȌȺƵɈǞȁȺǞƮƵǘȌɐȺƵ
ׂڙàƊɈƵȲƧǶȌȺƵɈȌɐɈȺǞƮƵǘȌɐȺƵ
ڙ׃ɩȁȯǞɈǶƊɈȲǞȁƵـǞȁɯƊȲƮف
ׄ!ڙȌǿǿɐȁƊǶȯǞɈǶƊɈȲǞȁƵ
ڙׅyȌǶƊɈȲǞȁƵ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
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B21. àǘƊɈƊȲƵɈǘƵȺȌɐȲƧƵȺȌǏƵǶƵƧɈȲǞƧǞɈɯǏȌȲɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮد
1=Hydropower (umeme)
2=Solar power
3=Generator
4=No electricity
5=Others (Specify)
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
B22. 0ȺɈǞǿƊɈƵ ɯȌɐȲ ǿȌȁɈǘǶɯ ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ ǞȁƧȌǿƵ ـɈǘƵ ƧȌǿƦǞȁƵƮ ǞȁƧȌǿƵ ȌǏ ƊǶǶ
ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ ǿƵǿƦƵȲȺف
1=5,000-50,000 UGX
2=50,001-100,000 UGX
3=100,001-500,000 UGX
4=500,001-1,000,000 UGX
5=Above 1,000,000 UGX
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
ׂخ׃àǘƊɈƊȲƵɈǘƵǿƊǞȁȺȌɐȲƧƵȺȌǏǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǞȁƧȌǿƵد
ׁڙIƊȲǿǞȁǐ
ׂڙwƊȁɐǏƊƧɈɐȲǞȁǐƦɐȺǞȁƵȺȺ
ڙ׃ÀȲƊƮƵ
ׄڙ²ƊǶƊȲɯȌȲɩƊǐƵȺـǐȌɨƵȲȁǿƵȁɈف
ڙׅ²ƊǶƊȲɯȌȲɩƊǐƵȺـȯȲǞɨƊɈƵف
§ڙ׆ƵȁȺǞȌȁةÀȲƊȁȺǏƵȲȯƊɯǿƵȁɈـǏȲȌǿȲƵǶƊɈǞɨƵȺƊȁƮǏȲǞƵȁƮȺف
ڙׇ²ȌƊȯشƧƊȺɐƊǶɩȌȲǲ
ڙɈǘƵȲȺـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ



هדבXȁɈǘƵȯƊȺɈׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺةǘȌɩȌǏɈƵȁةǞǏƵɨƵȲةǘƊɨƵɯȌɐȌȲȺȌǿƵȌȁƵǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲ
ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮب
1HYHU

Once or twice Several times

Often

Always

Don’t know

Refused to
answer

D 'LGQRWKDYHHQRXJKIRRGWRHDW"
E 'LGQRWKDYHFOHDQZDWHU"
F 'LG QRW KDYH HQRXJK IXHO
WRFRRNIRRG"
F'LGQRWKDYHWUDQVSRUWDWLRQ"
G 'LG QRW KDYH D FDVK
LQFRPH"
I 'LGQRWKDYHHOHFWULFLW\"
H 'LG QRW KDYH HVVHQWLDO
FORWKHVVKRHV"
هהבȁƊɨƵȲƊǐƵةǘȌɩƮȌɯȌɐȺȯƵȁƮȌȁɈǘƵǏȌǶǶȌɩǞȁǐǞɈƵǿȺǞȁɈǘƵȯƊȺɈ׆ǿȌȁɈǘڙد
Below 10,000=1,
10,001-50,000=2,
50,001-100,000=3,
100,001-300,000=4,
Health care
Education
Food
Household utilities (energy
water)
Cleaning materials i.e. soap
Entertainment
ÁȸƏȇɀȵȒȸɎڙ
Other (specify)

Above 300,000=5

and

I( خƵǿƊȁƮǏȌȲȺƵȲɨǞƧƵةǞȁƧǶɐƮǞȁǐǶƊƧǲȌǏȺƵȲɨǞƧƵٌƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁ
IׁخRƊȺƊɈǶƵƊȺɈȌȁƵƧǘǞǶƮǞȁɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮƊɈɈƵȁƮƵƮƊȺƧǘȌȌǶǞȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ
!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮد
ׁڙæƵȺ
ׂڙyȌ
XIyةJÀIׂسÀR0ªàX²0ةJÀI׃
IׂخàǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵȲƵƊȺȌȁɩǘɯƊɈǶƵƊȺɈȌȁƵƧǘǞǶƮǞȁɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǘƊȺȁȌɈƊɈɈƵȁƮƵƮȺƧǘȌȌǶ
ǞȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮـǿɐǶɈǞȯǶƵƧǘȌǞƧƵȺȯȌȺȺǞƦǶƵدف
ׁڙÀȌȌɯȌɐȁǐ
ׂڙ²ƧǘȌȌǶǞȺǶȌƧƊɈƵƮɈȌȌǏƊȲƊɩƊɯ
ڙ׃ÀȌȌƵɮȯƵȁȺǞɨƵɈȌȯƊɯȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶǏƵƵȺ
ׄڙÀȌȌƵɮȯƵȁȺǞɨƵɈȌȯƊɯƦȲǞƦƵȺƊȁƮشȌȲƵɮɈȲƊǏƵƵȺ
ڙׅàȌȲǲǞȁǐ
!ڙ׆ǘǞǶƮƮȌƵȺȁٚɈǶƵƊȲȁƊȁɯɈǘǞȁǐǞȁȺƧǘȌȌǶ
ڙׇÀǘƵƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁȯȲȌɨǞƮƵƮǞȺȁȌɈɐȺƵǏɐǶǏȌȲƧǘǞǶƮٚȺǶǞǏƵ
ڙ²ƧǘȌȌǶȁȌɈǘɯǐǞƵȁǞƧ
!ڙȌȁƧƵȲȁȺƊƦȌɐɈ!ßX(ׁٌ
ׁڙ׀XǶǶȁƵȺȺشƮǞȺƊƦǞǶǞɈɯ
ׁׁ§ڙƊȲƵȁɈȺȁȌɈǞȁɈƵȲƵȺɈƵƮشȌȯȯȌȺƵƮɈȌȺƧǘȌȌǶǞȁǐٶ
ׁׂڙɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
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F2. àǘƊɈ ǞȺ ɈǘƵ ȲƵƊȺȌȁ ɩǘɯ ƊɈ ǶƵƊȺɈ ȌȁƵ ƧǘǞǶƮ Ǟȁ ɯȌɐȲ ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ ǘƊȺ ȁȌɈƊɈɈƵȁƮƵƮ
ȺƧǘȌȌǶ Ǟȁ ɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮـǿɐǶɈǞȯǶƵƧǘȌǞƧƵȺȯȌȺȺǞƦǶƵدف
1=Too young
2=School is located too far away
ڼגÁȒȒƺɴȵƺȇɀǣɮƺɎȒȵƏɵȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼǔƺƺɀ
4=Too expensive to pay bribes and/or extra fees
5=Working
6=Child doesn’t learn anything in school
7=The education provided is not useful for child’s life
8=School not hygienic
9=Concerns about COVID-19
10=Illness/disability
¨ڼאאƏȸƺȇɎɀȇȒɎǣȇɎƺȸƺɀɎƺƳٔȒȵȵȒɀƺƳɎȒɀƬǝȒȒǼǣȇǕڙ
12=Other (specify)
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
F3. RƊȺƊɈǶƵƊȺɈȌȁƵƧǘǞǶƮǞȁɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮƊɈɈƵȁƮƵƮƊȯɐƦǶǞƧȺƧǘȌȌǶǞȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ
!ßX(ׁǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮد
1=Yes
ׂڙyȌ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
XIæ0²ةJÀIسׅÀR0ªàX²0ةJÀIׄy(ÀR0y0y(ÀR0XyÀ0ªßX0àخ
IׄٶخàǘƊɈɩƊȺɈǘƵȲƵƊȺȌȁɩǘɯƊɈǶƵƊȺɈȌȁƵƧǘǞǶƮǞȁɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮƮǞƮȁȌɈƊɈɈƵȁƮƊȯɐƦǶǞƧ
ȺƧǘȌȌǶـدǿɐǶɈǞȯǶƵƧǘȌǞƧƵف
ׁ§ڙȲǞɨƊɈƵȺƧǘȌȌǶȺȯȲȌɨǞƮƵǘǞǐǘƵȲȱɐƊǶǞɈɯȌǏƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁ
ׂڙÀƵƊƧǘƵȲȺƊȲƵǿȌȲƵƧȌǿǿǞɈɈƵƮǞȁȯȲǞɨƊɈƵȺƧǘȌȌǶȺ
§ڙ׃ȲǞɨƊɈƵȺƧǘȌȌǶǞȺƧǶȌȺƵȲɈȌȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ
ׄ!ڙǘǞǶƮȲƵȁƊȲƵǿȌȲƵǶǞǲƵǶɯɈȌȯƊȺȺɈǘƵƵɮƊǿȺȺɈɐƮɯǞȁǐǞȁȯȲǞɨƊɈƵȺƧǘȌȌǶȺ
ڙׅÀǘƵȲƵǞȺƧȌȲȲɐȯɈǞȌȁǞȁȯɐƦǶǞƧȺƧǘȌȌǶȺXɩƊȁɈɈȌƊɨȌǞƮ
§ڙ׆ƊɯǞȁǐƦȲǞƦƵȺȌȲȯȲȌɨǞƮǞȁǐǐǞǏɈȺǏȌȲȺƵȲɨǞƧƵȺǞȁȯɐƦǶǞƧȺƧǘȌȌǶȺǞȺǿȌȲƵƵɮȯƵȁȺǞɨƵɈǘƊȁȯƊɯǞȁǐ
ǏƵƵȺǞȁȯȲǞɨƊɈƵȺƧǘȌȌǶȺ
ڙׇɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
IخׅRȌɩǏƊȲǞȺɈǘƵȁƵƊȲƵȺɈȺƧǘȌȌǶǏȲȌǿɈǘƵǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮد
ׁڙmƵȺȺɈǘƊȁ׀׀ׅǿ
ׁׂٌׅخ׀ڙǲǿ
ׁڙ׃ǲǿׂٌǲǿ
ׂׄڙǲǿٌ׃ǲǿ
ڙׅɨƵȲ׃ǲǿ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
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F6. àǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵǶƵɨƵǶȌǏɈǘƵȁƵƊȲƵȺɈȯɐƦǶǞƧȺƧǘȌȌǶد
1=Pre-primary
2=Primary
3=Upper secondary
4=Lower secondary
5=Vocational
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
G. Prevalence and direct costs of corruption for users in service delivery - education
Iªw yà y à0 àÇm( mXj0 À ²j æÇ  ÇÀ ÀR0 m(0²À !RXm( XyÀR0
RÇ²0Rm(àRÀÀ0y(²§Ç mX!²!Rmخ
JׁخàǘƊɈǞȺɈǘƵǶƵɨƵǶȌǏȺƧǘȌȌǶɈǘƊɈɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮƊɈɈƵȁƮȺد
ׁ§ڙȲƵٌȯȲǞǿƊȲɯ
ׂ§ڙȲǞǿƊȲɯ
ڙ׃mȌɩƵȲȺƵƧȌȁƮƊȲɯ
ׄڙÇȯȯƵȲȺƵƧȌȁƮƊȲɯ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
JׂخàǘǞƧǘǐȲƊƮƵƮȌƵȺɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮƊɈɈƵȁƮـدXyÀ0ªßX0à0ªª0!ª(²ª0²§y²0ف
Jخ׃IȌȲǘȌɩǶȌȁǐǘƊȺɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮƦƵƵȁƊɈɈƵȁƮǞȁǐɈǘƵȺƧǘȌȌǶǘƵǞȺƧɐȲȲƵȁɈǶɯƵȁȲȌǶǶƵƮǞȁد
ـXyÀ0ªßX0à0ªª0!ª(²yÇw0ªX!ª0²§y²0سXIm0²²ÀRyׁæ0ªةª0!ª(خ׀XImXß0(
²Xy!0 XªÀRةª0!ª(ف
صصصصصصɯƵƊȲȺ
JׄخXȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮةɩƵȲƵɯȌɐȌȲȺȌǿƵȌȁƵǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲ
ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮƊȺǲƵƮɈȌȯƊɯƊƦȲǞƦƵةǐǞɨƵƊǐǞǏɈةȯƊɯƵɮɈȲƊǿȌȁƵɯـƦɐɈȁȌɈƊȁȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶǏƵƵȌȲɈɐɈȌȲ
ǏƵƵفȌȲƮȌƊǏƊɨȌɐȲǏȌȲƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶȌǏɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮد
ׁڙæƵȺ
ׂڙyȌ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
JخׅXȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮةǘƊɨƵɯȌɐȌȲȺȌǿƵȌȁƵǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲ
ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȯƊǞƮƊƦȲǞƦƵةǐƊɨƵƊǐǞǏɈةȯƊǞƮƵɮɈȲƊǿȌȁƵɯـƦɐɈȁȌɈƊȁȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶǏƵƵȌȲɈɐɈȌȲǏƵƵفȌȲƮǞƮ
ƊǏƊɨȌɐȲǏȌȲƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶȌǏɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮǞȁȌȲƮƵȲɈȌـبǿɐǶɈǞȯǶƵƧǘȌǞƧƵف
ׁڙJƵɈƊȯǶƊƧƵǞȁƊȺƧǘȌȌǶǏȌȲƊƧǘǞǶƮ
ׂڙ0ȁȺɐȲƵǐȌȌƮǐȲƊƮƵȺ
§ڙ׃ƊȺȺƊɈƵȺɈشƊȁƵɮƊǿǏȌȲƊƧǘǞǶƮ
ׄڙ0ɮȯȲƵȺȺƊȯȯȲƵƧǞƊɈǞȌȁǏȌȲɈǘƵȺƵȲɨǞƧƵȯȲȌɨǞƮƵƮ
ڙׅɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
XI²0m0!À0(Àm0²Ày0§ÀXywyJׁٌةׅJÀR0y0åÀ©Ç0²ÀXyسÀR0ªàX²0ةJÀ
Jׁׅ
Jׁخ׆XȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮةǘȌɩǿƊȁɯɈǞǿƵȺƮǞƮɯȌɐȌȲȺȌǿƵȌȁƵ
ǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǐǞɨƵƊƦȲǞƦƵةǿƊǲƵƊȁƵɮɈȲƊȯƊɯǿƵȁɈةǐǞɨƵƊǐǞǏɈȌȲƮȌƊǏƊɨȌɐȲȯƵȲ
ȲƵƊȺȌȁٶدȁƮɩǘƊɈɩƊȺɈǘƵɨƊǶɐƵȌǏɈǘƵȺƵد
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NUMBER OF TIMES (INTERVIEWER RECORDS
NUMERIC RESPONSE)

V A L U E ,
UGX

Get a place in a school for a child
Ensure good grades
Pass a test/an exam for a child
Express appreciation for the service provided
Other (specify)
G7. ÀǘƵǶƊȺɈɈǞǿƵɯȌɐȌȲȺȌǿƵȌȁƵǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǘƊƮɈȌǐǞɨƵƊƦȲǞƦƵةǿƊǲƵƊȁƵɮɈȲƊ
ȯƊɯǿƵȁɈ ةǐǞɨƵ Ɗ ǐǞǏɈ ـɈǘƵ ǿȌȺɈ ȲƵƧƵȁɈ ƵɨƵȁɈ فȌȲ ƮȌ Ɗ ǏƊɨȌɐȲ ǏȌȲ Ɗ ɈƵƊƧǘƵȲ ȌȲ ƊȺƧǘȌȌǶ
ȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶȌǏɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮةɩǘȌɩƊȺɈǘƵȲƵƧǞȯǞƵȁɈد
1=Teacher
2=Tutor
ڼג³ƬǝȒȒǼȒǔǔǣƬǣƏǼ
4=Other (specify)
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
G8. ÀǘƵǶƊȺɈɈǞǿƵɯȌɐȌȲȺȌǿƵȌȁƵǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǘƊƮɈȌǿƊǲƵƊȁƵɮɈȲƊȯƊɯǿƵȁɈةǐǞɨƵƊ
ǐǞǏɈ ـɈǘƵ ǿȌȺɈ ȲƵƧƵȁɈ ƵɨƵȁɈ فȌȲ ƮȌ Ɗ ǏƊɨȌɐȲ ǏȌȲ Ɗ ɈƵƊƧǘƵȲ ȌȲ Ɗ ȺƧǘȌȌǶ ȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶ ȌǏɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈ
ƧǘǞǶƮةɩǘƊɈƮǞƮɯȌɐشȺȌǿƵȌȁƵǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǐǞɨƵد
1=Food and drink
ڼבàƏǼɖƏƫǼƺɀٜǕȒǼƳوǴƺɯƺǼǼƺȸɵوȵǝȒȇƺɀوƺɎƬهٝȒȸȒɎǝƺȸǕȒȒƳɀڙ
3=Some money (please specify amount in national currency)
4=Exchange with another service or favour
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
IF ANSWER IS EXCHANGE WITH ANOTHER SERVICE OR FAVOUR (4) GO TO THE NEXT
ªÈ0³ÁX z وÁR0«áX³0J Á Jא
JهטXǏɯȌɐȌȲƊǿƵǿƦƵȲȌǏɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǘƊƮɈȌƮȌƊǏƊɨȌɐȲǏȌȲƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶȌǏ
ɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮɈǘƵǶƊȺɈɈǞǿƵةɩǘƊɈɈɯȯƵȌǏǏƊɨȌɐȲɩƊȺǞɈد
XzÁ0«àX0á0« ³k ÁRX³ ªÈ0³ÁX z ³ z
ANSWER.
1=Running an errand
2=Provision of labour or services
3=Sexual favour
ׄڙɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
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¨0z٨0z(0( ªÈ0³ÁX z z( ! (0³ÁR0

J هאªƵƧƊǶǶǞȁǐ ɈǘƵ ǿȌȺɈ ȲƵƧƵȁɈ ɈǞǿƵٶɯȌɐ ȌȲ ȺȌǿƵȌȁƵ ǏȲȌǿ ɯȌɐȲ ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ ǘƊƮ ɈȌǿƊǲƵƊȁ
ƵɮɈȲƊȯƊɯǿƵȁɈةǐǞɨƵƊǐǞǏɈȌȲƮȌƊǏƊɨȌɐȲǏȌȲƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶȌǏɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮة
ɩǘƵȁƵɮƊƧɈǶɯƮǞƮɯȌɐǐǞɨƵɈǘƵǐǞǏɈشǿȌȁƵɯشǏƊɨȌɐȲٶد
1=Before the service was delivered
2=After the service was delivered
3=At the same time that the service was delivered
4=Partly before and partly after the service was delivered
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
G11. RƊɨƵ ɯȌɐ ȌȲ ȺȌǿƵȌȁƵ ǏȲȌǿ ɯȌɐȲ ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ ǘƊƮ ɈȌ ƦȌȲȲȌɩ ǿȌȁƵɯ Ǟȁ ȌȲƮƵȲ ɈȌǐǞɨƵ Ɗ
ƦȲǞƦƵةƊǐǞǏɈةȌȲɈȌǿƊǲƵƊȁƵɮɈȲƊȯƊɯǿƵȁɈـƦɐɈȁȌɈƊȁȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶǏƵƵفɈȌƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȁƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁ
ȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶد
1=Yes
2=No
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
G12. RƊȺɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǘƊƮɈȌƧɐɈȌɈǘƵȲƵɮȯƵȁȺƵȺǞȁȌȲƮƵȲɈȌǐǞɨƵƊƦȲǞƦƵةƊǐǞǏɈةȌȲɈȌǿƊǲƵƊȁ
ƵɮɈȲƊȯƊɯǿƵȁɈـƦɐɈȁȌɈƊȁȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶǏƵƵفɈȌƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȁƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶد1=Yes
2=No
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
G13. XȁɯȌɐȲȌȯǞȁǞȌȁةɩƊȺɈǘƵȲƵƧƵǞɨƵƮȺƵȲɨǞƧƵɩȌȲɈǘɈǘƵȯƊɯǿƵȁɈȲƵƧƵǞɨƵƮǏȲȌǿƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȁ
ƵƮɐƧƊɈǞȌȁȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶد
1=Yes
2=No
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
G14. àǘƊɈ ɩȌɐǶƮ ƦƵ ɈǘƵ ƵɮȯƵƧɈƵƮ ƧȌȁȺƵȱɐƵȁƧƵȺ ǞǏ ɈǘƵ ǶƊȺɈ ɈǞǿƵ ɯȌɐ ƮǞƮȁٚɈ ȯƊɯ ƵɮɈȲƊǏȌȲ Ɗ
ɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶȌǏɯȌɐȲȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮةǞȁƧǶɐƮǞȁǐƦȲǞƦƵȺةƵɮɈȲƊȯƊɯǿƵȁɈȺـƦɐɈȁȌɈƊȁ
ȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶǏƵƵȌȲɈɐɈȌȲǏƵƵفƊȁƮɈǘƵɨƊǶɐƵȌǏƊȁɯǐǞǏɈȺـدǿɐǶɈǞȯǶƵƧǘȌǞƧƵف
ׁڙyȌȁƵ
ׂڙƧǘǞǶƮɩȌɐǶƮƦƵȲƵǏɐȺƵƮƊȯǶƊƧƵǞȁȺƧǘȌȌǶ
ڙ׃ƧǘǞǶƮɩȌɐǶƮȲƵƧƵǞɨƵƊɩȌȲȺƵǿƊȲǲ
ׄڙƧǘǞǶƮɩȌɐǶƮǏƊǞǶƊɈƵȺɈ
ڙׅɈǘƵȲـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
JׁخׅXȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮةǘƊɨƵɯȌɐȺȌǿƵȌȁƵǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲ
ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮƵɨƵȲƦƵƵȁɐȁƊƦǶƵȌȲȲƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌȯƊɯƊƦȲǞƦƵةǐǞɨƵƊǐǞǏɈةȯƊɯƵɮɈȲƊǿȌȁƵɯـƦɐɈȁȌɈƊȁ
ȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶǏƵƵȌȲƮȌƊǏƊɨȌɐȲǏȌȲƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶȌǏɈǘƵȌǶƮƵȺɈƧǘǞǶƮد
ׁڙæƵȺ
ׂڙyȌ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
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XIç0³وJ Á ÁR0z0æÁªÈ0³ÁX z يÁR0«áX³0وJ Á Jזא
G16. XǏɯƵȺةɩǘƊɈɩƵȲƵɈǘƵƧȌȁȺƵȱɐƵȁƧƵȺ(دmultiple choice)
1=None
2=A child was refused a place in school
3=A child received a worse mark
4=A child failed a test
5=Other (specify)
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answe
G17. ÀȌ ɩǘƊɈ ƵɮɈƵȁɈ ƮȌ ɯȌɐ ƊǐȲƵƵ ȌȲ ƮǞȺƊǐȲƵƵ ɩǞɈǘ ɈǘƵ ǏȌǶǶȌɩǞȁǐ
ȺɈƊɈƵǿƵȁɈȺب

Strongly
disagree

Most people in Uganda
expect to pay something extra when their
children attend public
schools.
To get a place in a public school in Uganda,
you must pay a bribe or
extra money, give a gift
or do a favour.
If you do not pay a bribe
or extra money, give a
gift or do a favour, your
child is less likely to
pass an exam.
If you do not pay a bribe
or extra money, give a
gift or do a favour, your
child is likely to have
bad grades.

5

Disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don’t
know

Refused
to answer

        
RهאRȒɯƺƏɀɵȒȸƳǣǔǔǣƬɖǼɎɯƏɀǣɎɎȒǕƺɎƏȵǼƏƬƺǣȇƏȵɖƫǼǣƬɀƬǝȒȒǼǔȒȸƏƬǝǣǼƳَڙ
ڼאàƺȸɵƳǣǔǔǣƬɖǼɎ
ڼב³ȒȅƺɯǝƏɎƳǣǔǔǣƬɖǼɎ
ڼגzƺǣɎǝƺȸƳǣǔǔǣƬɖǼɎȇȒȸƺƏɀɵ
4=Somewhat easy
5=Very easy
9= Don’t know
99= Refused to answer
H2. XȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮةǘƊȺƊƧǘǞǶƮǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǿǞȺȺƵƮ
ƊǶƵȺȺȌȁƦƵƧƊɐȺƵƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲɩƊȺƊƦȺƵȁɈد
1=Yes
2=No
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
XIç0³وJ Á R يגÁR0«áX³0وJ Á Rד
RڙهגXȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮةǘȌɩȌǏɈƵȁǘƊɨƵƧǘǞǶƮȲƵȁǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲ
ǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮǿǞȺȺƵƮƊǶƵȺȺȌȁƦƵƧƊɐȺƵƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲɩƊȺƊƦȺƵȁɈد
ׁڙȁƧƵȌȲɈɩǞƧƵȯƵȲɯƵƊȲ
ׂڙ²ƵɨƵȲƊǶɈǞǿƵȺȯƵȲɯƵƊȲ
ڙ׃ȁƧƵȌȲɈɩǞƧƵȯƵȲǿȌȁɈǘ
ׄڙ²ƵɨƵȲƊǶɈǞǿƵȺȯƵȲǿȌȁɈǘ
ڙׅwƊȁɯɈǞǿƵȺȯƵȲǿȌȁɈǘ
ڙ׆ȁƧƵȌȲɈɩǞƧƵȯƵȲɩƵƵǲ
ڙׇ²ƵɨƵȲƊǶɈǞǿƵȺȯƵȲɩƵƵǲ
ڙwƊȁɯɈǞǿƵȺȯƵȲɩƵƵǲ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
RׄخXȁɈǘƵׁׂǿȌȁɈǘȺƦƵǏȌȲƵ!ßX(ׁٌǶȌƧǲƮȌɩȁȺɈƊȲɈƵƮةǘƊȺƊƧǘǞǶƮǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ
ƵɮȯƵȲǞƵȁƧƵƮǿǞȺƦƵǘƊɨǞȌɐȲةȺɐƧǘƊȺƊǐǐȲƵȺȺǞɨƵƦƵǘƊɨǞȌȲةǏȲȌǿƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶٶد
ׁڙæƵȺـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
ׂڙyȌ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
RخׅRƊɨƵةǞǏƵɨƵȲةƧǘǞǶƮȲƵȁǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮƮȌȁƵƊǏƊɨȌɐȲǏȌȲƊɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲƊȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶد
ׁڙæƵȺـȺȯƵƧǞǏɯف
ׂڙyȌ
(ڙȌȁٚɈǲȁȌɩ
ڙªƵǏɐȺƵƮɈȌƊȁȺɩƵȲ
XIæ0²ةJÀÀR0y0åÀ©Ç0²ÀXyسÀR0ªàX²0ةJÀRخׇ
H6. XǏɯƵȺةɩǘƊɈɈɯȯƵȌǏǏƊɨȌɐȲɩƊȺǞɈ( دmultiple choice)
1=Running an errand
2=Provision of labour or services
3=Sexual favour
4=Other (specify)
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer

5

R خׇƊȺƵƮȌȁɯȌɐȲƵɮȯƵȲǞƵȁƧƵȌȲƵɮȯƵȲǞƵȁƧƵȌǏȯƵȌȯǶƵɯȌɐǲȁȌɩةǘȌɩȌǏɈƵȁةǞǏƊɈƊǶǶةƮȌɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȺ
ȌȲȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶȺƵǞɈǘƵȲȌȯƵȁǶɯȌȲȺɐǐǐƵȺɈǞɨƵǶɯȯȲȌȯȌȺƵȺɈɐƮƵȁɈȺɈȌǐȲƊȁɈƦƵȁƵǏǞɈȺةȺɐƧǘƊȺǐȌȌƮ
ǐȲƊƮƵȺȌȲȯƊȺȺǞȁǐƊɈƵȺɈةǞȁƵɮƧǘƊȁǐƵǏȌȲȺƵɮɐƊǶǏƊɨȌɐȲȺد
1=Never
2=Once or twice
3=Several times
4=Often
5=Always
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
H8. ÀǘǞȁǲǞȁǐ ƊƦȌɐɈ ɯȌɐȲ Ȍɩȁ ƵɮȯƵȲǞƵȁƧƵ Ǟȁ ɈǘƵ ǶƊȺɈ  ׅɯƵƊȲȺ ةǘƊȺ ǞɈ ƵɨƵȲ ǘƊȯȯƵȁƵƮ ɈǘƊɈ Ɗ
ɈƵƊƧǘƵȲȌȲȺƧǘȌȌǶȌǏǏǞƧǞƊǶȯȲȌȯȌȺƵƮɈȌƊƧǘǞǶƮǏȲȌǿɯȌɐȲǘȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮȌȲƊƧǘǞǶƮɯȌɐǲȁȌɩɈȌ
ǐȲƊȁɈƦƵȁƵǏǞɈȺةȺɐƧǘƊȺǐȌȌƮǐȲƊƮƵȺȌȲȯƊȺȺǞȁǐƊɈƵȺɈةǞȁƵɮƧǘƊȁǐƵǏȌȲȺƵɮɐƊǶǏƊɨȌɐȲȺد
1=Never
2=Once or twice
3=Several times
4=Often
5=Always
9=Don’t know
99=Refused to answer
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RȌɐȺƵǘȌǶƮ XJȲƵȯȌȲɈ
Ⱥ ɐ Ȳ ɨ Ƶ ɯ ȌȁÀȲƊƧǲǞȁǐ
!ȌȲȲɐȯɈǞȌȁ
فׁׂ׀ׂـ
ÀȲƵȁƮȺفׁׂ׀ׂـ

Teachers absenteeism rate

24%

39%

Sextortion

16%

Not available
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27%
Not available
Not available

82%
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§ȌȯɐǶƊٌ
ɈǞȌȁ

K A W E M P E
DIVISION
KYEBANDO

NSOOBA ‘E’

87

KCCA

M A K I N D Y E
DIVISION
KANSANGA

SSEBALALA ‘B’

396

KIBOGA

KIBOGA

KIBOGA
COUNCIL

TOWN

BAMUSUUTA

LUFULA ‘D’

121

WAKISO

BUSIRO

KATABI
COUNCIL

TOWN

KITALA

KITALA ‘C’

489

WAKISO

KIRA MUNICIPALITY

KIRA DIVISION

KIRA

N A J J E R A
BUSIBANTE ‘G’

181

WAKISO

NANSANA
ITY

GOMBE DIVISION

MATUGGA

KATALEMWA ‘E’

130

(ǞȺɈȲǞƧɈyƊǿƵ

ҌȌɐȁɈɯصyƊǿƵ

²ɐƦƧȌɐȁɈɯyƊǿƵ

KAMPALA

KCCA

KAMPALA

MUNICIPAL-

§ƊȲǞȺǘyƊǿƵ

BUIKWE

NJERU MUNICIPALITY

NJERU DIVISION

NJERU WEST

NAMWEZI ‘H’

137

LUWERO

KATIKAMU

BUTUNTUMULA

KAKABALA

NALONGO ‘C’

75

MUBENDE

BUWEKULA

MADUDU

KAKENZI

KYEDIKYO

107

NAKASONGOLA

BURULI

NAKITOMA

BUJJABE

KIKOOBA

143

KAYUNGA

NTENJERU

BUSAANA

NAMUKUMA

KYAYAAYE ‘B’

125

MITYANA

MITYANA

KIKANDWA

KIKUNYU

NSANGABWAMI

147

GOMBA

GOMBA

KYEGONZA

NAKIJJU

KASASA KIBOMBO

154

KYOTERA

KYOTERA

KASAALI

GAYAZA

GAYAZA A ‘A’

88

BUSIA

BUSIA MUNICIPALITY

WESTERN DIVISION

NORTH A

SOLO A ‘I’

119

JINJA

BUTEMBE

KAKIRA
COUNCIL

WAIRAKA

WAIRAKA A ‘C’

138

KAMULI

KAMULI MUNICIPALITY

NANKULYAKU

KULINGO ‘D’

70

MBALE

MBALE MUNICIPALITY

WANALE DIVISION

BOMA

NAKHUPA

93

KABERAMAIDO

KALAKI

OTUBOI

OPILITOK

KAMURIYE

87

BULAMOGI

KALIRO
COUNCIL

TOWN

BUKUMANKOOLA

BUGOMA

136

NGORA

NGORA

NGORA
COUNCIL

TOWN

SOUTHERN

TOWNSHIP A A

121

IGANGA

KIGULU

BULAMOGI

IWAWU

NAWANKOFU ‘A’

90

KATAKWI

USUK

KATAKWI

ALELES

LALEI A

113

KALIRO

TOWN

²  Ç À R 0 y
(XßX²Xy

SOROTI

SOROTI

GWERI

AWOJA

AWOJA ‘A’

93

MAYUGE

BUNYA

WAIRASA

WANDAGO

WANDAGO B ‘A’

158

BUTALEJA

BUNYOLE

BUSABI

BUSABI

MALONGO ‘A’

93

BUYENDE

BUDIOPE

KIDERA

BUYANJA

KASATO

139

BUTEBO

BUTEBO

BUTEBO

KASYEBAI

KATAKWI

104

APAC

APAC MUNICIPALITY

ATIK DIVISION

INDUSTRIAL

MARKET STREET ‘B’

71

GULU

GULU MUNICIPALITY

PECE DIVISION

TEGWANA

AYWEE ‘B’

114

LIRA

ERUTE

AGWENG

ACELELA

ANYOMENE

44

NEBBI

NEBBI MUNICIPALITY

ABINDU DIVISION

NEBBI HILL

ARUMUKENG ‘B’

162

DOKOLO

DOKOLO

DOKOLO TC

EASTERN

ANYOMOLOI ‘B’

66

ALEBTONG

MOROTO

ALEBTONG WEST ‘B’

55

OMORO

OMORO

ARWOTOMIA ‘B’

122

ARUA

AYIVU

OLUKO

ANIPI

VUDRIKALI

65

KOTIDO

JIE

KACHERI

LOSAKUCHA

KOGILIGILI ‘C’

62

NAKAPIRIPIRIT

CHEKWII

MORUITA

MORUITA

SUKUDIK

114

ALEBTONG
TOWN
NAKABELA
COUNCIL
OMORO TOWN COUNTE-GOT
CIL



AMURU

KILAK

PABO

KAL

KAL CENTRE ‘D’

293

OYAM

OYAM

LORO

ACANPII

DAGOADEK

50

KOLE

KOLE

OKWERODOT

ADELLOGO

BARPUNU

80

JAKA

LAMINONAMI
‘B’

114

KIHUKYA

KAITIRA ‘A’

131

KARUNGIBATE

KINYAMWENGE

146

KAKOBA

KISENYI A ‘C’

179

KAHUNGA

NYABUBARE ‘A’

213

IGORORA

NTUNGAMO I

69

WARD C

KIHURA II ‘C’

145

NYAMITI

KIBANGA

67

OMORO

OMORO

HOIMA

H
O
I
M
MUNICIPALITY

KASESE

BUSONGORA

MBARARA
NTUNGAMO

LALOGI
A

M B A R A R A
MUNICIPALITY
N T U N G A M O
MUNICIPALITY

B U S I I S I
DIVISION
HIMA
TOWN
COUNCIL
K A K O B A
DIVISION
W E S T E R N
DIVISION
I G O R O R A
T
O
W
N
COUNCIL
K I G U M B A
T
O
W
N
COUNCIL
MUHORRO
T
O
W
N
COUNCIL

IBANDA

IBANDA

KIRYANDONGO

KIBANDA

KAGADI

BUYAGA

KABALE

NDORWA

BUHARA

BUHARA

KYASE A ‘A’

71

KIBAALE

BUYANJA

NYAMARWA

KYAKATWANGA

KAHORO ‘A’

126

NTUNGAMO

RUHAAMA

RUHAAMA

RWENGOMA

NYAKAHITA

77

KINKIIZI

RUGYEYO

KATUNGU

BURORA

91

KIRUHURA

KAZO

BURUNGA

BURUNGA

KAWIRI

93

NTOROKO

NTOROKO

KANARA

KAMUGA

KAMUGA ‘A’

92

KANUNGU
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